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EDITORS’ INTRODUCTION 

Welcome from the Editors: 

“The secret of the psychoanalytic method is the very engagement of a discourse wherein the fixity and 
certainty of any proferred epistemic configuration are dislodged… what psychoanalysis offers, the 
subject is thus its discourse as Otherwise.” 

Barratt, B. (1993) Psychoanalysis and the Postmodern Impulse: Knowing and Being Since Freud’s 
Psychology. Johns Hopkins University Press: Baltimore (p. 42). 

Welcome to the sixth issue of Other/Wise. We invite you to discover a journal dedicated to 
psychoanalysis, and to the creative arts. We offer psychoanalytic articles that may be scholarly, 
theoretical, clinical, research oriented, from all psychoanalytic outlooks. We feature creative work such 
as short stories, poetry, visual art, and music that illuminate internal unconscious process or any aspect 
of the human condition that engages us from a depth perspective . 

We continue in our dedication to offering a vision reflecting that of the International Forum for 
Psychoanalytic Education, exemplified in the annual interdisciplinary conferences that IFPE sponsors. 
We value creativity, originality, depth of thought, and dialogue. 

Learning is a reciprocal pleasure. Other/Wise is interactive; you are invited to participate in ongoing 
dialogue by using the feature that allows you to respond to each article published in each issue. 
Learn, enjoy, participate in the conversation! 

Other/Wise will continue to feature articles that focus on clinical material, in “Entering the Consulting 
Room”, and articles that focus on the personal journey, in “Autobiographical Discoveries: Our 
Psyches, Our Selves.” We will offer these sections as we receive material for them. 

Articles and creative works should be submitted electronically to Merle 
Molofsky, mmpsya@mindspring.com, and Richard Raubolt, 
r.raubolt@gmail.com. 

Merle Molofsky, Editor 
Richard Raubolt, Founding Editor  

Richard Raubolt, Founding Editor 
Merle Molofsky, Co-Editor 
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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL DISCOVERIES 

THROUGH THE LENS OF QUANTUM THEORY: A MOTHER/DAUGHTER DIALOGUE ABOUT 
CREATIVITY IN ART AND PSYCHOANALYSIS 

By Rachel Shapiro and Leann Domash 

 

Introduction 

LD: First, let’s introduce ourselves. I’m Leanne Domash, psychologist and psychoanalyst, and the mother 
of Rachel Paula Shapiro, artist. I am very interested in the creative process and in the intersection of 
various fields as an inspiration and breeding ground for creative ideas. This article will hopefully be an 
enlightening mix of art, quantum theory and psychoanalysis. I’m so excited that we can dialogue about 
how creativity manifests itself in our life and work. 

RPS: I’m Rachel Paula Shapiro, artist and teacher, and I share similar interests. I am fascinated by the 
symbolic life surrounding us and the language of the psyche. This conversation touches on themes that 
are relevant to each of us in a unique and intersected way. 

LD: In a way, we are also introducing ourselves to each other, as adult colleagues. Although I’ve assisted 
you some in your growing jewelry business, this is the first time we have formally discussed our work 
together.  I hope this dialogue helps create the birth of this new collegial relationship as well as deepen 
us as mother and daughter. 

RPS: Absolutely. This forum also helps me formulate ideas that are sometimes abstract and elusive. I 
appreciate the space to focus and discuss these issues that are so important to me. 

How do new ideas come into being? 

LD: One of the most intriguing questions for me is: how does creativity happen? How do new ideas 
come into being?  As therapists, we want new insights about our work and our patients. As an artist, 
how do new ideas come to you? 

RPS: Sometimes it’s as if the idea is already there and that it comes into being when my senses open up 
and I am able to notice it. 

LD: This makes me think of our recent IFPE conference Psychoanalysis: Not the Same Old Song and 
Dance where I was inspired by Ken Silvestro’s discussion of quantum theory as a paradigm for 
psychoanalysis (Silvestro, 2010). This led me to begin to explore these ideas further in relation to art and 
psychoanalysis. 
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The Quantum World 

As background, based on both Silvestro and Al-Kahali (2003), I’ll discuss several key concepts in the 
quantum world before we begin our dialogue. 

According to quantum theory, the universe is comprised of waves of energy.  These waves are like 
energy clouds of sorts, without a beginning or an end.  They contain possibilities that begin to exist in 
the real world only when they are measured, a process called decoherence.  This is when possibilities 
pop into being. 

Analogously, in the case of your creativity, Rachel, you are the measurer. You notice the idea or image 
and then you gradually bring it into being as you develop it. 

Silvestro and others have made the analogy of the quantum world to the unconscious realm and the 
Newtonian or material world to the conscious. The quantum universe is nonlogical, acausal, counter-
intuitive and bizarre. Silvestro likens it to Alice’s Wonderland. I liken it to unconscious dream life. 

It is by reaching this unconscious realm that meaningful work occurs, both for the patient/therapist dyad 
in psychotherapy and for the artist and her creative product. Using the analogy of quantum theory, we 
can explore the implicit self from a new perspective and better understand our elusive, emotional and 
“illogical” unconscious. 

An example of the illogical nature of the quantum world is that a quantum particle can be in two or 
more places or states at the same time, a concept called superposition.  For a quantum object a single 
position of a particle within a waveform is impossible. Since they are only potential particles, many 
potential particles simultaneously exist within the wavefunction and simultaneously don’t exist. 
Potentialities can exist in many places at the same time. 

As Silvestro explains, pointing to the location of a quantum particle in a waveform is similar to 
attempting to grasp the elusive rabbit in Alice’s Wonderland. One quickly discovers the rabbit exists in 
many places at the same time. By analogy, this captures the elusive, shifting, multi textured, and multi 
determined quality of working with unconscious material. 

Perhaps an analogy in the physical world is that in dialoguing together, you and I are each in two states 
at the same time.  You are both an artist and a daughter and I, psychoanalyst and mother. 

Silvestro writes that the unconscious cannot be directly known but as soon as an unconscious waveform 
interacts with a Newtonian measuring device (in this discussion, the “measuring device” is the artist or 
the psychoanalyst), the unconscious content becomes a conscious physical or psychic object. In our 
therapeutic language, this is when the unconscious becomes conscious. 

Ideally, in our work, the psychic object that pops out may be a memory or association that leads to a 
new perspective or reflection; this can help the patient move in productive directions. 
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This can be experienced as an “aha” moment when clarity is suddenly achieved, a process I have written 
about elsewhere (Domash, 2010). For this to occur, both patient and therapist need to be receptive and 
open, to be comfortable with paradox and ambiguity. Similarly, the artist creates a physical work of 
meaning and passion which too seems to pop out of her unconscious as she embraces surprise and 
ambiguity. 

As artists or as psychoanalysts, we have to tolerate the indeterminate nature of our process and our 
knowledge.  Similarly quantum theory stresses the indeterminacy of knowledge of the quantum world 
which is only a world of possibilities, not of realities. Therefore we can never know with precision what 
will happen or where a particular “particle” will emerge from the infinite length of the waveform. 
Similarly, therapy is an unpredictable process. It is an environment of possibilities; insights come and 
guide the patient but do not follow a set pattern. 

Uncannily, quantum particles are known to pop in and out of existence. Bohm (1983) describes this “in 
and out movement” from waveform to Newtonian reality as a dynamic between the implicate and 
explicate orders, much like an unconscious thought can become conscious and then recede back into 
unconsciousness. 

RPS:  Sometimes in therapy I have come across “blind spots” where after the session I actually forgot 
what I had spoken about. When trying to recall the content of what had surfaced, I am only able to 
remember the context, but not what was actually said. My therapist is able to then guide me and bring 
light to this dark area. This is an example of material surfacing from the unconscious that is difficult to 
face, and when out of the therapy space, recedes back into unconsciousness.  This in and out movement 
also occurs when remembering dreams, the memory is present and then often vanishes and recedes. 

LD:  Another concept is called entanglement: once two quantum particles intersect, they remain 
connected and will behave in the same manner no matter how far apart they are in space and 
time.  This is because, according to one interpretation by quantum physicists, they remain as part of a 
unified waveform which can extend indefinitely and stretch throughout space. The unified waveform 
contains the shared information about their quantum states so when one potential particle changes in 
any way, the other potential particle simultaneously changes as well. 

To help us understand nonlocal reality– this connection regardless of time or space due to an earlier 
entanglement– the following example is sometimes given.  Picture two dice that, when thrown, alway 
register doubles, that is two threes, two sixes, and so on, no matter how far apart they are.  One die 
could be on earth and the other on Pluto. 

As I understand it, this is because in the quantum world the waveform for each die entangled and then 
separated but stayed connected.  Then each waveform, with all the potentials simultaneously present, 
was measured. These measurements cause the waveform potentials to decohere to particles in our 
reality, Newtonian reality. (When measured, potentialities come out of the waveform and appear as real 
objects.)  In our case, the two die in the example appear in the real world.  Therefore, when one die is 
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thrown and results in a number, the other die, wherever it may be in Newtonian reality, will suddenly 
display the same number due to the one time entanglement at the quantum level. Because of the 
original entanglement, when one particle changes in some way, the other will as well. 

This strange concept of entanglement has been related to Jung’s concept of synchronicity (1972). 
Synchronicity is the co-incidence of a psychic state in the observer and an objective, external event. In 
other words, synchronicities are highly meaningful, symbolic, acausal connections made between one’s 
interior subjectivity and the events of everyday reality. It is the psychological connection between the 
inner state and outer event that makes it synchronistic. These are experienced as extra-ordinary co-
occurrences. (Hopcke, 2009; Sylvester, 2010). 

I have written about how we and our patients have to be alert for synchronicities, that is when an 
outside event seems to “hit” us as uncannily coincidental and gives power to the moment.  I termed this 
“psychoanalytic luck” (Domash, 2009). Moments of synchronicity can alert us to exceptional and 
meaningful opportunities and reveal an underlying pattern or framework, otherwise unknown or hidden 
from us. These moments can be thought of as an unconscious entanglement suddenly erupting into 
conscious reality.  These are connections that we can productively and creatively use. 

Ironically (or not, considering quantum theory), the same day as I attended the presentation on 
quantum theory, Rachel sent me a poem she wrote titled “Footprint” which both by its content and 
timing illustrates these ideas. This poem “hit” me as important and as a possible avenue to begin 
exploring these important themes. 

Creativity pops into the Newtonian world 

RPS: 

Last winter 
I began to find 
peculiar silences imprinted everywhere. 
Silence, in dust gathered, 
silence, after a closed book, 
around an empty glass of water, 
after a switched off light. 

Footprint 

The quiet that resided 
in the folds of my sheets, 
the blankets piled up 
to get through winter, 
the caves they formed around me. 
The quiet that lurked in the morning 
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in those caves 
is the silence that I speak of. 

In this soundless state 
I found myself 
seated at my worn wooden desk 
in a diagonal beam of light, 
coffee cold 
and a canvas before me. 

LD: It seems as if this poem is about your emergent creativity and how it arose from stillness. 

RPS: Yes, it is. This poem speaks about creating from a place of sad silence. Last year, recently 
separated, I found myself with more time to myself than I had had in years. I actively chose not to fill 
that time with distracting noise and activities to take me away from my feelings. Sometimes I would just 
sit in my house. Over time, I began to listen, to myself, to what was around me, and I heard a calling. In 
the poem the calling comes as a beam of light across my desk, me dazed, and my coffee cold. As I settled 
into this silence, I began to see more intricacies to my world, and was able to dive into my own self, 
slowly and gently peeling back the layers. It was in this void, this void that was both a gift and a theft, 
that I was to create. 

It is only now as I write this that I can give thanks for this separation, for the clean and lonely hole it 
created in my life. It is through that hole, that I began to cultivate my artist. 

LD: It sounds like you were able to tolerate the silences and allow something profound to emerge from 
your unconscious and work with it. 

RPS: Absolutely. This emptiness was necessary for me to cultivate the land and wait for the seeds to 
come. Cleaning the creative space, watering it lovingly, is as important as the actual flowering process. 

LD: You also used the beam of light (which behaves like a wave) as the symbol for the “calling” of your 
creativity, perhaps an unconscious analogy to the quantum waveform in the world of possibilities. 
Clarissa Pinkola Estes (1992), whose work you introduced me to, uses surges of water as the metaphor 
for female creativity.  She writes,  “The creative force flows over the terrain of our psyches looking for 
natural hollows, the arroyos, the channels that exist in us.  We become its tributaries, its basins; we are 
its pools, ponds, streams, and sanctuaries. The wild creative force flows into whatever beds we have, 
those we are born with as well as those we dig with our own hands. We don’t have to fill them, we only 
have to build them.” (p. 299) 

This is analogous to a forceful emergence of particles from the quantum wave into consciousness. Estes 
(1992, p. 299) writes that the creative force is not a “matter of wanting to, not a singular act of will; one 
solely must.” 
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How is this for you? Are artists beings who are called to bring “the quantum into the material world”, to 
continuously reach the unconscious and bring it forth? 

RPS:  I agree that my creativity comes from a place below and I think that the water images powerfully 
speak to the ways this energy can flow in a river or a stream, and often I experience it like a great wave. 
Sometimes it is  still water in a basin, and sometimes a dry riverbed. This terrain is always present and I 
do believe that my work as an artist is a conversation, sometimes aware and sometimes not, with my 
unconscious psyche.  It’s when the boundary between the two worlds blur that I am able to create most 
abundantly and freely. When patterns in randomness become clear, these two realms have connected. I 
try to feed this unconscious, illogical and intuitive part of myself as part of nourishing my artist. 

How do we nurture our creative self? 

LD: Estes talks about the importance of caring for our creative life. The “river beneath the river” which 
nourishes us can get polluted and seal off the creative. As she states it, then the river of life becomes the 
river of death. 

Many myths have this theme of how negative forces can rob us of our life force. One of many examples 
she gives is one in which two men seal off a well owned by a man and his family so trees and flowers 
can’t grow; another in which a noxious fog spreads over an island so the gods cannot continue to create 
the story of life. These myths serve as warnings for us to escape, at all costs, negativity in our 
surroundings. 

The above examples are of negativity coming from the outside.  The negativity can also come from 
within in the form of denigrating one’s own work and/or succumbing to procrastination, disorganization, 
or distraction. In women, the most common symptom of this pollution is a loss of vitality, to be 
distinguished from a natural ebbing and flowing of the creative process. 

What thoughts do you have about our protecting our creative life, whether as therapists or 
artists?  Would you feel comfortable discussing your recent meditation retreat and if you feel it helped 
deepen your creative life? 

RPS:  As I mentioned above, there are ways in which I actively nourish my creativity. I think protecting it 
is crucial. Julia Cameron, in The Artist’s Way,

I do feel the meditation course signaled an initiation of sorts that had been building in the months prior 
to it. Before I left for this course I had begun to float so freely in the unconscious realm that I got scared. 
I had a dream that came true. I also started falling asleep while I was dreaming and having deeper 

 refers to our artist as a child. A child needs to be fed, taken 
care of, spoiled, loved, and protected in order to blossom. I think we are our worst enemies when it 
comes to our own art. The self-critical voice in the mind is often so developed, sometimes 
overpowering. Part of protecting my artist, is quieting and reasoning with that voice of self doubt, of 
comparison, of negativity. I do this in the same way that I would try to protect a child from violence or 
anger, from harmful things in life. 
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dreams inside my dreams. What really scared me though, is that I started having experiences in reality 
that felt like “waking dreams.” My dreams started feeling more “real” than certain moments or scenes 
from my waking life. This completely threw me off balance and I didn’t know how to navigate this 
dissolution. 

LD: It sounds like you were so in touch with the unconscious realm, or metaphorically the quantum 
realm, that you were beginning to feel like an Alice in Wonderland. How did the “initiation” of the 
meditation course affect this? 

RPS: I went to a 10 day Vipassana meditation course in absolute silence, where one tries to observe 
“reality” as it really is, without any distractions.  As I observed self during this immersion into the mind, I 
experienced a certain internal death. Various patterns and ways of living began to dissolve as it became 
clear that they were outdated. Maybe with this ‘death’ I will be able to let go of the need for a specific 
structure in reality in order to feel safe.  Maybe developing as a artist means deepening my experience 
in both the conscious and the unconscious realms. Sometimes getting lost is part of the journey. I could 
see that the fear that came up in the period before the meditation course was because I had reached a 
level of acute awareness that was new to me. Once I became familiar with this level of unconscious 
awareness, the fear began to retreat. 

During the meditation course, my senses on an earthly level also became fine tuned.  My visual eye 
began to focus on light in ways I don’t recognize in normal life. Shadows, rays through clouds, reflections 
bouncing off my glasses, circular light particles, the early morning winter light before the sunrise- blue 
grey and misty.  I ate an orange at 5 PM with the sun low over the mountains and was able to observe 
every little bubble particle that made up such a luscious fruit. Holding that same fruit up to the light, I 
saw a warm tender glow. 

LD: Wow, that’s an endorsement of the Newtonian world! 

Jewelry As Symbolic Expression 

LD: You are a jewelry designer as well as a fine artist.  From a psychological perspective, could one of 
the functions of your jewelry be to help us evolve, both to more fully express who we are and also to try 
out new and future selves. Can jewelry, with its fanciful and playful aspects, help us create a self that is 
“truer” than the real self, maybe the self we want to become. 

I have been reading the work of Doniger (2005), a Hindu scholar, who discusses the use of 
“masquerade” and “pretend” in finding an identity. She writes in “The Woman Who Pretended to Be 
Who She Was” that a masquerade can help one find out who one really is. The mask reveals rather than 
conceals the self beneath the mask. 

In this sense, the mask may be more authentic than the real self, the surface “deeper” than the depth. 
There can be a dialectic between the idea that the meaning is hidden beneath the surface and the idea 
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that the meaning is on the surface, or still a third position, that meaning is in the space between the 
two. 

She also discusses how symbolic jewelry was, especially rings, in ancient Hindu myths. One of the many 
possible symbols for the ring is of identity and the loss of it.  A signet ring was one’s particular seal or 
stamp, similar to credit cards of today. Credit card theft is termed identity theft. In some of these 
ancient myths the ring was also actually used to establish identity, usually of a male child by identifying 
his father. For example, the woman takes the ring of her lover while he is sleeping and then returns 
years later to prove he is the father of her child. 

Can you say something about jewelry as a symbolic expression? 

RPS: Jewelry is functional art.  It is meant to be worn, touched, and it ages with time. A special piece of 
jewelry can also become an extension of the body and a symbol reflecting one’s life experience. If the 
jewel is timeless enough to be passed down in a family, it holds in it memory and story and through the 
identification with that memory, a shared family identity. 

I am wearing a ring right now that illustrates this symbology. Before I was born, you gifted your mother 
with a trip to Israel. The trip was meant to help my grandmother reclaim aspects of her emotional and 
spiritual identity after her husband, my grandfather, had passed away. In Israel, my grandmother bought 
a gift of a raw ruby for you. You then had that stone made into a ring and wore it for many years. Now 
that ring sits on my hand and connects me with my matrilineal line and is a symbol for reciprocity 
between generations. The story it holds is invaluable to me, and it’s the only artifact I have that my 
grandmother held in her hands. 

LD:  Powerful. I didn’t realize until now how important this ring is to you and how it is a thread through 
the generations of our family, establishing a strong sense of female identity and the value of sharing 
resources. I wish my mother could know this and could have known you. I’m reminded again of my 
sadness that you two never met, yet the ring does link us all. 

Let’s go from talking about symbolic expression to self expression. Can you say more about how your 
jewelry might speak to this? 

RPS:  I think jewelry has the power to set a mood for the wearer and express different sides of 
personality. For example the movement in a pair of slinky earrings can be wispy and feather-like 
evocative of the feminine or of the forest. The wearer might choose these earrings to express that 
energy on a given day.  On another day, she might choose a pair of heavy hoop earrings that express a 
tougher, more urban aspect of self. 

However, when I create, the small sculptures come to being without thought about what their essences 
will reflect. My own emotions and experiences come into play when I am doing art. It is more when I 
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wear the jewelry or see it glowing on another person that the language it speaks becomes clear. It is to 
say, the wearer gives the object life and voice. 

LD: The pieces of jewelry are expressions from the implicit world that can assist us in shaping ourselves 
psychologically. 

Doniger writes that many myths have as their message the fact that you cannot escape your 
fate. However, myths provide “loopholes” as well. For example, as you travel through life, you may not 
become a completely different person but you can learn and evolve; you can find valuable aspects of 
yourself with the help of others and in that way experience a transformation. 

Jewelry may help us find some of these “loopholes”, that is, it can help us to continue to discover 
ourselves and evolve. 

Dreamwork 

LD: In psychoanalysis one of our main goals is to reach the implicit or unconscious self to access and 
potentially change early dysfunctional patterns that are repetitive and self destructive. One key method 
of reaching this implicit self is through dreamwork. The psychoanalytic literature has described  many 
possible functions of dreams. Some intriguing new research from neuroscience suggests that dream can 
change the brain both by helping us form new memories as well as reworking old memories. In this 
process, dreams can help us solve problems (Stickgold, 2005). On a neuronal level, this happens because 
our usual censors are turned off during dreaming so neurons are freer to roam about and make new 
connections (Limb and Baum, 2008; Beeman, et al, 2004). Relating to the quantum field, dreams are 
examples of images from the unconscious decohering and becoming manifest. Bion said it well: dreams 
are alpha functions by which he means the dreamer takes amorphous feelings and turns them into 
meaningful symbols (Bion, 1962). 

Does dreaming help you come up with new ideas?  Can you give us an example? 

RPS: I have definitely dreamt ideas for jewelry and images have come to me in dreams that inspire my 
collage work. When creative energy is flowing in my life, my dreams are vibrant and alive, which adds a 
symbolic and inspiring tone to my life. I don’t always strive to create actual dream images, but rather, to 
operate in a space where the active dream world allows me to enter deeper into myself. There have also 
been instances where I have dreamed about a piece of work and have literally tried to copy the dream. 

LD: Can you tell us a dream that helped you solve a creative problem? 

RPS: Yes I can, I have been working on a large collage of a volcano. The entire collage was completed 
except I needed to finish the lava. I didn’t know how I wanted to do this. I got frustrated, even proposed 
the idea to myself that it was an inactive volcano. Then I had a dream where I was observing a real view 
of this volcano erupting from a floating room inside myself. There were intense flashes of orange, 
yellow, and purple glowing behind the image and yes, there was lava flowing. But instead of what I was 
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thinking and imaging lava to be in the conscious realm, in the dream world the lava consisted of black 
silhouettes of people, animals, objects all fleeing the mouth of the volcano. They were black paper cut 
out silhouettes on the horizon. I understood this eruption as an illusion to my past memory, to the 
people and events that have shaped my life and a purging that is happening right now for me. 

I think this dream was advising me to not think of lava so literally in regards to my painting. I 
photocopied photographs, reduced them, darkened them and cut out the silhouettes of my family 
members and placed them on the horizon of my collage. However, it was impossible to achieve the 
grandeur of the image experienced in the dream. I was unsatisfied with the real image of the lava I had 
created in the collage, and after many hours of work, ripped it off layer by layer. This destruction was an 
echo of my own internal active eruption. Now the piece is finished, and it depicts the smoke settling 
post explosion. This collage was part of a group exhibition in March 2011 in Barcelona. 

LD: Wow, the collage is electric and is such a good example of the force of the quantum popping into 
existence. Knowing your journey with the images makes it even more meaningful. 

 

I am intrigued by this concept–the way that dreams can help us solve problems. I sometimes dream 
about patients, especially when I am puzzled by them. Reflecting on the dream can help me understand 
the treatment more deeply and may even suggest a direction I need to take, or be careful not to take, 
with the patient. 

The following is an example, reported elsewhere (Domash, 2010), of a chilling image from a dream and 
my subsequent emotional insight about a patient. This insight may have prevented an enactment. 
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I awoke from a dream in which all I remembered was the chilling and dreadful image of a seductive 
mermaid in the water but with the face of Joan Crawford (whom I associate with cruelty from the 
biography Mommie Dearest). On awakening I thought of my patient who the day before had been 
discussing her mother as a seductive, yet periodically cruel woman. Although she had been discussing 
this a great deal in these first few months of therapy, I had been unable to feel it. Whether I was 
mirroring her detachment or it was my own defensiveness, or possibly both, I don’t know. However, 
when I woke up from the dream, I was very shaken and felt a sense of dread about the image. I felt I 
then knew on a very visceral level what the patient felt. 

I began to think of what could develop in the treatment, that is, how we could get into an enactment 
where either she or I could become the seductive mermaid and have a sadomasochistic interaction. 
Instead, I was forearmed by the dream image and could move forward with more awareness of both her 
unconscious and mine. Of course, my feeling of detachment in the treatment was already the beginning 
of this enactment. 

This unconscious insight (the image of the mermaid) helped me understand the patient from “the inside 
out” (Bromberg, 1998) and be more free of the possibility of unconsciously acting this out. 

RPS: Very interesting, so your dream also helped you develop true empathy for the patient. 

LD: Yes, I felt more alive with her and understood more deeply her experience of her mother. 

Collage 

LD:  You do collage which is literally creating a new composite from existing pieces, perhaps something 
like we do in dreams. At times you may be representing artistically what exists now; at other times, you 
may be grappling with what 

could be, or an imagined reality you may want to create, something beyond what exists now? Can you 
comment? 

RPS: I love collage as a medium because it is so open. Almost anything can be used and incorporated 
into a collage. This freedom allows me to descend into internal terrain and create images that are 
sometimes evocative of my irrational dreamscape. This world has particular color palettes that I identify 
with this descent. 

I recall talking to you (my mother) about a dream I had where there was an underwater basketball game 
going on, and in a fit of rage one player threw the basketball to the surface of the water and hit a 
swimmer who was doing her laps in an enormous pool. While analyzing this rage, you pointed out to me 
that in the subconscious, emotions are raw; they exist without judgement. It is when the ball breaks the 
surface that we tag opinions and criticisms onto emotions. Some of my work  in collage is a meditation 
on a particular raw emotion. During this process I try to create from this raw place that is alive only 
“under water.” This is a collage exploring raw rage. 
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LD: So the viewer of your work can experience this too and get a sense of his/her own unconscious for a 
moment without all of the usual censors operating. You give us an opportunity to go deep below the 
surface to know ourselves more deeply. As therapists, of course, we are trying to help patients contact 
their deep emotions. It is only in this way that change is possible. 

Synchronicity 

LD: As mentioned, an intriguing concept in quantum theory is entanglement, that is when two quanta 
meet and touch, they are eternally connected. This is analogous to Jung’s concept of synchronicity 
(1972), when a psychic element meets an element in the real world evoking strong meaning for the 
person.  This can be viewed as an expression in the real world of an entanglement that existed in the 
unconscious before the real event occurred. 

I encourage my patients to welcome synchronicity, to notice and seize these moments as they may lead 
to new opportunities.. That uncanny feeling of “aha” when a synchronistic event occurs can alert us to 
something meaningful to pursue, perhaps a “forgotten” but important path. 

Does synchronicity play a role in your art? Can you give us an example? 

RPS: Synchronicity plays a huge role in my life.  When I am aligned with my creativity the more 
synchronicity and magical things happen in my daily life. My senses are more open and fine tuned so I 
notice these things more- perhaps they are always actually there, just like the ideas floating around, 
present only when we capture them. These events and this way of interacting with the world in turn 
inspires my art. I recently made a collage on top of a city grid of the gothic neighborhood in Barcelona. 
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This collage was inspired by various synchronistic events that occurred along this street during the 
month of December. 

LD: To answer the question at the start of our dialogue, “How do new ideas come into being?” it seems 
that creativity happens when we allow ourselves to notice it, when we can “measure” our unconscious. 
Many things can facilitate this: meditation, dreaming, psychotherapy.  I’d say a general attitude of 
welcoming surprise, of letting oneself be “struck”. 

The Entrance of the Unconscious into the Physical World 

LD: Let’s bring these ideas into the very physical world by presenting one of your collages which suggest 
some of these themes as we bring our dialogue to conclusion. We are going to ask you to be both artist 
and commentator on your own artistic work! 

LD:  As you reflect on your work, what would you say are some of the feelings and ideas you are 
conveying? 

 

RPS: In this collage a young girl is scribbling on a chalk board. She just woke up and is desperately 
painting a dream she just had. She is in a trance, a creative spell, a hypnagogic state wherein everything 
else falls away. There is fear in her eyes. She is scared the creative spell will end and the inspiration will 
slip away. Her time is limited. She fears she will be judged. She fears the sensations; she is out of sorts. 
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The bottom part of the image is the surreal, subconscious world.  Trees from the subconscious are 
growing up towards waking life, connecting the two arenas. The collage illustrates a moment where the 
subconscious or dreamworld overlaps with the Newtonian world and is expressed through art. This 
young girl represents a primal necessity to release the quantum energy into the real world, to express 
her dreams with a mass of scribbles on the wall. The river running horizontally separates the two realms; 
the creative life bridges the two. 

In the girl’s hand, growing from the chalk is a gear from a clock. It is with this gear and a piece of chalk, 
the artist’s instruments, that she navigates through her psyche. She is able to turn the hands of time 
back and access the past dream world and lost memories. This is new territory for her, and she is young. 
She is intrigued but navigates cautiously. 

LD:  Despite her fear, it seems she is capable of traveling between the two worlds. Like the quantum 
popping in and out of existence. 

Psychoanalyst/Mother, Artist/Daughter 

LD: A toast! As mother and daughter, may we be an example of “metaphorical entanglement”, forever 
psychically connected regardless of time and space. 

By this I mean a deep meaningful connection that is inspiring. The term entanglement should not be 
confused with the negative concept of enmeshment. Enmeshment suggests a crippling, overdependent 
connection whereas entanglement evokes freedom and individuation while never losing a primal sense 
of being related and part of the other. 

In this dialogue I hope we have succeeded in our experiment in superposition, that we have been able to 
exist as artist/daughter and psychoanalyst/mother at the same time! I am so grateful to have this special 
opportunity. 

RPS:  Bringing these words into being, artist and psychoanalyst as the “measurers”, I too hope that we 
have been able to connect both the quantum world with the conscious world, and then back again, the 
Newtonian world with the unconscious realm. And, I hope we have shown how creativity helps us 
navigate the space between the two. 

Glossary 

waveform:  an energy cloud, of sorts, without a beginning or end that inherently ‘contains’ the 
possibility of transforming into a Newtonian particle  (Silvestro, 2010). 

quantum particle: a possibility in the wave function 

superposition: a quantum particle or possibility can be in two or more places or states at the same time 
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entanglement: once two quantum particles intersect, they remain connected and will behave in the 
same manner no matter how far apart they are in space and time. We are using the term 
“entanglement” in a psychological sense to mean connected in a meaningful, growth promoting 
manner. This is to be distinguished from the psychological term “enmeshment” which connotes a 
crippling, suffocating connection that impedes individuation and freedom. 

decoherence:  when the quantum particle is measured, it comes into the real world as a material object 
and is no longer just a possibility. Then it loses the capability of superposition. 

synchronicity: a meaningful, acausal, connection between a psychic object, event or element, and its 
manifestation in everyday reality 

Acknowledgement: We both wish to thank Dr. Ken Silvestro for his generous and thoughtful help with 
this article. 
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ARTICLES 

LISTENING TO MEDEA AND LISTENING TO MYSELF LISTENING TO MEDEA 

By Mildred Antonelli 

Medea, a character in Greek mythology, is a powerful sorceress, the niece of Circe, granddaughter of the 
sun god Helios, and daughter of King Aetes of Colchis.  Jason is a great Greek hero, son of the king of 
Iolchis who has been killed by Jason’s uncle, who has usurped the throne.  Jason’s uncle promises to give 
him his inheritance and the throne if he accomplishes a number of seemingly insurmountable tasks, 
among which is to retrieve the golden fleece, which was guarded by a powerful dragon on the island of 
Colchis, a kingdom regarded as less civilized than Iolchis.. 

Medea falls in love with him and promises to help him in return for which, if he succeeds, he would take 
her with him and marry her.  Medea puts the dragon to sleep with her narcotic herbs, enabling Jason to 
take the fleece and sail away with her.  The king and her brother pursue them.  Medea kills her brother 
so that their father has to bury him, giving them time to flee.  The king of Iolchis, who is old and infirm, 
reneges on his promise.  Medea persuades his daughters that if they kill him she will have them reborn 
as young and healthy, a promise she does not keep.  Rather than this winning Jason the throne they and 
their children are forced to flee.  They settle in Colchis where the king offers Jason his daughter in 
marriage, and he accepts. 

Betrayed and abandoned, Medea takes revenge first by sending Jason’s future bride a beautiful dress 
and golden crown covered in poison.  She dies and her father dies trying to save her.  Medea continues 
her revenge by murdering her children by Jason, after which she leaves Colchis and flies to Athens in a 
golden chariot driven by dragons sent by her grandfather Helios, god of the sun—the triumph of 
primitive emotion over reason.. 

Medea is a mythical fictional archetypically drawn character created to represent a universal human 
dynamic.  Euripides warns of the danger of focusing too narrowly on the veneer of civilization, which 
may hide or obscure but does not change the reality of our powerful, primitive, often irrational but 
natural human emotions.  In this play emotional truth prevails.  Euripedes did not create the character 
of Medea in his play in order to explore her intrapsychic development and organizing principles.  Other 
than the concrete events related, which everyone in his audience knew, we know little of her past 
history, and nothing of her early childhood,.    Events of early childhood, of course, are often the primary 
focus of psychoanalytic inquiry.  Euripides’ play is successful because Medea’s issues are universal, 
resonating through the ages, lending themselves to identification over a wide range of 
subjectivities.  Since my interpretation of Euripides’ Medea is of necessity through the prism of my time 
and place in history, this adds another element to the subjectivity through which I understand her. 
Nevertheless she feels real to me. 
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First I will speak about our imagined therapeutic encounter.  Later I will speak about my own experience 
as related to that encounter.  I imagine meeting Medea  for the first time after her meeting with Aegeus 
in which she has arranged for her reception and protection in Athens, and after she has described her 
plan of retaliation, to which the chorus responds,  “This   way will bring you the deepest misery.”  For my 
reading purposes, she is a victim, not yet a patient.  Having  been  humiliated ,   hurt and betrayed by 
someone on whom she counted to protect and cherish her, and given her personality, character, and 
mood,  it is unlikely that at this moment that she would enter psychoanalysis.  And yet I imagine her as 
my patient nonetheless. 

Medea has been traumatized.  Her trauma is personal, meaning that her trauma is caused by her close 
relationships with others.  In this way it is different  from traumata caused by natural phenomena, such 
as an earthquake or a tsunami, or traumata caused by shared historical events, such as war.  And her 
response to the trauma is unique to her, her history, her current organizing principles, and the particular 
circumstances in which she finds herself.  Medea needs an empathic listener, someone who mirrors her 
experience.  She feels alienated from most of Corinth, and though there is some sympathy for her, and 
outrage at her plight, as an analyst I wonder if Medea feels she has been heard.  I wonder how much she 
has allowed herself to say.  Her pride is helpful in maintaining her sense of herself as a cohesive whole; 
and it is central in the image she wants to present to her world. 

Medea dissociates and conceals her feelings of inner emotional vulnerability.  Her audience, who care 
about both Medea and her children, are understandably horrified by what she plans.  They  want  to 
dissuade her from her chosen path.  Given that intent, can they really listen?  Can they empathize 
without judgment?  Would an analytic audience respond differently? 

Though I understand Medea is strong and confident, I believe she is deeply in need of mirroring. It 
would be helpful for her to know that someone can: 1) empathically connect with the depth and pain of 
her experience, 2) affirm  her perceptions, 3) feel compassion for her, and 4) understand how she made 
her decisions.  That listener might not necessarily agree with her plan.  If  Medea felt understood, felt 
able to voice her concerns, might it not be possible that some reordering might take place? Viable 
alternatives might emerge.   I believe that  as Medea and I interact with one another in a psychoanalytic 
mode, our empathic connection would be deepened.  Both of us would expand our understanding and 
her fragmented sense of self would be strengthened. 

Medea has been abruptly betrayed and abandoned.  She has been discarded for opportunistic reasons 
by Jason to whom she has given so much.  While the earth did not shake for the community, Medea 
suffered an emotional earthquake.  Such traumata evoke terrors deeply buried in the unconscious.  On a 
preconscious preverbal level such traumata evoke fear of disorganization, fear of loss of tenderness, and 
fear of death.  Divorce and moving are among the highest stresses people experience.  Add to that total 
emotional abandonment, turnoff and disconnection for no apparent reason intrinsic in the 
relationship.  Add to that moving when you do not know where you can go. 
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Medea has been violated by someone she trusted.  The proverbial rug has been pulled out from under 
her.  Jason’s unexpected coldness is not only painful, it is frighteningly disorienting.  It challenges her 
deepest held beliefs and expectations concerning herself and her relationship to her world.  Medea’s 
trust in her world has been challenged–an experience common to trauma victims.  Paradoxically at such 
terrifying moments there is potential for change.  Were I her therapist, I believe I would  create a 
holding environment in which hope might be engendered. 

Medea has been treated as if she didn’t exist.  Such an experience evokes unconscious nonverbal 
memories of early infancy experiences of  non-response to a need.  Non-response is more frightening 
than negative response. Non-response evokes fear of disorganization and death.   A child would much 
rather be reprimanded and punished than forgotten.  Being forgotten is much more dangerous to a 
child’s existence and well being. 

Medea’s confidence in her own reality has been shaken.  The Jason she knew disappeared.  She does not 
know the Jason who replaced him.   This new, unrecognizable person makes light of her plight.  Her 
feelings have no validity to him.  Even her sexual feelings are dismissed and derogated.  The spotlight 
shines blindingly on Jason’s deceptiveness, his coldness, his ruthlessness.  People to him are means to 
his ends.  He exploits her passion for him.  And worst of all is his glibness and ability to smoothly 
rationalize his behavior.  Jason is self centered and self serving.  He rationalizes, perhaps to deceive 
others and to maintain his illusions as to his own altruism. 

With conviction he says black is white and day is night.  He dismisses the importance of anything she has 
done for him,  saying in fact that taking her away from her own land where she was a princess, and 
bringing her to Corinth, to be an alien with no status,  seen as a barbarian, he has done more for her 
than she for him.  This repudiation of Medea’s significance in his life is not only frightening.  It 
is    annihilating.  It is an attack on her sense of self. 

We risk when we love.  We hope we know who our lover is, but we  never can be sure what we will find 
out.  Medea says, “When we need to know bad men over good the flesh bears no revealing mark.”  This 
too evokes the fear of disorientation carried from our earliest days.  Was the Jason she knew real or 
fiction?  If Medea is so mistaken about Jason, how can she believe in her own reality? 

Medea, like other trauma victims, discovered how little control she has over her own life and how few 
assumptions she can make about her own future.  Natural forces impinge on us. Intentional and 
unintentional acts of others also impinge.  Such impingements are especially difficult for people who 
perceive  themselves to be responsible, conscientious, organized, and in control.  In my practice people 
often come to me because they have been traumatized by accidents.  These people are victims, not 
perpetrators.  The awareness that things happen beyond one’s control is overwhelming: “No matter 
what I do, how careful I am, I can’t control other people.”  And thus they suffer severe narcissistic injury, 
even if they are not necessarily narcissistically organized. 

Caught in this maelstrom of the dreaded disorganization and disorientation, fear of death and loss of the 
source of tenderness, there is hope.  Ferenczi says, “Great need, and especially mortal anxiety, seem to 
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possess the power to waken up suddenly and to put into operation latent dispositions, which 
uncathected, waited in deepest quietude for their development.”  I agree with Ferenczi because of my 
work with people deeply traumatized by events beyond their control.  This is why I find work with these 
patients so exciting.  There is the seed of this awakening when Medea says she chose “with much love 
and little wisdom.”  Later she says, “My folly was committed long ago when I was ready to desert my 
father’s house won over by a Greek.”  Listening to these words,   I see a ray of hope where Medea does 
not. 

As Medea’s therapist I wonder how can I leverage this ray of hope?  In my imagined role as 
Medea’s  therapist, I would do what I could to create an atmosphere that could lead to her letting me in 
on her emotional and cognitive processes, memories of choices made and how they were made.  When 
she says she showed “much love and little wisdom” coming to Iocus by Mount Pelion, I would be gently 
curious.  Behind those few words there is a world of feeling and thought.  My gentle questioning might 
allow Medea to stop for a moment.  We begin to know one another. 

Where appropriate I would echo Medea with my own words.  I would be careful to mirror rather than to 
add or change.   I would be observing her pattern of being brilliantly calculating in terms of her goal, not 
visualizing or dismissing the fallout, and burning her bridges.  It seems to emerge in intense relationships 
as when she fell intensely in love with Jason, and now, when she is immersed in intense hatred.  At 
those times, she cannot conceive of other people existing as centers of their own lives.  Her perspective 
becomes narcissistic, a narcisssism called into existence by trauma, as a necessary defense against loss 
of self.  People become for her nothing but obstacles in her path or instruments for her use in achieving 
her objective.  Her children have no independent existence for her, and are seen by her as her only 
weapons in her determination to do to Jason the equivalent to or worse than what he did to her. 

I would understand that at this moment only her rage matters to her.  When one’s survival is 
threatened, as is hers, one dissociates thoughts or feelings that do not implement the anticipated 
course.  I would need to be very alert to any opportunity to express my curiosity about what she refers 
to as her folly and lack of wisdom.  But I would also need to be very sensitive to when it would be 
disjunctive.  I would need to be very patient and understand that what I

I am now going to talk about my own imagined experience while listening to Medea.  Listening to Medea 
is an extreme and urgent challenge to the limits of one’s empathic capacity.  How much of the depth of 
her pain, despair, unacknowledged terror and confusion, and anger am I capable of allowing myself to 
feel?  I know that when one is in danger survival requires focus on the task at hand, and dissociation of 
other thoughts and feelings.  But Medea has disowned other possibilities.   She sees evoking horror in 
others as necessary for her physical and psychological survival.  She chooses increased alienation when 
what she needs is stronger empathic connection to others.  Or does she feel suicide is her only option, 
and can accept it, if she can deal Jason an emotionally mortal blow in the process?   Can I listen to the 
horror she is envisioning and feel empathy, even compassion?  I can identify with her hurt and rage.  But 

 think might be inaccurate, but 
may be more of an effort to provide myself a structure in an upsetting and disorienting atmosphere. 
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a part of me is very judgmental.  This is a tendency I am capable of transcending, but could I in this 
case?  And how would I? 

My desire to fix it, to alter the course of events, to influence her would emerge.  The pull might be 
overwhelming.  Much as it would be to her benefit were it possible, it would subvert my efforts to 
develop a co-created therapeutic relationship.  I would be listening to chinks in her armor. Encountering 
them I would need to be very finely tuned to my own inner sensations to know what to try to 
do.  Should I do nothing now but just reflect on what I have observed?   Should I be curious? Does my 
curiosity come from my desire to fix it? When I feel I do not know what to do or say should I just 
listen?   Just sitting there not knowing what to do or say, but just listening, might be the best way to 
create space for Medea to express more. 

I would be thinking about different aspects of her personality and character, and Jason’s.  I would tend 
to be imagining the interplay between them in developing their relationship, comparing and contrasting 
them as people in developmental terms.  I would want to know more to answer all these questions in 
my mind.  It might be useful for me to think about this while I am away from her.  In her presence it 
would divert me from listening. Perhaps all this thinking is a retreat for me from the empathically shared 
emotional turbulence into the safer harbor of intellectualizing. 

There are other voices I hear when I listen to myself.  It’s hopeless.   She will never change.  What is 
there to work with?  Is there any potential interest or will to engage in this process?  And then my mind 
goes to revenge.  Seeing Jason more clearly as someone by whom she is   repelled, could lead her to say, 
“Good riddance, thank the gods I have children.”   She could then occupy herself with getting on with 
her life.  Why does she cling to the bad object?  Why does she not consider the advice of her friend 
Aegeus? He says, “If–as you say–he’s a bad lot, let him go.”  Why are retaliation and revenge, with its 
negative consequences to herself and others her only option?  And here I find myself changing my mode 
of listening.  I have moved from being primarily subject oriented to the more distant role of analyst as 
participant observer, effecting by doing and being but not manipulating. 

I can understand the feelings involved in thinking and fantasying about revenge.  I have gone over in my 
mind what I remember of people talking to me about revengeful feelings, desires and plans.  I have 
thought about my own anger.  I cannot identify with carrying out such fantasies.  Perhaps if my listening 
brought out more of Medea’s feelings I might be able to feel what she felt. 

I especially have difficulty with regard to her children.  I have not been a perfect mother.  In fact I have 
many regrets about my mothering.  I have worked intensively with mothers.  I have been able to 
emotionally understand much that I myself never experienced.  But I cannot understand Medea’s hatred 
for her children as described by her nurse early in the play.   I cannot feel the feelings that could lead to 
their murder.  I feel there is nothing in the play to explain it.  Perhaps this is because Medea’s character 
was created to depict universal dynamic tendencies, not to understand a particular individual. 
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I do not feel empathic resonance when she says, “Not that I would think of leaving my sons behind me 
for those who hate me to insult.”  I do not feel it when she says, ”No one will take my children from 
me.” 

I do not feel cherishing behind those words.  On the contrary, in the context of the intense emotions 
stirred up by Jason’s behavior, her children have become possessions–objects, projections and 
extensions of herself. The children are no longer human beings with their own reality.  They have 
become means to her ends, in this case to hurt Jason, to make him feel her reality.  It seems to be 
another expression of her patterning in an intense relationship, whether of love or of hate. 

As a clinician with a legal and ethical obligation to report intention to do physical harm to one’s self or to 
another, and as a human being with concern for the safety and well-being of children, I would have to 
consider carefully how to intervene with Medea once I heard directly her plans to take revenge by 
destroying her children, or how to intervene if I intuited her plans. 

Medea’s decision is an individually determined one. We know nothing about the developmental 
experiences that shaped her personality. I wonder, what are some of the dynamics that might feed into 
her determination to wreak revenge “by any means necessary”? 

I can think of a few.  One could be her response to being dismissed as someone not even to be 
considered by Jason, Creon, and his daughter.  As if she did not exist, or as if she would not have a voice 
were she there with them, they have made a decision that undercuts her life completely.  This could 
impel her to want to show them that she is not a nonentity or completely helpless and powerless.   She 
is an individual with a mind, a will, emotions and power even if  the only power she has is to 
destroy.  Medea wants to have an impact.   She may feel that her acts will restore her sense of self.  She 
believes they may  provide for her safety by terrorizing those who might seek to harm or disrespect 
her.  She would   rather be feared than pitied.  She says, “The laughter of my enemies I will not endure,” 
and “Let no one think of me as humble or weak or passive.  Let them understand I am of a different 
kind: dangerous to my enemies, loyal to my friends.”  And when she finds herself wavering as she thinks 
of her children, she says to herself, “You must not invite laughter from Jason and his allies.” 

Phillip Vellacott, who translated and introduced the edition I read, writes, ”And the ending of Medea , 
with the sun himself, the source of all life and warmth, vindicating the cause of passion, disorder, violent 
cruelty, against the cold , orderly, self protective processes of civilized man is a reminder that the 
universe is not on the side of civilization; and that a life combining order with happiness is something 
men must win for themselves in continual struggle with an unsympathetic environment.” 

A second strong motivation is the quest for justice.  There is no legally sanctioned punishment for what 
was done to Medea.    This is another often difficult to accept reality of our lives.  Nature is not just.  We 
try to create systems of justice to more effectively live and control our lives, but these systems are 
flawed, and the frustration engendered by this reality may at times seem unendurable.  Medea says, 
“None of them shall hurt me and not suffer for it.  Let me work in bitterness and in pain they shall 
repent.” 
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A third trigger to revenge is Jason’s dismissal of Medea’s feelings and his complete denial of the impact 
on her of his behavior.  He deepens the wound, intensifies the pain and thereby further fuels the 
fire.  Studies have found that a significant factor in recovery from trauma inflicted on one individual by a 
trusted other, is acknowledgment or non-acknowledgment by the perpetrator. 

As I thought about Medea

I would like to make two final points.  One is an example from more recent history.  Recent interest in 
understanding and acknowledging the important role the Soviets played in defeating Hitler has led to 
looking into records not looked at before.  These records also reveal that many thousand German 
women were raped by Russian soldiers out of vengeance for the most extreme sufferings of their people 
during that war.  But not all victims reacted that way. Visiting Leningrad I heard a survivor of the 900 day 
siege of that city say, as he described their ordeal, “I would not want that to happen to my worst 
enemy.” 

 I found myself  thinking more about my own life and my own relationships, 
central and peripheral.  I feel or hope that it has led me to be clearer, more caring and accepting of 
myself and the other, and more patient. I feel it has deepened and expanded my understanding of 
human nature.  In individual relationships and in history we see that oppression seeds and nurtures 
violence.  And when the oppressed rise up they can be cruel, vengeful and unjust, meting out 
punishment to the innocent and the blameless for the deeds of those who oppressed them over time 
and generations. 

The second point I would like to make is that there is a strong feminist strand in Medea.  Women had no 
rights or privileges then except as bestowed by their relationships to men.  Medea bitterly refers to this 
often in the play.  There is no wrath like the wrath of a woman scorned.  In the role of participant 
observer, that I slipped into in trying to relate to Medea’s revenge I observe who we are as human 
beings, and the playing out of cause and effect.  The way we treat others leads to feelings in 
them.  These feelings may or may not be expressed.  They may be acted out in different ways, 
sometimes symbolically. Or they may not be acted out.  Or they may be expressed in different seemingly 
unrelated symptoms or behaviors.  It is who we are. 

Mildred Antonelli, Ph.D. 
June 2004 
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THE ECHO INJURY: NARCISSUS AND ECHO ON LINE AND THE LOSS OF BODY CUES IN 
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION 

By Stefanie Teitelbaum  

This paper was presented at the IARPP Conference in San Franscisco February, 2010 in a 
panel titled “Longing for Recognition” 

Narcissus and Echo are primordial objects representing the catastrophic failure to make contact.  Each 
being loses its human body in the failed attempt, trapped in a primal depersonalization.  Daniel Paul 
Schreber’s catastrophic end of the world ‘my worst fear turned to flesh’ takes an additional step; the 
fear flesh is destroyed.  Narcissus turns his back to Echo, He loses his human form, and becomes a plant.  
Echo’s survives her vaporized flesh for as long, and dies a bit later.  Each of these split self halves are 
traumatized by the loss of the Voice and Gaze of the Subject.  The gaze and voice they see and hear are 
misrecognized love objects, phantasms, thought-word presentations.  To see the object gaze, hear the 
object voice is to be mad. (Freud, 1915, Lacan, 1959, Zizek, 1990). 

  There is abundant psychoanalytic discourse about the nature of Narcissus in the myth and the disorder.  
Echo and Narcissus are both representations and affective realities of the self in a dance of reversal.  
Without Echo, the role of reversal in the myth and syndrome is missed.  True to the archetype, Echo 
passes largely unheard in psychoanalytic literature.  Bromberg called the analysis of Narcissus and Echo 
the first recorded instance of premature termination due to unresolved mirror transference. I further 
posit the analysis of Narcissus without the analysis of Echo as a reversing subject/object is incomplete. 

  I am going to play with my own experience as a participant in list serve dialogue to flesh out an idea I 
call the Echo Injury, the assault of the void, of the no-thing and the hallucinatory effort to create a 
binding something.  My ideas are exaggerations, but sometimes not, of external reality.  I present the 
truth of the Real, of experiencing madness when I post a message that receives no affirming contact.  I 
also will explore the loss of body contact in electronic communication, most notably the face, the source 
of voice and gaze.  

 

I gaze at my computer.  At least one of the four psychoanalytic list serves on which I regularly participate 
is active.  Something in a discussion catches my attention.  A germ of an idea is activated as is a desire to 
participate.   The thinking and the wish to join in inform each other.  A nourishing dialectic between self 
and self in preparation for a self-other encounter buds in embryonic form, and grows to fruition.   I write 
my post, the electronic voice, and experience a small anxious thrill as I touch the send function.  The 
moment is real; invigorating.  Maybe a human subject hears my voice-thought and a dialogue feeding 
mind and soul is born.  Maybe no one hears, or lets me know that I’ve been heard.  No matter; the 
writing and thinking are still warming.   My post may even touch a subject unknown to me; a post-
pebble emanating thought ripples in a pond whose shores I cannot see.   The discourse between the 
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ineffable Thought Creator and thought container are alive, experiencing one another.  I continue my 
comfortable gaze, reading, writing, responding, cogitating until interest wanes, the discussion goes 
moribund, or life demands move me on to other parts of the day.  Those are the good days.   

 

Then, there are those other days.  I read the discussion, and can neither engage in nor disengage from 
the discourse.  The rather lengthy, sometimes scholarly posts which are beyond my education and/or 
intellect become magical objects, unbearably desirable objects I cannot reach nor bear to lose.   These 
magnificent posts sometimes transform into dialogues between others who are more experienced, 
more celebrated, just more than I. Envy.  I see intimacies between desired others on-line which do not 
include me.  Jealousy.   I fall into a paranoid-schizoid hole, a black hole.   My germ of an idea loses 
meaning as I frantically try to make that idea bigger, better, more interesting, more exciting, just more.    
I yank it out of the ground before it is ready to be harvested.  It is not ripe, inedible and undigestible.    I 
become Narcissus, falling into a state of abjection, as I stare at my post which has become the cloud 
between me and my idealized reflection.  The post stares back at me, it’s awful, I’m awful as its writer.  
It becomes the subject and I its object.  I am the super-ego’s abject, a cancelled subject.  The post has 
become a dumb thing, das ding, a ringing bell, ding ding ding sounding an annihilation alarm.  It is dumb 
despite a hallucinatory vocalized ring-a-ding, and cannot speak to the other list reader.  I send it out into 
the on-line discussion; nothing.  An answer, an electronic typed voice, even a critical or dismissive one, is 
a rope to hang on to as the magnetic force in the black hole of primal repression pulls me into it.  Failing 
the life rope, my sense of injury, my grudge, serves as a negative anchor.  Primal fantasies return from 
the seething cauldron:  Mom doesn’t hear my screams, Mom and Dad are doing it in the bedroom and 
I’m locked out, the older, bigger siblings won’t play with me, God has cast me out of Paradise to the lake 
of fire because I can’t accept being second in heaven.  If a tree falls in the forest and no one is there to 
hear it, does it make a sound?  If my post falls in the list serve and no one answers, did I write it?  Silence 
is an aural abject cloud, a no-thing.  On those other days before the self exists to experience the 
traumatic void, the answer is a silent, screaming, ‘no’.    I am Echo, a  hysterical nymph, a cancelled 
subject, fading away without the fuel of the Desire of the Other to feed the hallucinosis of the mimetic 
voice (Bion,1965; Freud, 1915; Grotstein, 1990; Kahn, 1983; Klein,1946; Kristeva, 1982; Lacan, 1977). 

 

My colleague and I exchange back channel notes, saying hello and recognizing each other’s posts.  I 
know his face, and experience his voice and gaze as I read, like the Freudian baby hallucinating the 
breast.  Memory traces of the soothing body contact is made, my drives and senses return from 
disembodied madness to their often uncomfortable but inevitable home base within my body.   All 
better.  It is similar to the experience of panic in an MRI machine, and the instantaneous relief when the 
technician strokes my foot a few times.   After a while, I can remember the relief and recall the 
experience, even take it with me to the dentist’s office, where no one strokes my foot or holds my hand.  
The gaze and voice, as the memory of the touch are not symbolized, signified or even represented in 
rudimentary form.  They are embodied. 
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I attend a live conference and make eye contact with a friend, a colleague, or a stranger.  We exchange 
smiles, frowns, smirks, rolled-eyes.  We perhaps indulge in a forbidden whisper during the panel and 
chat at intermission.   Maybe even a handshake or kiss on the check.  Body to body contact cancels out a 
driving pressure to grab the microphone at Q&A., manufacturing some idea to use as a conduit out of 
the void.  I am able to think clearly, creatively, maybe even come up with a thought that has some 
genuine interest or relevance to the panel, and I find myself comfortably engaged in a dialogue.  Face to 
face. 

 

Temple Grandin (1995) wrote that people with autism find talking to people on the telephone easier 
than face to face because they cannot easily read facial cues.  She also wrote of her compassion for her 
mother, who cannot experience her daughter’s love for her.  Grandin longs for contact with her mother, 
but the contact is excruciating for her and her cry is silent.  She builds a squeeze machine, a mechanical 
second skin, (Bick, 1968), to hug herself and keep her psyche in her body in the absence of her own 
mental representation of a skin surface.  She cannot bear the hug of another subject.  When the Echo 
part of my personality comes into the foreground I can no more tolerate the longed for response than 
can Grandin endure a maternal hug.   Autism, as conceived by Tustin (1990), and hysteria, as conceived 
by Green (1980), are defenses against breakdown, the baby’s breakdown in the void before there was a 
self to experience the breakdown (Winnicott, 1974).    The presence of the face catalyzes breakdown in 
autism; its absence triggers the breakdown in hysteria.  These hysterical and autistic self-states fuse and 
reverse endlessly in Echo. 

Duino Elegies 
First Elegy 

If I cried out 

who would hear me up there 

   among the angelic orders? 

And suppose one suddenly 

  took me to his heart 

   I would shrivel 

I couldn’t survive 

  next to his 

   greater existence. 
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       (Rainier Maria Rilke) 

Voice and gaze as part objects  (Zizek,1996) are sensual emanations from  components of the face.  The 
senses can only make sense within the common sense of clear thinking, the presence of the thinker who 
thinks the thought (Bion, 1969).   The amorphous blob that Lewin (1946) posits as the representation of 
a traumatic breast experience in blank psychosis might also be the traumatic face, the source of the 
Medusa and Siren gaze and voice.  Many of the Winnicott squiggles look like face-breasts.   As the skin is 
both the source and object of excitement and relief, so is the face.  Voice and gaze are penetrators, the 
eyes are both creators and receptors, the mouth a creator, the ears the receptors.  The life giving 
maternal gaze turns into the death gaze of the Medusa and the soothing lullaby of the Muses turns into 
the maddening song of the Sirens in the absence of the common sense thinking container who 
metabolizes the sense impressions (Bion, 1969). 

 

A patient is furious with his wife.  He reads aloud the text message she sent.  The message is filled with 
rage and injury.  The message is closed with a smiley face; the emoticon, a canned gaze semiotic.  My 
patient looks at the smiley face as the mirror of the Imaginary, and his face mirrors the mechanical face. 
Students are taught to read their written work out loud; the ego self-corrects through negative and 
positive hallucination.  The addition of another sense to the self-editing process, voice added to sight, 
seeks to defeat the ego’s work of positive and negative hallucination to maintain its delusion of 
narcissistic perfection.  The presence of voice, the patients and mine, any mirroring from me about the 
venom in the message is undone by the wire monkey mother face.  My patient also lost the relief of 
experiencing what seemed to be  very reasonable anger.   I am glad that emoticons have not yet made it 
into list serve discourse.  I think. 

 

I have fewer and fewer patients who can tolerate lying on the couch, and I often have the fantasy that 
my face is being eaten in session.   I imagine my face as a nipple in an infant’s mouth, receiving a 
gummy, rhythmic, squishy face massage.    With the BlackBerries and iPhones turned off, some of my 
patients surrender to the experience of face deprivation, sometimes painful, sometimes wonderful.   I 
wonder about increasing facial plastic surgeries as a frantic search for an idealized face in the mirror to 
compensate as the day’s intercourse becomes more and more faceless and soundless.    Extreme facial 
starvation may be creating face junkies who are willing to accept an emoticon or a dehumanized surgical 
face when needing a fix. 
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The Echo part of self is often represented as female; Echo, Euridicye, Mozart’s Pamina crying out for 
voice and gaze.   Echo dissipates to the winds, Euridicye is returned to Hades, Pamina is driven to 
suicidal despair.  Voice and gaze are phallic, in that they are penetrating part objects. Echo the 
archetype is passive, wholly dependent on the breast/face for survival.  Yet, men were babies too.  

Cinderella’s Life at the Castle 

After Cinderella married the prince she turned her attention to minutiae, using her glass slipper 
as a magnifying lens. 

When at court she would wear orange peels and fish tins, and other decorous rubbish as found 
in the back of the castle. 

You are making me very nervous, said the prince. 
But Cinderella continued to look at something through her glass slipper. 
Did you hear me? Said the prince. 
Cinderella’s mouth hung open as the continued to look at something through her glass slipper. 
Did you hear me, did you hear me, did you hear me? Screamed the prince. 

       Russell Edson 

 

The baby, male and female, experiences a breakdown when the void extends past a point wherein the 
baby can maintain the experience of maternal presence.   There is no such thing as a baby.  Woman 
does not exist except as the object of the Primal Father, His Majesty the Baby, Narcissus.   She only can 
be signified as the object of the phallus, the primal signifier. Yet, the face is a primal signifier, the 
maternal face.  I see the archetype of the crying, pleading desperate woman as the pre-gendered, 
premature human baby’s reversal revenge for being left for dead by the absent primal face (Eigen, 1980; 
Freud, 1914; Lacan, 1977; Winnicott, 1974). 

Reversals.  Narcissus and Echo, Cinderella and the Prince, self and other, foreground and background, 
hysteria and autism, mind and body, abstract and concrete, face and phallus, voice and gaze, life and 
death.  They are primordial object representations, and expressions of affect which only can be realized 
in relational contact.   Reversal is older than projection, introjection, projective identification and 
repression in the birth of personality. 

“The mechanisms of disguise that are more particularly suggestive of affect are centred 
around a double return (reversal into its opposite and turning upon the subject's own self), 
which, according to Freud, are supposed to act before the intervention of repression. One might 
add to them the production of affects symmetrical with those of the object or complementary to 
its own, even opposed, as if echoing

     (Andre Green, 1999) 

,(my underline) those that are transmitted in intersubjective 
contact. No doubt, too, the mechanisms of introjection and projection are not conceived outside 
a predominant affective base, but one might also argue that they go beyond them.” 
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In illness, reversal fuses and separates endlessly, confounding the drive for truth, leaving psychotic 
process (Eigen, 1986).   Kristeva (1989) uses Holbein’s Christ in the Tomb to illustrate the inescapable 
experience of death in the absence of live gazing faces witnessing the body, available for reversal in the 
drama of resurrection.    The comfort of resurrection is destroyed with only the gaze of the 
claustrophobic tomb surrounding the corpse.   

 
Hans Holbein. THE BODY OF THE DEAD CHRIST IN THE TOMB. 1521. Oil on wood. Kunstmuseum Basel, Basel, Switzerland. 

 

Projective identification includes the fantasy of the disavowed self part entering the mother’s body.  A 
psychotic claustrophobia, enclosed in nowhere, can happen when the self cannot reclaim its lost parts 
from the container.( Meltzer, 1992).  Reversal is a more two dimensional in and out for an emerging self 
not yet capable of self-retrieval from three dimensional containing spaces, yet can itself degrade to 
psychotic nullification of experience. 

    

In Orlando Di Lasso’s Echo song for antiphonal choirs (Ola!, O Che Buon Eco), the subject is enchanted by 
Echo and wants to play with her.  He misrecognizes her as a subject.  She is only a representation of his 
object voice.  She can’t relate, and she also can’t stop until the subject bows to Echo’s endless, lifeless 
mimicry and is silent.  okIn the original Italian, there is a reversing word pun  Ecco, Here it is, and Echo; 
here it isn’t.   Primordial objects play at Winnicott’s object usage, object recognition: “hullo object, there 
you are”, but no, there you are not.   The subject cries enough! Basta! over and over again until the 
subject swallows his last Basta!, unscreamed, and gives up (Winnicott, 1966).   

The Echo Song 
(English) 

Hi there! Oh, what a lovely echo! 
Let’s try it out. 
Pleased to meet you! 
Ha ha ha ha ha! Let’s all laugh! 
Oh my fine companion? 
What do you want? 
I’d like you to sing a song. 
Why? Why should I? 
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Why not? 
Because I don’t want to. 
Why don’t you want to? 
Because it doesn’t please me. 
Shut up, I say! 
You shut up, you big fool! 
Yes, Sir! 
Come now, no more! 
Let’s go! 
Goodbye lovely echo! 
Goodbye lovely echo! 
Rest in peace. 
Enough! Enough! Enough! Enough! 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99NSw8aRcDU 
(1 minute, 12 seconds) 

 

Echo and Narcissus, archetypical objects, fail in a traumatic repetition of an abortive drive to move from 
object relations to object usage.  In electronic exchanges, the face, perhaps the primordial background 
object of support is not there.  A void instead of a facial holding environment.    I present Narcissism as 
the reversal and fusion of autistic and hysterical self parts, Narcissus and Echo, defending against the 
fear of breakdown, striving for subjectivity.  This paper, Echo herself, calls to psychoanalytic discourse to 
turn its gaze towards her. 

They called it twilight sleep.  A woman would go through her birthing labor, and was given a heavy 
sedation for the birth.  My mother was unconscious when I was born.  I began singing opera when I was 
very young, and made very loud noises.   Echo trying to awaken the sleeping mother-lover with 
scream/song. 

 

That’s enough.  Basta! 
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ANCIENT AND INDIGENOUS ROOTS OF PSYCHOANALYSIS:  
A PSYCHO-ANTHROPOLOGICAL-SHAMANIC TREATISE 

By Farrell R. Silverberg, Ph.D., N.C.Psy.A. 

Supervising and Training Psychoanalyst, Philadelphia School of Psychoanalysis and Member, Society of 
Shamanistic Practitioners 

A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the International Forum for 
Psychoanalytic Education Annual Conference Friday, October 28, 2010, Nashville, 
Tennessee 

In the cave of the Trois Frères in southwestern France, there is a painting of a shamanic healer that dates 
back to approximately 13,000 B.C. (about 15,000 years before Sigmund Freud and Josef Breuer 
published their 1895 Studies in Hysteria). As psychoanalysts, we are accustomed to dating our legacy 
back to Freud, or to the important psychoanalysts who followed in the ensuing century. But this may be 
a bit short-sighted since we hold much in common with our prehistoric forbears, medicine men and 
women, and subscribe to theories and methods that are consistent with ancient wisdom. Rather than a 
relatively recent arrival on the healing scene, psychoanalysis may have roots that stretch back tens of 
thousand years or more. 

In 1939 Freud’s ashes were placed in an urn at Golders Green Crematorium in London. Around 12,000 
years earlier, at a burial site in Israel, an elderly woman, thought to be a shaman, had been laid to rest 
on her side, her legs folded at the knee with ten large stones placed on her body (Grosman, Munro & 
Belfer-Cohen, p. 105). The grave was located in a cave in Galilee and contained 50 tortoise shells, a 
human foot, body parts from animals such as a cow tails, eagle wings and parts from a boar, leopard, 
and two martens. These animal parts indicated that the woman was seen as being in a close relationship 
with the animal spirits (Grossman et al., 2008, p. 105). 

Upon first glance, indigenous healers and psychoanalysts may seem as far apart as the 12,000-year 
interval between the two graves I just mentioned. However, psychoanalysts and indigenous healers 
share the very important common belief that forces beyond our control and phenomena that are not 
generally observed, or observable, in our ordinary daily awareness affect our health. These forces 
have been identified by a variety of names depending upon the metaphor that one employs: factors in 
our unconscious minds, the Tao, transpersonal fields, the effects of our core energies, the life force, our 
chakras, God’s will, grace, Buddha-nature, the interconnectedness-of-all-things, synchronicity, the 
collective unconscious, fate, the remnants of past lives, or, as healers in indigenous cultures view it, the 
spirit world. Whatever label is put on these unseen phenomena, most practitioners of a healing art 
acknowledge that matters of sickness and healing always involve more than meets the eye.  

A key contribution of indigenous medical thinking is the conviction that not only is the etiology of a 
patient’s illness caused by happenings in non-ordinary reality but that, in order to cure the patient, the 
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practitioner must gain access to that dimension of reality to help free the patient of the adverse effects 
resulting from happenings therein.  

This treatment philosophy may sound familiar to us as psychoanalysts since psychoanalysts also hold 
that emotional and relationship health is indeed mediated in another dimension: the non-ordinary 
reality of the unconscious mind with its psychodynamics. This extremely important similarity with 
indigenous medicine is often missed in our profession, since the commonality tends to be 
overshadowed by the metaphors that are used by traditional shamans – these metaphors distract us 
from noticing the shamanic roots of our work.  

Roots of Illness in Another Dimension 

Indigenous medicine and psychoanalysis share the key perspective that, in order to obtain a cure for 
certain maladies, something within non-ordinary reality (a realm of experience inaccessible in daily life) 
be adjusted. Since non-ordinary reality is not readily available for direct observation and medical 
manipulation, such elements must be understood through metaphor. And, in each of these metaphors 
for non-ordinary reality, there are theories about how things operate and systems of rules for this other 
dimension. 

In the Pima culture of Northern Mexico, for instance, trespassing against the “way” (or rules) of a 
powerful object in the spirit world will lead the lingering “strengths” of that object to cause problems 
within the patient (Bahr, Gregorio, Lopez, & Alvarez, 1974, p. 21).  The object is usually an animal spirit, 
and each class of animal spirit has rules. For instance, according to Donald Bahr, Juan Gregorio, David 
Lopez, and Albert Alvarez (1974), violating the “jackrabbit way” might make a patient suffer impulsive 
and out-of-control behavior while violating the “owl way” might make the patient become lethargic (p. 
28).  Such afflictions, with roots in non-ordinary reality, cannot be reversed without taking the world of 
spirits and strengths into account.  

Likewise, in the culture of psychoanalytic psychotherapy, afflictions that have their roots in the 
“unconscious mind”––cannot be understood or remedied without taking into account the theories or 
rules of that realm. In our metaphor, powerful objects and forces in the unconscious realm come about 
by introjecting or moving certain reactions and energies into this non-ordinary realm. Once relocated, 
introjected objects create an internal parallel universe in that typically invisible realm––which, if you 
step outside of the psychoanalytic worldview for a moment and think about what our theories portend, 
is a rather mystical sounding process. 

Of course we have our own rationales for the development of the non-ordinary world of the 
unconscious mind, such as our motive for introjection that is based, according to Otto Weininger (1992) 
on the fantasy that: “If I have it inside me, I can control it effectively, it will not be on the outside where 
it can threaten me and destroy me” (p. 27).  It is a false fantasy, however, because these powerful 
internalized objects could, when trespassed against, cause toxic effects in the unconscious, thereby 
sickening the patient with emotional illness—and even cause such extreme effects as suicide.  
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In both metaphors, the shamanic and the psychoanalytic, it is thought that the patient’s transgression or 
the patient’s parents’ transgression (albeit usually unwitting and accidental in either case) have effects 
in non-ordinary reality that lead to the patient’s illness. In both the explanatory stories told by shamans 
and in the case of historical stories told by psychoanalysts, the interactions responsible for the current 
symptoms are thought to have occurred long before the patient developed the illness. Among the Pima, 
such interactions took place, “so long before that the patient has forgotten what he [or she] did and, 
therefore, he [or she] required the services of a shaman to diagnose the sickness” (Bahr et al., 1974, p. 
21). Bahr et al. also point out that, in the shaman’s system of medicine, “Sickness comes from failure to 
follow the commandments of the way: failure to be careful, to remember, to believe, or to defer to 
things” (pg. 42).   

According to Mariko Walter and Jane Neumann-Fridman (2004), shamans of the Numic culture 
(including the Native American Shoshone, Comanche and Ute tribes) are called in when an 
unremembered dream is thought to be causing an illness in the patient: 

In the curing ceremony, the shaman discovers the dream and the person who dreamed it.  The dreamer 
must confess the dream and relate its content publicly.  Not until the dreamer confesses the content of 
the dream to the shaman can a cure be made (p. 293). 

Sharing the indigenous medical idea, psychoanalysts also believe that the etiology of an illness often 
occurred so far in the past that the patient has forgotten, potentially in the patient’s formative 
childhood years – and that the etiology may reveal itself to people through their access to the 
unconscious realm in dreams. So, we can note that both in psychoanalytic psychology and in indigenous 
medicine, dreams are a  “royal road” (Freud, 1980, p. 647) to non-ordinary knowledge. In the indigenous 
medicine practiced in Borneo, “Dreams are believed to be what the soul sees when it travels outside the 
body during sleep. Dreams are the only way in which normal people [as opposed to shamans]… have 
contact with the spirit world” (Bernstein, 1977, p. 59). 

In the Piman system of diagnosis, taboo events such as having stepped on a bear track, may have 
brought about symptoms. In this case , symptoms are thought to be due to the infiltrating and lingering 
punitiveness of the bear strength. In psychoanalysis, violating the tacit rules of one’s family of origin, 
and the introjects that are reflective thereof, that operate in the unconscious realm, can lead to similar 
infiltration and lingering punitive symptoms.  

For example, I have a patient who was raised to have a very undignified existence. Most of her family 
members live victimized and self-destructive lives, including drug and alcohol abuse, brushes with the 
law and promiscuity. Whenever this patient violates that family legacy (e.g., chooses not to get drunk 
and refuses to have a one night stand with a stranger) she feels the compelling urge to, and often carries 
out, self-mutilating behavior such as cutting her legs with a razor knife.  In other words, it could be said 
that these symptoms came from a violation of the family “way” and the punishment for this trespass is 
the family “strength” in her body or mind that makes her cut herself. 
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In the case of the emotional suffering of babies and young children, shamans and psychoanalysts both 
agree that the patient is innocent of committing any violation, but suffers nonetheless. Another 
similarity between the two metaphors of etiology, is that there is often, a separation in time between 
the causative factors and the appearance of symptoms. For instance, if the patient has a symptom 
picture known to the Pima as “whirlwind sickness,” the shaman assumes that as a child, the patient ran 
inside of a whirlwind and the consequences of that trespass took several years to “reach” and sicken the 
victim (Bahr et al., 1974, p. 74).  Likewise in psychology traumatizing events in childhood (being caught 
in a different kind of whirlwind, an emotional one, so to speak) may take years to “reach” and sicken the 
patient. And just as in the uncovering work of psychoanalysis, in shamanic healing work the wrongful 
past transgressions of a parent are sometimes only discovered through the analysis of the symptoms 
and history of the child (Bahr et al., 1974, p.76). 

Shamanic Trances and Ogden’s Reverie 

Shamans may access non-ordinary reality through the use of plant-based mind-altering substances 
and/or through a spiritual practice that allows them to enter into a trance-like state of consciousness. In 
the shamanic metaphor, the altered consciousness allows the healer to journey into the “spirit world” 
associated with the patient; wherein the contents affect the patient’s inner balance and health. Having 
experientially “walked in the patient’s shoes,” and even having transacted with non-ordinary reality 
entities and spirits affecting the patient, the shaman returns to ordinary reality with important 
knowledge. As psychoanalysts we glean similar experiential knowledge when our countertransferences 
transact with the patient’s transferences and introjects -- all of which originate in the non-ordinary 
reality we call “the unconscious mind.” 

According to Barbara Tedlock (2005), Essie Parish (a California Kashaya Pomo indigenous healer) 
describes her experience of the shamanic trance as follows:  

“While the disease is coming to me, I’m in a trance. It speaks to me firmly saying, ‘This is the way it is. It 
is such and such kind of disease. This is why the person is sick.’ But when I come out of the trance I no 
longer remember what the disease told me” (p. 19). 

In indigenous cultures, such trances are not considered autistic or out of touch with the person who is 
ill, but are viewed as a method that allows the shaman to immerse himself or herself more deeply into 
an understanding the patient’s illness. 

When a psychotherapist engages in a close empathic connection with a patient to the point of 
exchanging his or her own reality for the patient’s unconscious-realm reality, a similar curative element 
is added to the treatment. This is not an uncommon occurrence in forms of psychoanalysis wherein the 
therapist is trained to cultivate the ability to become open to experiencing a many-textured 
countertransference and therapeutic relation in order to experience a better empathic “grasp” (Kohut, 
1984, p. 210).  
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According to Indian psychoanalyst Sudhir Kakar (2003), “Empathy, and the meditative state that 
underlies it, may well be the sluice through which the spiritual enters the consulting room and where it 
flows together with the art and science of psychoanalysis in the practice of psychotherapy” (p. 674). In 
our psychoanalytic shaman’s shift, rather than subscribing to mind altering drugs, we employ free-
floating attention, or what Thomas Ogden (1997) describes as a “reverie” within the analyst’s mind 
during the session---a process that could be viewed as a form of healing trance (p. 719-732). 

It is particularly hard to deny the similarity between our work and that of indigenous medicine when 
noting a shamanic technique among the Navajo medicine men and women called “listening.” According 
to Walter and Neumann-Fridman (2004), such listening has similarities to the kind of open attention 
many of us practice during our psychoanalytic work and was carried out: 

…in a similar way to stargazing. The listener would bless his ears and those of his patient with powder 
made from dried badger eardrums: he would then go outside away from the patient and chant and the 
listen for telltale sounds in the environment.  Based upon the pattern of what he heard (lightning, a 
rattlesnake, a coyote howling, whatever it might be), he would render a diagnosis (p. 322). 

Becoming the Patient: A Common Thread 

Michael Harner (1990) describes an indigenous healing ritual that is striking in its similarity with the 
experience we have as psychotherapists when understanding our patients through our empathy and 
compassion for their history and suffering. In the “becoming the patient” technique used by Coast Salish 
shamans of British Columbia, the shaman takes upon himself the harmful effects of the spirit world that 
are making the patient ill (p. 132).  The shaman interviews the afflicted person to learn about the 
experience of the patient and about what it is like to be the patient. This interview process is similar to 
the process of interview in psychoanalytic psychotherapy except that it lasts only a few days while the 
psychoanalytic version takes more time. 

When the Salish shaman knows enough about the patient that he or she feels capable of identifying with 
the inner experience of the patient they both go to the wilderness to perform the ritual. During this 
ritual the shaman and the patient slowly exchange clothes, and with each article of clothing borrowed 
and put on, the shaman contemplates taking upon himself more of the patient’s hurts and symptoms. 
Then the patient and shaman perform a dance in which the patient moves and the shaman imitates 
each movement and gesture of the patient. At first the movements are just empty imitation but 
eventually, the shaman feels his consciousness changing and would feel “waves of sickness, or pain, 
passing over him” (Harner, 1990, p. 133) 

Like the shaman, the psychotherapist who is open to non-ordinary elements welcomes, even cultivates, 
the transfer of psychological toxins such as despair, helplessness, aggression and self-punitiveness. If the 
therapist has discovered what it may be like to be the patient through touching the non-ordinary realm 
of the unconscious, a small trace of that knowledge inhabiting the tone of voice or infusing the 
supportive words being spoken reinforces that the patient is being understood and makes intervention 
more meaningful. As I’ve stated in a recent paper:   
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Without the analyst's sustained ability to experience the resonant empathic connection as the ground 
from which the hope is expressed, and to calmly abide the concomitant tension, there is more risk of 
the empathic breach about which Kohut warned us (Silverberg, 2011). 

Shamanism Without Drama 

Psychoanalysts and psychotherapists need not carry a rattle, beat a drum, chant, lay hands upon, lie 
down on the floor beside the patient, take mind-altering botanical formulae, or enter into a trance in 
order to access a patient’s unconscious realm and affect elements therein for the sake of helping that 
person. These are the rituals of indigenous healers and although they bring the shaman into the 
limelight, such drama is not the only way to have access to the patient’s deeper world. In our work with 
non-ordinary reality as psychoanalysts, our lack of these overt displays does not vitiate the fact that we 
may be accessing a hidden dimension in our work. In our version of the healing rituals, we are more 
subtle in our empathic pyrotechnics than our shamanic forebears, who might, for instance, enhance the 
impact of the encounter by rubbing an egg over the patient to absorb all the toxins and then throwing 
that egg at the door of one of the patient’s enemies.. 

But, despite the reputation of shamans for chants and rituals, drama was not always a required element 
of healing. According to Walter and Neumann-Fridman (2004), in some indigenous cultures, shamanic 
healings were often performed simply through “a conversation between the sick person and the shaman 
in which the shaman would induce hope of recovery in the patient by referring to similar cases where 
the ill person became well again or by narrating the happiness in the Otherworld” (p. 301). 

As a matter of fact, a smooth and non-jarring accessing of non-ordinary reality of the unconscious and 
the hidden dimension of the intersubjective without disrupting normal discourse and without entering a 
trance state, and in the absence of elaborate rituals, is key to our work. Our psychoanalytic empathic in-
touchness via a non-ordinary connection can also be seen as a form of shamanism without the drama of 
the rituals.  Non-ordinary reality can be integrated quietly, and with a smooth interface into 
psychoanalysis, psychotherapy or other healing procedures. In our work we prove that, extraordinary 
levels of experience can be accessed without telegraphing to the patient or anyone else who might see 
the transaction that an extraordinary experience is occurring – although the outcomes of treatment and 
the profound experiences that occur on the way will give testImony to this fact.  

In Conclusion: Sharing the Tradition of Eyes that See in the Dark 

According to Tedlock (2005), the Inuit and Innu peoples who reside close to the Arctic Circle refer to 
shamans as “those with eyes that see in the dark” (p. 25). Clearly the metaphors used by indigenous 
shamans and those used by psychoanalysts differ, but if one takes an overview that encompasses both, 
indigenous medicine and psychoanalysis, it is also clear that the two metaphors share common 
underlying assumptions about what can be seen in the dark.  
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According to James Grotstein (1981), Wilfred Bion (in poetically confabulating a line from one of Freud’s 
letters to Lou Andreas Salome with a line from the Nobel prize acceptance speech from the inventor of 
the CAT scan) stated that analysts need to send  “a beam of intense darkness” (p. 507) in order to 
obscure the distractions of ordinary reality.  Sending such a beam allows one to become more receptive 
to messages from the unconscious world, which in contrast to the darkness, would be illuminated. This 
idea is not at all dissimilar from the idea expressed in the Inuit expression about a shaman’s eyes. 

The two metaphors that have been discussed in this paper (that of shamanic healing and that of 
psychoanalysis) may ultimately be pointing to the same notion–the concept that health is mediated in a 
non-ordinary reality.  Through conjecturing this common thread, we can say that the legacy of 
psychoanalysis extends thousands of years into the past, and could well be a continuation of ancient and 
indigenous healing practices.  Just as the indigenous healers had methods of facilitating a shaman’s 
trance or healing interaction, we have been seeing a shamanic lineage within psychoanalysis without 
having realized how far back the association goes. By such standards, our lineage of psychoanalytic 
shamans includes Bion, Ogden, Kohut and Mitchell, to name just a few whose work entailed cultivating a 
state of being wherein the analyst can more easily access the non-ordinary/unconscious dimension in 
the service of helping another person. The extraordinary knowledge gleaned from the elusive, and for 
the most part invisible, non-ordinary reality, whether considered the stuff of the spirit world or of the 
unconscious and intersubjective word, is never far from us when we are working with “eyes that can see 
in the dark.”  
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THINKING ABOUT CLOTHES 

By Samoan Barish 

“Clothes are inevitable.  They are nothing less than the furniture of the mind made visible.”  James 
Laver, Style in Costume 

One is only poor, only if you choose to be 
Although we had no money, I was rich as I could be 
In my coat of Many Colors my mama made for me.” Song by Dolly Parton 

From the adornment of the fig leaf to modern times, covering the body has been fraught with symbolic 
significance.  Early psychoanalysts talked about the genital meaning represented by different items of 
clothing. Although acknowledging that clothes served as a protection from the cold and the range of 
natural elements, their focus of interest was upon the conflictual and symbolic nature of clothes.  They 
talked about the struggle between modesty and primitive exhibitionism; addressing the wide span of 
possible sublimations and displacements on to beautiful clothes. 

Surely, like Jacob’s many colored jacket, looking at clothes for its idiosyncratic meanings to us as well as 
its reflections upon the times and culture we live in, is indeed a many splendored thing. 

Flugel, as long ago as 1929 summarizing the literature of the time, wrote in his  article “Clothes 
Symbolism and Clothes Ambivalence” that the object most frequently symbolized by clothes is the 
phallus, and  goes on to list some specific items of clothes, e.g. the hat, the shoe, the tie and even the 
humble button”.  It all sounds a little laughable now; however, he concludes with the following 
statement which is many ways is the organizing principle of my paper. “Fully to understand the dynamic 
relations involved in a man’s attitudes to the garments he wears would carry us far towards knowledge 
of his Whole Psychological Development.”  Indeed, Ilene Beckerman’s (1995), little illustrated book,  
Love, Loss, and What We Wore (recently made into a play by the Ephron sisters) is in fact her life story 
told and drawn through the prism of her clothes. We follow her life starting at seven years old when she 
wore her Brownie uniform, the clothes her mother made for her before she died when Ilene was not yet 
13 years old, her prom and wedding dresses and so forth. She concludes her monograph after she’s 
become a grandmother and watches her first granddaughter play dress up with her old clothes. 
Undoubtedly, many of us can remember events by what we wore. And each of us carries our own 
storehouse of symbolic meanings these clothes held for us. Recently a 31 year old patient of mine, in 
trying to recall how old she was  when her maternal grandmother died, identified her age by the dress 
she wore (“It was white dress with hard yellow buttons”). 

I will consider women’s/men’s development in light of their relationship to clothes. In the spirit of the 
2011 IFPE conference, at which this paper was presented, “Psychoanalysis: Not the Same Old Song and 
Dance?” we will play with clothes. Let’s go to the store, let’s go to the closet. Let’s go to your closets, 
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let’s go to mine.   What do clothes mean to us, how do we feel about them how do we choose them, 
and what do our choices in clothes say about us and our sense of our selves? Do our choices and sense 
of style change over time and so on and on? 

I also will look at clothes in the context of the clinical situation. For example. do we think about specific 
patients we’re going to see when we choose our clothes for our work day? How do we decide what to 
wear? How much do the patients we’re going to see influence our choices? In addition, we will 
elaborate upon some of our reactions to what our patients wear, and if and when we talk about it with 
patients. 

Further, I will explore how and when the topic of clothes comes up in therapy, including considering 
some different illustrations of patients talking about clothes and the ways and the therapists’ response 
to them.  What resonates for us as we reflect with our patients upon the meaning of clothes for them?   

In a sense, I invite you to sing along and play together as we enter the world of clothes. 

“I have nothing to wear” and “What should I wear?” are oft repeated refrains for most of us. 

What do we think about when we think about clothes? Or, do we even think about them?  Indeed, I do, 
lots of people do, and many of our patients do, and thus I invite you to open up this arena and cast eyes 
and mind about. What conscious and unconscious thoughts fly through our heads, like  buzzing bees, as 
we stand before our closet making up our minds about what to wear? How do we develop our unique 
style Or, do we? And, what does that even mean? What is each of our particular relation to clothes? 
What does it say about us who we are, how we are in the world, how we wish to be seen, and the time 
and place we live in? 

I grew up in NYC in a middle class Jewish family and neighborhood.  How you looked and what you wore 
were very important to my family and to most of the people I knew, if not all.  Critiquing other peoples 
clothes and style was an ongoing activity; almost a pastime in its own right in my family.  My mother 
positioned herself as the authority, the expert. My father wasn’t far behind. And my uncle was in the 
garment industry as were many of my parent’s friends and relatives.  It was quite routine and normal for 
my sister and mother and I to go downtown to the wholesale houses and choose our clothes among 
people who “knew” what was best and best for you. They appeared and acted as if they were “in the 
know”.  Indeed, they were in the forefront of perceiving what was in fashion and the latest styles....  
Going shopping was fun for me; an adventure, never knowing what you might find; in many ways, our 
family’s form of an expedition to new and old territories. 

I only began to realize as I got older, what little say I had in the matter of choosing my clothes.  That was 
my mother’s job and I thought she did it very well.  I never doubted her choices for a moment.  
(Obviously I was a pretty naive child). I can remember a  particular time after the rigors of my mother’s, 
my sister’s and my shopping tour, relaxing in the comfort of my father’s car, after he came to pick us up 
at the store.  My mother said to my father “It’s always such a pleasure to go shopping with Samoan”. 
That made me feels very on top of already being so pleased with our purchases. It was only many years 
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and analyses later that I came to realize what my mother really meant by that statement.  In short, 
essentially that I happily agreed with everything she picked out for me, never disagreed or fought with 
her and consequently never exercised any decision making or inclinations of my own.  That process was 
to take years and years until I could feel both the right, wherewithal, and confidence to figure out for 
myself what I liked and what looked good on me.  To develop that kind of confidence has truly been a 
developmental achievement for me.  Notably different, my five year old granddaughter seems to have 
very strong opinions about what clothes she likes, what looks good on her, what combinations to put 
together for herself and what she will wear and what she won’t.  She seems to know her likes and 
dislikes in a way I had no concept of earlier.   I do now…………….   

Claiming myself, discovering my own taste and rights to my own taste, occurred quietly throughout the 
course of my lifetime. I remember all those early years of shopping with my mother; her choosing the 
clothes and me agreeing and seeming to like them.  I have a memory of some specific clothes I especially 
liked. A yellow dress with a cape collar piped in white. I wore it to my sixth grade graduation and I 
remember feeling so good in it. The cotton felt so soft and good on my body, the lemony shade of the 
yellow felt so happy without being too bright; just right, the soft flare of the skirt had the perfect degree 
of twirl.  I especially loved the cape-like collar, so unusual; I’d never had a dress like that.  All so pleasing 
to me.  I’m sure everyone reading this essay have your own storehouse of memories of clothes you wore 
for special occasions or just clothes you loved and were especially attached to. I remember my Sweet 16 
dress I picked out with my mother and my mother’s friend and her daughter who was older than me but 
who also fell in love with the dress too and bought it too! All I can remember of it now was that it had a 
lot of pink in it and ruffles. I just felt so special in that dress, like a Sweet 16 girl should feel! And, then in 
the earlier years of flying, when flying was a big deal and people got dressed up even to go to the 
airport, I had this checkered shirtwaist dress that I wore quite regularly when we flew. My husband and I 
came to call it “my airplane dress”. It was very comfortable, suited me and looked good on me to boot. I 
literally wore it until it just frayed and essentially fell apart. I bet most of you have your memory 
equivalences; something you loved and literally fell apart. . And maybe are associating to them right 
now! 

 I know that I must have gone with my mother to buy both my sixth grade graduation dress and my 
Sweet 16 dress,  both of which I so loved and felt so special to me; although I only remember she and I  
and her friend and her friend’s daughter going to buy the Sweet 16 dress. What I don’t remember at all 
is whether my mother made the choices unilaterally, or whether I participated in the choice. All I can 
remember is that I loved them and remember them fondly to this day.  

 It’s interesting to consider a paradox here. The fabrics that clothes are made from are generally not 
long lasting, nor are the styles, and yet, the memory of the clothes and their requisite meanings linger 
perhaps forever in our minds and psyches. What does this say about the meaning of clothes and our 
attitude towards clothes and what they represent? There’s a certain nostalgia in considering clothes we 
wore at earlier times in our lives. .Nostalgia is often considered an aspect of mourning. Impart and Rubin 
(in press) talk about nostalgia’s unique capacity to both facilitate and impede the mourning process, 
reminding us that it has both an affective and sensory component... 
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In many ways, some of our tender feelings about our clothes, our attachment to our clothes, whether 
from the distant past , more recent past, or present,  may well serve as “evocative objects” (Bollas, 
2009). Bollas informs us that these evocative objects tell a story about our lives, calling forth a time that 
has vanished; that is, much was changing in my life as a result of my sixth grade graduation and the 
summer that followed. I was having to give up all my attachments to my old school, the neighborhood 
where the school was, my familiar walk t o get there, passing my best friend’s house en route, my 
favorite candy store that I habitually frequented, my teachers, classmates and friends, some of whom I 
would be separating from and perhaps never to see again. Indeed, my familiar and comfortable 
surrounds changing before my eyes. My sense of growing up and my decided ambivalence about that 
state of affairs was palpable... Would my mother still be there to go shopping with me and either pick 
out my clothes or help me pick them out?    Clearly I was one of the kids who felt she needed her 
mother and couldn’t manage very well on her own, and now I was being thrust into the growing up 
world of junior high school!  However, loss and anxiety were not the only feelings I felt. I also felt great 
excitement about the novelty of the prospect of a new school, new friends, new environment; really a 
new world. Accompanying my sadness was also a sense of adventure, exploration, curiosity and 
optimism. 

Consider, when Bollas was taking about object-as-thing, he tells us that “we need the object to release 
our self into expression” (Bollas, 2009. P.87). There are a myriad different functions clothes serve for us 
(“releasing our self {through our choice of clothes} into expression”).  

As I write this, I find myself suddenly remembering the summer right after I graduated and wore my 
yellow and white dress.   My whole family went away to Rockaway Beach for the summer. There were 
family friends around, which was always fun; and I loved the novelty of this very different physical 
environment outside the city. I loved the air, the light, the beach, the smell of the ocean, and especially 
the relaxation that the grownups seemed to feel, which in turn made me feel more relaxed.   I think it 
may be the summer I learned how to ride a two-wheel bike, and the sense of mastery and freedom 
were powerful.  I could ride my bike all around Rockaway by myself using my own pedal power! Yet I 
distinctly remember feeling sad, very sad.  I thought a lot about leaving my grammar school, never to 
return and the loss of all my connections. I had had a particularly good sixth grade. Things had jelled for 
me, and I didn’t want to give it up. 

 I thought wistfully about the physical school, the places I knew in it, my friends, some of my teachers. I 
played through in my mind any number of times the particular events that had occurred in my 
classroom and in that school the past year.  The replayed experiences were vivid....  I had the painful 
realization that that was all over, never to return. I missed it and them and the prospect of it all being 
gone made me feel very sad. I remember some yearning to be able to go back again, but I knew it was 
not to be. It was over and never to be repeated in the same way again. I keenly remember how it hurt to 
think about it. I had a real sense of loss (Viorst ,”Necessary Losses”). My sixth grade was over and now 
irretrievable.  
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I guess I was beginning to understand the concept of endings, and the cycle of endings, loss and new 
beginnings in a way I had never gleaned before.  Yet another memory comes to me about that summer. 
I made a very big decision to break myself of my habit of putting U –Bet chocolate syrup in my milk. I 
hated the taste of milk and somehow had come up with the idea of putting syrup in my milk to make it 
palatable. Had that been my mother’s idea? I made a concentrated effort to wean myself of this habit. I 
figured out, that I could drink my milk straight without the syrup, if I had a cookie or something else 
sweet to eat with it. Now, of course in retrospect that was hardly a great solution, since I now changed 
my dependence from U-Bet chocolate syrup to other sweets. (Which unfortunately I still have!) But, I 
guess it was the best I could do at the time. Clearly I was trying to get more grown up. My family was 
rather bemused and indifferent to the whole matter and, knowing my mother, she was probably happy 
to supply the cookies. 

Now I see how these memories of the summer after I graduated were all condensed and symbolized by 
my yellow dress. 

Clothes were like a talisman in many ways. Growing up in NYC, they ushered in the seasons and in a 
sense recorded the passing of time. We went shopping for new clothes every season. Came late 
August/early September we went shopping for school clothes, cooler and colder months ahead, and the 
holidays. I seem to remember always having sad feelings when each season was over, although also 
having excited feelings about the season ahead. Because we lived in a small apt with precious few 
closets, there were rituals around each season with our clothes. We removed our clothes from the last 
season, packed them up and put them in the building’s basement storage, clearing the way and the 
space for the next season’s clothes. We usually had some clothes we carried over from the last year’s 
season, would unpack those and then go shopping for new ones. I especially liked spring and summer 
clothes. They were lighter not just in weight, but in spirit; brighter colors, lighter fabrics, more playful 
and fun. Less serious. I think in those days my whole family was pretty much driven by what was in style 
that year.  There was not that much room or emotional space for free expression, experimentation and 
creativity.  

During my adolescent years I went shopping with my friends, especially my best friend. During that 
period, I distinctly remember wanting to dress the way all the other girls did. I specifically did NOT want 
to stand out. Fitting in with all of them felt just right to me.  

I don’t remember much about clothes during my young adulthood one way or the other, although I’m 
quite sure I also continued to shop at the wholesale manufacturers with my mother, and possibly my 
sister.  Being in style was a serious and important matter for the whole family. 

I always liked clothes, was interested in them. I was quite inhibited and somewhat cautious and 
uncertain. I did not think I had any particular knack or gift for being creative around clothes. I would 
often look at other woman’s clothes and admire how well put together they were, but I didn’t think I 
could quite do that for myself. 
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Before I went off to graduate school in social work, leaving the city and moving 3000 miles away to 
Berkeley CA, which was a gigantic move for me, an uncle who worked in the garment industry gave me a 
talking to, his form of a goodbye lecture. In effect, he talked about clothes and how I should dress and 
how important that was.  By then, being a kind of snobbish and somewhat intellectual young woman, I 
was appalled. How superficial! Really! Even insulting!  Why would anybody be thinking about clothes at 
a time like that? I certainly wasn’t. Although in fairness to my uncle, my mother and I had gone shopping 
in preparation for this new phase of my life. And I felt quite prepared, clothes-wise anyway.  I 
remembered recalling Polonius’ soliloquy to his son, Laertes, as he strikes off on his own and heads for 
Paris.  “Buy as costly clothes, as can pay for, But not made fancy, rich, and certainly not gaudy. For the 
clothes often tell what kind of man you are, the apparel oft proclaims the man….”  In my graduate 
school years, and my early motherhood years, clothes were not very central in my life, although I cared 
about how I looked and what I wore. All the while, my mother was ever present in her pronouncements 
about what looked good on me and what I should wear. Even so, I was gradually finding my own path 
regarding clothes choices for myself. It probably helped that my mother was 3,000 miles away much of 
the time. I found small stores that I liked, and salespeople who got to know me and we’d work together 
on finding clothes the seemed to suit me. I was in the process of discovering what colors most suited 
me, what cuts more flattering to my body and shape, and so on.  I have always had fun shopping with a 
sense of positive anticipation, albeit accompanied by worrying that I was spending too much money. 
And I was -- and do. 

I became friendly with a woman whose life revolved around clothes, particularly high style. She had a 
great eye, a lot of money, and had come from a family where clothes were central to their lives. Since 
she never worked, and had access to considerable funds, once her child care and family duties were 
fulfilled, she could devote the rest of her time to shopping and buying, and shop and buy she did!..  She 
was, and is, a phenomenon to be reckoned with. She would come alive as soon as she entered a store. I 
think it was with her and our many shopping expeditions that I came to develop my own sense of taste, 
style and finally figured out what suited me best. We especially preferred artisanal clothes, and went to 
many artists’ designs shows, got to know some of the artists, and worked with them. It was all very 
exciting and a lot of fun. I like wearing art; I appreciate the time, imagination, knowledge, creativity and 
work connected with each item I buy and I feel proud supporting their work and wearing their clothes. 

Quietly, moving in like soft south sea island breezes, my pleasure around clothes with all its attendant 
meanings evolved for me into a “conflict free area zone” (Hartmann, 1964). 

Throughout all these years, some of my clothes my mother liked, some she didn’t. She was the eternal 
critic until the day she died. And, until the day she died some three and a half years ago, she cared very 
much how she looked, what she wore, how she put it together, just as her mother had done before her, 
until the day she died, both dying in their mid-late 90’s. 

For a period in her life, my sister was very much in the jet set life scene. To that effect she had a 
personal shopper choose her very expensive designer couture clothes. My mother would quite regularly 
critique this professional woman’s taste, letting me know, and whoever else would listen, how that 
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woman put my sister in the wrong cut, wrong color, wrong print, wrong, wrong, wrong. My mother 
TRULY believed she knew best. And, for many years I too thought she knew best.    

In many ways, it’s taken me a lifetime to grow into my views about clothes and to have confidence and 
not be too hard on myself, when I made some mistakes (which I do).  In a sense it’s a telescoped story of 
my growing into myself . In short, my life’s development.  Imperceptively, like a quiet south sea breeze, 
my relation to clothes has evolved into “a conflict free zone” (Hartmann, 1964).  I can now enjoy clothes 
and be less inhibited. I am far from consumed by them or needing to buy a lot all the time. I truly have 
come to see them as a form of self expression, different costumes to put on, as it were, conveying 
different aspects of myself and my mood. I have grown to see clothes as a means by which I can express 
myself and happily present myself to the world.... This is who I am and I finally feel good enough about 
myself and my presentation   

Clothes are how we interface with the world. They cover our nakedness, protect us from the world and 
the world from us, but they also reveal who we are, how we see ourselves, our social class and the times 
we live in.  Thus, simultaneously, clothes both cover us up and reveal us.  In the novel Clothes on Their 
Backs by Linda Grant, the heroine tell us, “The clothes you wear are a metamorphosis. They change you 
from the outside in.”  (Think of Bollas here, of the object releasing our selves into expression)…. “A new 
dress. Is that all it takes to make a new beginning? This shred of dyed cloth, shaped in the form of a 
woman’s body? My clothes acted as a kind of carapace, armour with which I protected my inner 
softness….. And if life took you to uncertain, strange margins, to the places where people struggled to 
express their whole being, through dress, whatever forms such individuality took, that that’s where I 
would go.”.. 

Through the years I‘ve come to appreciate the artistry, imaginativeness and craftsmanship that are 
involved in designing and making fine clothes. At any given time of the year, in U.S. and abroad, one can 
see museum shows devoted to clothes and high fashion, in different ways, all the styles in the shows 
reflect social, political, economic circumstances of the times.   The shows portray the archetypes created 
by mass media and hardly represent any of us ordinary folk. None the less, in reviewing  the shows, The 
New Yorker tells us, “The archetypes do suggest the way that each ideal makes subtle alterations to the 
notion of a woman’s place, and to the code that determines who is worthy of respect and who isn’t.” 
(September 20, 2010)  To be sure, most people don’t wear couture, having neither the body nor 
especially the finances that these shows are highlighting. But, one of the many fascinating aspects of the 
shows, is how they do reflect larger historical trends in taste, mores and of course wealth, while at the 
same time capturing the technical innovations, artistic sensibilities and fantasies that trickle down to 
more practical designs that are available to most women and men . In line with my heightened 
appreciation of the artistic aspects of clothes, one can also consider some designs as art;  fiber art 
combining features of painting, sculpture, architecture, body art, and theatre and exquisite craft”(The 
New York Times, May 7, 2010.  Consider for a moment another kind of art show.  It was entitled “No 
Man’s Land”. The artist was Christian Boltanski and it was at the Park Avenue Armory, New York City, in 
May 2010.  The show consists of a five-story crane claw and a 25 foot-high mound of salvaged clothes. 
Every few minutes the crane picks up a random assortment of shirts, pants and dresses from the mound 
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and releases them to flap back down haphazardly.  Clothes here are certainly not about high fashion.  A 
deeper, darker aspect of clothes and their meaning are represented here.  The artist tells us they are 
meant to represent survival and death and the randomness of life”.    

 Turning for a moment to the matter of the centrality of social class and its relationship to clothes, I want 
to share with you a powerful book Landscapes for a Good Woman, by Carolyn Kay Steedman, a 
sociologist who writes of her growing up as a daughter of a working class mother in South London 
during the 1950’s (2003). Steedman, graphically and poignantly, writes about the social world she and 
her mother knew about, and their place within it.  She tells us “My mother did what powerless women 
have always done and do still, she worked on her body, the only bargaining power she ended up with, 
given the economic times and the culture in which she grew.” Appearance was connected to her choice 
of clothes.  She goes on to tell us what her mother learned by the 1960’s. She learned through 
magazines and anecdotes  “how the goods of that world of privilege might be appropriated, with the cut 
and fall of a skirt, a good winter coat, with leather shoes , a certain voice, but above all with CLOTHES, 
the best boundary between you and a  cold world.” 

I think we can all agree that clothes carry a vast and deep panoply of meanings; symbolic and 
metaphoric in nature. Thinking about clothes and their meaning to each of our patients and to us, may 
shed light on deep, dare I say closeted, pockets of our psyches. Way back in 1977 I wrote a paper about 
listening and metaphor in the clinical situation, and I cited as one example a patients whose oft 
repeated refrain was the difficulty she had finding suitable clothes to buy.  She’d go to stores and look 
and look, but almost always come home empty handed. Her explanation for such frustrating 
experiences was the following: “Others had gotten there first and had picked out the newest and best 
clothes and left the junk behind.” Somehow, in her way of thinking, there was a very limited amount of 
the good stuff, to which she could never get assess to it. Invariably she came too late. I think you can all 
play with some of the metaphoric meanings of her beliefs around clothes. She was in treatment for 
many years, and eventually she began to find clothes she liked and took great pleasure in her purchases; 
a felicitous indicator of deeper psychic changes. 

So, let’s look some more at the clinical situation, and start by answering a question I posed earlier. Do 
we think about patients when we get dressed for our work day?   I do think about the patients I’m going 
to see on any specific day and choose my wardrobe accordingly. Some patients don’t seem to ever 
notice ever what I am wearing, and with them I am less thoughtful about what I choose to wear. With 
other patients who comment about my clothes, or whom appearance and clothes are important to 
them, I dress more carefully and perhaps take a bit more effort... With certain patients it’s fun to wear 
something new and different... I like to feel good in what I’m wearing and try not to wear the same thing 
I wore the last time I saw the same patient. Some patients I feel I can be more casually dressed than 
others... In short, overall I like to look nice and well put together. I enjoy the novelty of deciding what to 
wear each day, based on the weather, the degree of comfort and the patients I’m seeing that day, 
although sometimes I’m lazy and just don’t put out much energy around what I wear. And, that’s okay 
too.  How I dress, including clothes, shoes, jewelry, is but one of several ways I bring myself into the 
consulting room.    Although I’ve moved very far from my original training and its prohibitions against 
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expressing too much of your personality in your clothes, I. have some mindfulness about what might be 
inappropriate dress: e.g. I’m reminded of a male supervisee whom I had many years ago. He wore jeans 
with an eye catching fly; thereby making it inevitable that your eyes would be drawn to his nether 
region. That felt inappropriate and I remember how uncomfortable it was to talk to him about it as all 
the staff was urging me to do. In regards to patient’s attire; with some patients I might well comment 
about something they were wearing, particularly if it seems to have some relevance to our work. With 
other patients I would never comment on their clothes. In all of these areas around clothes; mine or my 
patients, I feel much freer to comment upon, talk about and discuss than I did formerly.   

In general, I would say that throughout therapy, most of my female patients and many male patients 
invariably talk about clothes in a variety of different contexts.  With some frequency, patients share 
memories of going shopping with their mothers.  

Rhoda D. is now a woman in her mid 50’s whom I have seen for over 25 years. Rhoda is a very smart, 
extremely thoughtful, somewhat proper and conservatively dressed professional woman married with 
no children. She comes from a very wealthy family stemming from a family business started by her 
maternal grandfather. Her grandparents, especially her grandmother were very important to her. Rhoda 
is the oldest of four siblings and the only daughter. Much was expected of Rhoda, growing up. 
Perfectionism was the name of the game in the family. Her mother was obsessive and demanding and 
was frequently volatile.  Clothes, dressing well and in high style was  her mother’s credo.  Rhoda has 
early memories of hiding in one particular closet. The closet she chose was a storage closet, so all of the 
clothes, many of which were coats and other outer garments, were encased in plastic, so she couldn’t 
cuddle next to the fur coats and feel cozy. None the less, being surrounded by those clothes served as 
an oasis for her.  In this closet she could feel at peace. She also could hear her mother. When her 
mother’s voice got to a certain pitch, Rhoda knew it was time to come out. In all the years she used this 
closet as her temporary safe base, her mother never knew it.  Rhoda was an extremely vigilant child, 
forever on guard and on the lookout. She actively problem solved her way through childhood, 
anticipating her mother’s moods and positioning herself accordingly. Rhoda’s mother was a shopper par 
excellence. She went to the finest stores, knew the salespeople, managers and buyers. She was up on 
the latest fashions. Dressing herself and her daughter well was a serious manner, nothing frivolous or 
light about it. Certainly not much fun. To this day, she knows ahead of time when a sale is and what will 
be on sale, and it’s a matter of urgency that her daughter drops whatever to accompany her, then and 
there, to the store. There was a rather rigid ritual around clothes. Clothes had to be reviewed at the end 
and at the beginning of the season. Nothing must be kept that was deemed out of style.  From Rhoda’s 
point of view, her mother could be absolutely ruthless when it came time to getting rid of the old 
things.. Out with the old, In with the new. But, Rhoda had her attachments to her clothes and other 
things, and it was very painful to her to let them go. Her mother simply couldn’t fathom that attitude. It 
appeared to be almost Rhoda’s duty to keep up the high style that both her grandmother and mother 
maintained. In a manner of speaking, Rhoda had to uphold her family’s social reputation by her 
deportment and dress. Quite a burden to be sure. 
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Rhoda’s conflicts were indeed fraught with anguish.  Choosing clothes and her whole relation to clothes 
is fraught with pain that is blatantly alive. One of the major topics through all our years of work, has 
been about her closet, sorting through clothes, deciding which ones to get rid of and which to keep, and 
purchasing new clothes.  As she goes through sorting out her clothes, her mother’s words from when 
she was a child still ring in her ears.  “These have to go, they don’t fit you…or they don’t look good on 
you anymore, etc.” Rhoda says, “I have a hard time making decisions, what should I choose, what should 
I save, what should I let go”? Rhoda’s sense of deprivation. sense of loss and abandonment and 
identification with the items given away are palpable. “It pains me to think of the old clothes in the bag.” 
She frets that if she lets things go, she may not find the equivalent quality again. We have had many, 
many discussions through all these years, about her attachment to the past and her associations to each 
article of clothing. She feels it also says something about the future.  In a very profound sense, she has 
come to see that so many of her feelings around clothes say something to her about the “meaning of 
life”. Once again, Bollas’s notion of “evocative object” inevitably comes to my mind.  Rhoda says she 
grew up hearing, “Your mother is so attractive, and she dresses so beautifully”. Rhoda never felt she was 
as attractive as her mother nor could she dress as beautifully. Self contempt and despair have been 
constant companions for Rhoda every step of the way, although the depth and extent of her despair has 
been considerably mitigated through the years of our work.  

Shopping with her mother was fraught with utter anguish from childhood on. Her mother would pick 
something out and even if Rhoda didn’t like it, she’d end up getting it, because “Otherwise I’d leave 
empty handed”.  Using her analytic way of thinking she has thought and thought about what happens 
around clothes for her with her mother and with herself. She says, “My mother is intuitive and I’m not. I 
have to think things through more carefully.” As she’s gotten older, she likes some of her mother’s 
choices for her, but certainly not all. She’s come to see that her mother doesn’t pay attention to details 
the way Rhoda does and often chooses thing for her now middle aged daughter that may be good 
looking, but not really right for her figure, her life style, etc. With time, Rhoda has become more in touch 
with her ability to know what she likes, and feels more comfortable with her choices.  Parting with 
things is still a struggle. In many ways, one could say that her lengthy treatment has been conducted 
around the crucible of clothes.    

Another middle-aged patient who has had life long struggles around accepting her body self recalls how 
hellish it was going shopping with her mother. She distinctly recalls her mother picking something off 
the rack and saying “That would be the cutest thing on you.” Whereupon her daughter would think, 
“Who do you think I am. All those frilly clothes. They’re just what I don’t like”. Invariably they’d end up 
having a huge fight. 

Another patient in her late 30’s talks about how she doesn’t know what to wear for the many groups 
she participates in as a volunteer. She bemoans the fact that she feels she “can’t get it right”. She’s 
come to think that the women in these groups wear a kind of uniform that she has yet to fully decipher. 
She says “I worry before an event. I don’t like to call attention to myself. I like clothes that have plain, 
classic lines; I don’t think the others do. She recalls her times shopping with her mother and their 
fights... Reared in the Catholic faith, she recounts the very last time she went to confession. She and her 
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mother had gotten in to a terrible fight at the department store and she had screamed at her, “I hate 
you!” She says with some pride, “when I  finally turned 16 I got my driving license, got a job, bought my 
own clothes and never went shopping with my mother again!” 

Talking about mothers and daughters shopping and yelling at each other at the store, puts me in mind of 
a painful scene from the recent movie “Please Give”. The mother and teenage daughter are shopping for 
jeans. The daughter wants a special designer brand; the mother says it’s too expensive. The daughter 
tries on a number of other less expensive jeans and feels miserable.  The mother says they look good, 
the daughter feels they look horrid, and end up yelling in the store at the mother “I hate you!”... 

I end with a quote from Oscar Wilde: 

“One should either be a work of art, or wear a work of art.” 
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CREATIVE LITERATURE 

 

GRAIL GREEN 

By Merle Molofsky  

AUTHOR’S STATEMENT AND EDITOR’S STATEMENT 

Author’s Statement: “Grail Green” was written in 1970. I was 28 years old, taking a playwrighting course 
taught by Jack Gelber, when I was a graduate student in the M.F.A. Creative Writing program of 
Columbia University School of the Arts. I wrote two one act plays, “Grail Green” and “Three Street 
Koans”, both with the same main character, “Douglas”, under the umbrella name “Kool-Aid”. 

In 1971, “Kool-Aid” was produced at what was then called the Forum Theater, at Lincoln Center, 
directed by Jack Gelber. Somehow I never retained a copy of the manuscript. After close to 40 
years, using Google, I discovered that the Library for the Performing Arts at Lincoln Center had in its 
archives an original manuscript of the play, 
non-circulating, but accessible. The library provided me with a CD of low resolution jpegs of every page 
of the original manuscript. I am thrilled to recover and rediscover my work – and thrilled to 
rediscover something about myself, my creative process, my interests and concerns and perspective. 

At the time I wrote “Grail Green”, I had not yet known anyone who had an interest in psychoanalysis, 
and was not in any form of psychotherapy. Several years later I began my own psychoanalysis, which 
eventually led me to begin my psychoanalytic studies at the Training Institute of NPAP. 

Merle Molofsky 

Editor’s Statement: As the founding editor of Other/Wise, it brings me great pleasure to present Merle 
Molofsky’s play, “Grail Green.” 

Other/Wise is a psychoanalytic journal that publishes scholarly, theoretical, research, and clinical 
articles, and also publishes art work, poetry, short stories, and other creative work with psychoanalytic 
resonance. “Grail Green” is set in a treatment facility for adolescent boys, and much of the action takes 
place in counseling sessions. I believe this manuscript is of sufficient interest, historical value, and so 
accurately reflects one of the many routes by which we come to psychoanalysis that I have 
independently decided to publish Merle’s wonderful contribution. 

Richard Raubolt 
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CHARACTERS 

 
DOUGLAS ONE, OR THE BOY:  A 17 year old boy living in the mountains with his spiritual mentor.  He is a 
projection of Douglas  
Two. 
 
DOUGLAS TWO:  A 17 year old boy living in a residential treatment 
facility for emotionally disturbed adolescent boys. 
 
THE COUNSELOR:  Douglas Two’s therapist at the residential treatment facility. 
 
THE GIRL, OR MAYA:  An adolescent girl running away from a dangerous home situation toward the 
forest.  She is an incarnation of Maya. 
 
THE MASTER:  The Boy’s spiritual mentor. 
 
BRIAN:  A friend of Douglas Two, an adolescent drug addict. 
 

SETTING 
 

The one-act play takes place in three locations: THE COUNSELOR’s office in a residential treatment 
facility, the grounds just outside the office and Security House, a high security building in the residential 
treatment facility; a mountainous area where THE MASTER and THE BOY live and meditate, and the 
pathway from their hut descending the mountain into the woods; Brian’s apartment in the city. 
 
The stage is arranged in a series of levels, the highest level being the dwelling place of THE MASTER, the 
stage floor being THE COUNSELOR’s office. 
 

GRAIL GREEN 
 

      The stage is arranged in a series  
      levels, the highest level being the 
      dwelling place of THE MASTER, 
      the stage floor itself being THE 
      COUNSELOR’s office.  Any 
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                                                         background detail can be  
provided by painted stage sets 
or projected images. 

 
      In the opening scene THE  
      MASTER is standing before his 
      hut, while THE BOY, DOUGLAS 
      ONE, is facing him.  
 
      In THE COUNSELOR’s office, 
      THE COUNSELOR is sitting in 
      an armchair, while across from 
      him, separated by an imposing 
      desk, DOUGLAS TWO sits in a 
      straight-backed chair.  DOUGLAS 
      TWO is twiddling with an elec- 
      tronic device, playing snatches of 
      music, a confusing medley of sitar 
      raga, hard rock, salsa, and Bach. 
 

THE MASTER 
 

The end of a quest is always a retreat.  If the hero lives, he retreats from death.  If he dies, he retreats 
from life. 
 
   (THE BOY, DOUGLAS ONE, is 
   silent, as one is always silent upon 
   hearing words of wisdom.  THE  
   MASTER shares his silence.) 
 
Do you understand? 
 

 
 

THE BOY 
 

O yes, I understand.  I always understand.  But I do not believe. 
 

THE MASTER 
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Such passion.  Ah well, it is only words I have spoken and only words you have heard.  My wisdom is 
nothing but my own life.  And you of course must lead your own life? 
 

THE BOY 
 

You are laughing at me? 
 

THE MASTER 
 

I’m laughing.  And you my son are leaving. 
 

THE BOY 
 

Yes. 
 
   (DOUGLAS TWO lights a cigarette. 
   He blows smoke rings.) 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

I like to achieve the impossible.  Like that. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 
Like what? 
 

 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Like the smoke, bro.  The smoke, the smoke rings. 
 

 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

That’s not impossible. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

   (Leans forward and blows a haze of  
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   smoke into THE COUNSELOR’s face.) 
 
Can you do it, baby? 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

No. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Then, amigo, it is impossible.  For you. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

I could learn. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

But you won’t learn, Counselor.  You won’t learn. 
    

(HE pushes his chair back, extends  
   his legs, tilts his pelvis forward.  HE 
   is wearing cowboy boots.  HE lets 
   his cigarette dangle from his lips, 
   from the left corner of his mouth. 
   HE slits his eyes against the smoke.) 
 
Douglas pushes his chair back, extends his legs, tilts his pelvis forward.  He wore boots.  He lets his 
cigarette dangle from his lips, from the left corner of his mouth.  He slits his eyes against the smoke. 
 

 
THE COUNSELOR 

 
Douglas pushes his chair back, extends his legs, tilts his pelvis forward.  He is wearing boots.  He lets his 
cigarette dangle from his lips, from the left corner of his mouth.  He slits his eyes against the smoke.  He 
is wearing boots is better. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Maybe.  It’s not as subtle.  But I, Counselor, am creating this life, this Douglas, this story, this stage play, 
and he wore boots.  The Counselor’s legs are hidden behind his hiding desk.  Douglas presumes the 
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Counselor has no feet.  Douglas figures that if ever the Counselor wears shoes, they would be black and 
white saddle shoes with corrugated rubber soles. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

I am wearing black oxfords.  Why do you refer to yourself in the third person? 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

I don’t.  I call myself Douglas. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

That is the third person. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

There is no third person.  There is only Douglas and the Counselor. 
 

DOUGLAS ONE, THE BOY 
 

There is myself, Master.  I am myself. 
 

THE MASTER 
 

You are yourself. 
 

THE BOY 
 

I feel trapped within myself. 
 

THE MASTER 
 

All those who call themselves I feel trapped. 
 

THE BOY 
 

I am still young. 
 

THE MASTER 
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Yes, my child. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

There is no third person.  There is only Douglas and the Counselor. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

There is the Douglas in the story, in his stage play, and there is the Douglas telling the story, writing and 
acting in the stage play, and the Counselor. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Four, Counselor.  There are four people.  There is the Douglas in the story, and the Douglas telling the 
story, and the Counselor in the story, and the Counselor telling the story. 
 

 
THE COUNSELOR 

 
How many Douglases are there, really?  How many Douglases do you think there are? 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Tricky, tricky, tricky.  These walls are green, the desk is in the middle of the room, you sit on one side 
without any feet, though they are probably encased in black and white saddle shoes with corrugated 
rubber soles that you insist on rewriting as black oxfords, and I sit on the other side, my back to the 
door.  There are windows to the left of you, but those same windows are to the right of me.  The sermon 
for this morning is, are they the same windows.  If I turn my back to you, Counselor, will we share the 
windows?  You know I have feet, for Douglas pushed his chair back, extended his legs, et cetera.  He 
means to be insolent.  Douglas is a mean lad.  Out the windows there are trees, Counselor, and a lawn.  
Inside, here in this green room, without your green feet, inside my green eyes, it rains green rain, 
painting the walls a greener green.  Is there a legend about a prince who pretended he was mad, or 
pretended he was pretending to be mad, or was he really mad or only pretending to be?  There is such a 
legend.  Douglas, prince of Denmark, slaughtered his uncle because he was too well bred to slaughter 
his father, but everyone died before he could grab his old lady and play naughty-naughty before the 
eyes of all those who came to see.  That was a lousy playwright.  I wouldn’t write plays like that.  I would 
let the eyes see all the fucking.  Why don’t the eyes just stay home and fuck themselves cross-eyed?  Do 
I sound schizophrenic? 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
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You didn’t answer the question I asked you. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Because it was tricky.  And you won’t answer the question I asked you, because it too was tricky.  There 
is nothing to be learned from questions and answers, Counselor.  Nothing to learn.  You too, with your 
questions and answers, like to achieve the impossible.  If you think you’ve learned something, then you 
too, like me, think you have achieved the impossible.  But the impossible, by definition, cannot be 
achieved. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

You are a sophist. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

You categorize.  Shall I tell you stories, shall you tell me stories?  Shall we agree on definitions?  Shall it 
continue to rain green upon this room, shall it continue to rain trees and lawn upon the window?  You 
are living a life, Counselor, telling yourself your story.  I, the Counselor, now arise, for the dawn has 
come, rosy-fingered, to my sleeping chamber.  The inside of my mouth tastes like shoe leather, like a 
sewer, like a cow’s asshole, like the afterbirth of a rained rabbit, like a simile.  I ache all over.  I feel fine.  
I have a big piss hard-on.  The floor is cold to my bare feet.  I, the Counselor, I, the bare feet, I, the 
continuing story.  In your story you have feet, Counselor.  I, Douglas, in all my persons, am living my life.  
I tell my own stories. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

I don’t tell myself the details of my life as if it were a story. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 
You’re lying. 
 

 
THE COUNSELOR 

 
I am not lying. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

You’re lying to yourself. 
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THE COUNSELOR 

 
You think you know what I’m thinking, Douglas. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

I know what you’re thinking, Counselor.  I am the playwright.  You are the playwright.  Shouldn’t we 
know what each other is thinking?  Do you know what I’m thinking, Counselor?  I wish one of us was a 
woman.  I wish we could touch and fuck and squirm and get close and wet.  A little action, dig it, amigo?  
Not all this talk, talk, talk, words, words, words.  Yeah, Counselor, I wish I were a woman.  I’m too tough 
to be a man. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

Why don’t you want to talk? 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

I do.  I really do.  I am talking.  I love to talk.  I also love to fuck.  Can’t fuck, might as well talk.  Why don’t 
you ask me why I wish I was a woman? 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

All right, Douglas.  Why do you wish you were a woman? 
 
   (THE COUNSELOR surreptitiously 
   consults his watch.) 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

I already told you, amigo.  So we could fuck instead of talk.  Because I’m too tough to be a man.  Because 
I’ve never been a woman.  Counselor, you think I’m in trouble.  You think I need help.  You need help.  
You don’t wish you were a woman.  Counselor, I make you a woman.  You are now a woman.  If you was 
a good looking woman, I’d fuck you.  I’d love you up real nice.  But girl, you is ugly as hell.  You look just 
like a man.  I know, I know, I remember.  I remember your face.  Time is up.  Right.  Right as green rain. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

Time is up. 
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DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Time is up. 
 

THE BOY 
 

I am leaving.  What is time? 
 

THE MASTER 
 

Time is not up time is not down.  Time is not right time is not left.  Time is not north south east west.  
Time is yours. 
 
   (THE MASTER kisses THE BOY on 
   the forehead.  THE BOY bends his 
   head over THE MASTER’s hand,  
   kisses the hand.  THE MASTER sits 
   before his doorway in an attitude of 
   prayer.  As THE BOY descends the 
   mountain, DOUGLAS TWO represent- 
   ing another boy much younger in time 
   is climbing the mountain toward THE 
   MASTER.  The two, DOUGLAS ONE  

And DOUGLAS TWO, do not  
   recognize each other.  THEY are not  
   in the same time.  THE BOY reaches 
    the bottom of the Mountain.  To his right  
   is a wild Forest.  To his left is the City. 
   Before him a spring gushes forth 
   from a rock.  HE drinks the green 
   water and sits at the Crossroads 
   in an attitude of prayer.  Green it 
   rains upon him. 
 
   DOUGLAS TWO returns to the lower 
   levels, sits outside THE COUNSELOR’s 
   building, outside THE COUNSELOR’S 
   office, upon the lawn beneath the trees 
   in an attitude of prayer.  A light green 
   drizzle falls. 
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   Indoors, at his desk, THE COUNSELOR 
   pushes his chair back, extends his legs, 
   tilts his pelvis forward.  THE COUNSELOR, 
   through with a hard day’s work, assumes 
   an attitude of prayer, regarding DOUGLAS 
   TWO sitting in an attitude of prayer 
   beneath a tree outside the window.  THE 
   COUNSELOR flexes his legs three times. 
   HE considers the shine of his shoes. 
   Rising, HE reaches for his jacket, puts 
   it on, buttons it.  HE walks across the 
   room and switches off the light.  HE 
   crosses to the window, and in the twilight 
   HE looks out the window at DOUGLAS 
   TWO.  DOUGLAS TWO lights a cigarette, 
   blows smoke rings.  THE COUNSELOR 
   leaves the room, locking the door.  On 
   his way home he walks past DOUGLAS TWO. 
 

 
DOUGLAS TWO 

 
Counselor!  Let’s blow smoke rings, you and I.  A light rain is falling. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

   (Without breaking stride.) 
 
I don’t smoke. 
 
   (HE exits.  It is almost night.) 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

It rains green!  Counselor!  It rains green!  It rains green upon my scene.  It rains dawn upon my lawn.  It 
rains night upon my sight.  It rains upon my pains.  Rain rain go away, little Douglas wants to play.  Go 
home, Counselor!  Go play on your own block!  You can hear me!  It rains green! 
 
   (Pause.) 
 
Douglas, come in out of the rain. 
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   (Pause.) 
 
Is it dinner time? 
 
   (Pause.) 
 
Yes. 
 
   (Pause.) 
 
All the boys in the Home eat dinner at this hour down at Green Cottage.  Douglas.  Don’t you know 
enough to come in out of the rain? 
 
   (DOUGLAS TWO exits. 
 
   DOUGLAS ONE, THE BOY, sits 
   in an attitude of prayer.  THE 
   GIRL comes from out of the  
   City to the spring at the rock. 
   SHE is dressed in an adolescent’s 
   fantasy of Indian costume, crossed 
   with something vaguely Arabian  
   Nights, something a belly dancer 
   might wear, something diaphanous 
   and embroidered, something  
   showing a lot of cleavage, gauzy 
   harem pants, a golden girdle  
   encircling her waist.  SHE 
   carries food in a basket, covered 
   with a white cloth.  SHE kneels 
   before THE BOY, unpacks the 
   basket, setting the white cloth 
   before THE BOY’s feet.  Upon 
   the cloth SHE places tiny bowls 
   of food.) 
 

THE GIRL 
 

Eat. 
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THE BOY 
 

Thank you. 
 
   (HE eats sparingly.  SHE folds up 
   the cloth without shaking out the 
   crumbs and places dishes and  
   cloth back in the basket.  SHE 
   cups her hands and offers him 
   water from the spring.  HE drinks. 
   SHE drinks the few remaining 
   drops left in her cupped hands.) 
 
Go home, girl.  It is raining. 
 
   (SHE throws herself before him 
   in an attitude of supplication. 
   Her perfumed hair trails along 
   his feet.  THE BOY springs up 
   in horror.) 
 
What do you want? 
 
   (HE waves his hands before 
   his face.) 
 
Go away! 
 

THE GIRL 
 

I live in the City.  Are you going to the City? 
 

THE BOY 
 

   (Wildly.) 
 
No!  No, I’m not!  The City is a sinful place filled with thieving men and wanton women.  I’m going into 
the wild Forest, there to meditate and to become wise. 
 

THE GIRL 
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   (Slyly.) 
 
Ah, you’ve made your choice.  It is a good one.  I am leaving the sinful City.  We can travel through the 
wild Forest together.  That is, if you will allow me to seek your protection, O Master. 
 

 
THE BOY 

 
No!  No, you cannot come with me! 
 

THE GIRL 
 

You would leave a poor maiden to travel the wild Forest alone, without protection?  I fear the jackal’s 
teeth, the tiger’s fangs.  I am but a poor maiden, defenseless and alone.  And I am a maiden, Master.  I 
have never known a man.  Never have I yielded myself, quivered at a man’s touch upon my girlish skin, 
spread my legs to allow a man to tear into me, to make himself known to me by rocketing his seed into 
my very being.  I am virgin. 
 

THE BOY 
 

But why are you telling me all this? 
 
   (DOUGLAS TWO and THE  
   COUNSELOR re-enter, sit at 
   the desk.) 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

I have fantasies, Counselor.  I have fantasies about sex. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

But why are you telling me all this? 
 

THE BOY 
 

Go home to your City, girl.  Go back to your home.  Go back to your mother and father who love and 
cherish you. 
 

THE GIRL 
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Alas, holy man.  My mother is dead.  I have just buried her.  At home my stepfather made ugly and 
falsely brave with drinking wine and smoking hashish all day waits to ravish me when I return.  He finds 
me irresistibly beautiful.  Only my mother has prevented him from consummating his unnatural lust, and 
how she is dead.  Alas. 
 
   (SHE begins to weep.) 
 

THE BOY 
 

Do not cry.  I cannot bear to see a woman cry. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

Ah, take me with you, take me with you.  If you will not I shall go into the wild Forest alone and 
unprotected.  I would rather be torn apart by wild animals than submit to my stepfather’s unnatural 
designs. 
 
   (SHE flings herself upon  
   THE BOY, weeping.) 
 

THE BOY 
 

Very well.  I will take you with me. 
 
   (HE pushes her roughly 
   away.) 
 
Only you must not touch me again.  You must never touch me.  I have taken vows. 
 
   (HE begins to walk into the 
   Forest, never looking back 
   to see if SHE is following. 
 
   SHE follows behind him  
   picking the crumbs from 
   the white cloth and tiny bowls 
   as SHE walks, smacking her 
   lips as SHE eats.) 
 

THE GIRL 
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Still, it seems to me that if you are really a holy man you should be able to suffer my touch without 
feeling desire. 
 

THE BOY 
 

Well, I can’t.  I’m still young.  I’m not really a holy man.  Not yet.  But I mean to be. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

O horror.  Have you led me into the wild Forest under false pretenses?  Do you intend to seize me and 
ravish me now that we are alone, where no one can see us, where there is no place to which I can run, 
no place where I can hide? 
 

THE BOY 
 

No.  Of course not.  And you mustn’t speak to me of such things.  I have taken vows.  What on earth are 
you eating?  I ate all the food that was in the basket.  Not that I meant to leave you without any supper, 
but I thought that you were going back to the City, to a happy home and food aplenty.  Not that there 
was that much food, that I could be called a glutton.  Not that I’m complaining of its paucity either.  It 
was all right.  How you females do chatter on.  Women talk too much.  What was I saying?  Ah yes.  
What were you eating?  Where did you get the food?  Are you a witch?  Were you sent by Maya, the 
goddess of illusion, to tempt me? 
 

THE GIRL 
 

I am merely eating the crumbs that were left from your humble meal, O Master.  I am not a witch.  
Neither am I hungry.  It is said in the City that a woman who can manage to eat the crumbs that fall from 
the lips if a holy man will then be rendered irresistibly attractive to any man she then meets.  Many are 
the holy men that I have met at the crossroads.  Many are the men to whom I have proven irresistibly 
attractive.  It is only by the grace of the goddess of illusion that I am now a maiden. 
 

THE BOY 
 

I know nothing of such legends.  Well, I am not a holy man, at least not yet, so you probably aren’t any 
more irresistibly attractive than you were a few moments ago.  Now silence.  I wish to hear no more of 
your frivolous girlish chatter. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

   (Dreamily.) 
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A few moments ago….  Ah, time, what is time? 
 

THE BOY 
 

   (Respectfully.) 
 
Are you a philosopher that you know such questions? 
 

THE GIRL 
 

Ah, Master, I am too young in time to be a philosopher.  I am merely a girl.  How dark it has grown.  We 
have penetrated to the very heart of the Forest. 
 

THE BOY 
 

My disciple, I take pity on your weakness.  In the grassy glen nearby we will rest for the night. 
 

 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

What do you think, Counselor?  Pretty horny situation, huh?  I really get hot thinking about that poor 
innocent boy and that wily woman.  What do you think? 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

Tell me more about this story, Douglas.  Who is the boy?  The old man?  And the girl?  Who is this girl?  
Where does it take place? 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

It’s not a story, Counselor.  It’s life.  The boy is me, of course.  The old man is my teacher, who could 
teach me nothing.  He is therefore a good and wise teacher.  The girl is my temptation.  My first big 
temptation.  I guess it takes place in India.  You can tell by the tigers.  You don’t want me to say it takes 
place in my mind, in that vast and uncharted wild Forest of the Unconscious, and so on, do you?  You 
know that’s not true.  You were watching the story yourself.  It takes place in life, amigo.  Douglas is the 
story.  Douglas has to be the story, and it’s a lousy story, Counselor.  You are obviously a cardboard 
character in a lousy lousy story.  You know what happens when you walk out that gate, Counselor, and I 
stay behind in the Home?  You drop off a cliff, man, into nowhere.  No where.  The script says you exit 
and you disappear into the wings, man, you just plain disappear.  Do you go home to the wife and 
kiddies, Counselor?  Is she a horny bitch with hair casting strange shadows over her eyes as it tumbles 
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across her face… hair perfumed with all the exotic scents of India, perfumed hair through which her sloe 
eyes gleam ebon with desire?  Do the kiddies have flies in their eyes?  Show me the photograph of the 
wife and kiddies, Counselor.  The cardboard wife and the marshmallow kiddies.  Do you have hobbies?  
A hobby?  Interests?  I am very well informed.  Eleven o’clock news and all that.  Off a cliff, man.  You 
want your story to be real life, take me home with you, through the gate.  Into your bed with your 
photograph of a wife.  Off a cliff.  You wrote yourself a lousy cardboard life, a lousy lousy story. 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

You’re trying to get me riled, Douglas.  You don’t want to talk about the fact that you consider your life a 
fantasy and your fantasies real life. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

You put it up front, didn’t you, man?  You came right out and stated your lousy little problem.  Oh 
Douglas, the poor lad, cannot distinguish between fantasy and reality.  Real fine, daddy.  You musta read 
the book.  Sharp thinking.  Oh, but you’re wrong, baby, dangerously wrong.  I might write you out of my 
Douglas story, man, right off the cliff, paper dolly.  You might find yourself wandering in reality one fine 
day, lost in the wild Forest with tigers behind you, tigers before you, tigers all around you, and the real 
Douglas, the Boy, the Boy, mind you, up the nearest tree with a ten foot blade in his hand, blowing 
smoke rings through smoke rings through smoke rings.  In the story Douglas crushes your windpipe.  Did 
you know that, amigo?  He’s practicing.  Or didn’t you read the book? 
 

THE MASTER 
 

Count your heartbeats. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

You’re hostile today. 
 

THE MASTER 
 

Count your heartbeats.   
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

I’m jiving you, man.  I wouldn’t hurt a fly.  I’m a holy man, Counselor.  I’m hostile today.  Today I don’t 
want to be a woman and go down for you.  Today I want to be a man.  I don’t feel mean.  I feel gentle.  
I’m in manhood today.  Dig it, Counselor, you got to give me a pass.  I need a woman real bad.  I can’t 
make that faggot scene in Green Cottage any more.  It rains green down there.  I’m pissing green, that 
suck-off and up the asshole stuff feels good, but it might be bad for a growing boy’s health.  I don’t 
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know.  I gotta get it into some real pussy, Counselor.  Give me a weekend pass, huh man?  I wanna go 
down to the City and get laid is all.  No rough stuff.  No rip-offs, no armed robberies, no drugs, nothing 
like that.  Just a little tender manhood, Counselor.  I wanna dip into some nice pussy, that’s all. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

I’ll think about it. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

No.  The bastard said no.  You really want us all to go fag, don’t you, faggot. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

I didn’t say no.  I just said I’d think about it.  Don’t try to pressure me, Douglas.  Give me a chance to 
think it over. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Oh shit.  I pulled too much of that schizo talk, huh?  Counselor, you know I’m a bright boy.  Remember 
you was always telling me I was such a bright boy, so well read, when I first came here, before you 
figured out it wasn’t any good, talking like that.  You had me pegged as just a trouble-maker, a little 
disturbed but not schizo.  You were right.  And I’ve learned.  I’m not looking for any trouble, just a piece 
of ass.  I was putting on that schizo talk.  I hear it down at Green Cottage all the time.  You got me in 
with some real lulus.  Well, think it over, Counselor. 
    
   (DOUGLAS TWO backs his 
   way to the door, his eyes on 
   THE COUNSELOR.  HE 
   stands at the door with his 
   hand on the doorknob, 
   staring at THE COUNSELOR.) 
    
I mean, I know you got feet, man.  Black oxfords, right?  Get me that pass.  There’s a tiger on one side 
and a cliff on the other. 
 
   (DOUGLAS TWO runs outside, 
   whirling, jumping, on fire.  HE 
   sits down under a tree in an 
   attitude of prayer.) 
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THE MASTER 
 

Your heart beats.  Your feet are suddenly hot and cramped and sweaty inside your shoes made of animal 
hide.  In the inner pocket of your jacket hide the miniature images of your wife and children, and they 
grin in the dark.  Outside a green sun blazes in a sky of blue.  The children whine to the wife, Mommy, 
why is the sky blue? 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

Damn that Douglas.  He left the door open again. 
    
   (THE COUNSELOR  sighs, 
    pushes his chair back, rises. 
   HE closes the door, leans his 
   head against the cool of the 
   door.  HE crosses the room 
   again, puts on his jacket, 
   buttons it.  HE locks his desk 
   drawers.  HE exits, locking the 
   door behind him.) 
 
Got to get the wife to sew the button back on my jacket. 
 
   HE passes DOUGLAS TWO, 
   jingling his keys in his hand 
   and whistling as HE walks. 
   To himself….) 
    
He’s masturbating.  Never saw him do that before. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

   (Cheerfully) 
    
Just jerking off before the weekend.  Beautiful green day, ain’t it, baby? 
 
   (THE COUNSELOR exits.  In the 
   Forest a jackal howls.  THE GIRL 
   throws her arms around THE BOY’s 
   neck.) 
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THE GIRL 
 

O Master, I am so frightened. 
 

THE BOY 
 

   (Unwinding her arms.) 
 
I have told you not to touch me.  It is not right.  I have taken vows. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

But I am so afraid, holy man.  See how my breast heaves. 
 
   (SHE discards an article of 
   clothing.) 
 
I am breathing rapidly.  That is fear.  I feel waves of flashing fire here. 
 
   (SHE strokes with both hands 
   the curve of her belly.) 
 
That too is fear.  My heart beats too loud, too quickly.  Feel it as it pounds. 
 
   (SHE swiftly grabs THE BOY’s 
   hand and places it on her  
   bosom.  Then SHE pushes his 
   hand away.) 
 
Forgive me, Master.  I forgot it was forbidden for us to touch. 
 

THE BOY 
 

That’s all right.  Just don’t do it again. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

But I am so afraid. 
 

THE BOY 
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I will teach you to conquer fear, little sister, to conquer fear as I myself have done.  I will teach you a 
magic that will keep you safe from fear, that will keep you safe from the attacks of wild beasts.  Now you 
must sit as I sit.  Place the heel of your right foot upon the thigh of your left leg, and conversely place the 
heel of your left foot upon the thigh of your right leg.   Thus. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

O it hurts.  I am supple, I know many positions, but this one hurts.  I cannot do it.  Help me. 
 

THE BOY 
 

I am not to touch you. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

But your Master helped you.  I know he did. 
 

THE BOY 
 

Yes, he did. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

We no longer are man and woman, but teacher and disciple.  You must aid me. 
 
   (HE helps her into the  
   lotus position.) 
 

THE BOY 
 

Raise your hand thus, little sister, so that the palm of your right hand, parallel to your shoulder, faces 
me.  Raise your other hand thus, little sister, so that the palm of your left hand, parallel to the center of 
your breastplate, faces the ground.  Now fill your mind with pure and holy thoughts.  The animals will 
not harm you. 
 
   (DOUGLAS ONE, DOUGLAS 
   TWO, and THE GIRL are all 
   sitting in the lotus position. 
   There is a long pause.) 
 

THE GIRL 
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O Master, I cannot fill my mind with pure and holy thoughts.  I don’t know any. 
 

THE BOY 
 

Empty your mind. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

O it is empty, it is empty.  But I cannot help thinking of the violence of wild animals. 
 

THE BOY 
 

   (Firmly) 
 
Empty your mind. 
 
   (THE GIRL frowns, makes  
   all sorts of strange and 
   terrible faces.  SHE then 
   smiles beatifically.) 
 

THE GIRL 
 

My mind is very empty now. 
 

THE BOY 
 

Good.  Now fill your mind with pure and holy thoughts. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

I have a good one!  I’m thinking about the mystic union of Shiva and Shakti, their holy god-bodies locked 
in pure and holy embrace. 
 

THE BOY 
 

That’s a good thought.  I guess.  But you’re not supposed to think aloud.  Keep your thoughts to yourself.  
I have my own thoughts to think. 
 

THE GIRL 
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I’m sorry.  But I keep thinking it. 
 

THE BOY 
 

I know, I know!  And if you keep thinking it out loud, it’ll be the only thought that I’ll be able to think too. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

I can’t see how you can have any other sort of pure and holy thought. 
 

THE BOY 
 

   (Wearily, in exasperation) 
 
Neither can I. 
 
   (Perhaps, as THEY meditate 
   upon the pure and holy union 
   of Shiva and Shakti, great  
   beasts creep from out of the 
   depths of the tangled wilds and 
   depths of the Forest.  As  
   shadows they appear, their  
   eyes glowing flame, green  
   within gold, their black and 
   orange stripes muted by the 
   mantle of night.  Perhaps the 
   animals surround the PAIR, 
   cover them with great licks of 
   their tongues, baptize them with 
   animal spittle.  Perhaps the  
   animals are seized with awe, 
   form a ring around the holy 
   PAIR, MASTER and DISCIPLE. 
   Perhaps the beasts copulate in 
   A circle around THE BOY and 
   THE GIRL, then disappear back 
   into the shadows.  Perhaps. 
   This is all very fanciful.  Perhaps 
   nothing happens at all, except 
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   for a pause in which the heavy 
   breathing of THE BOY and THE 
   GIRL can be heard.  Perhaps if 
   all this happens, it happens as  
   a projected set of images, slides 
   or film.) 
 

THE GIRL 
 

O my aching back. 
 
   SHE unfolds her legs, massages 
   her neck, then falls flat on her 
   back, raising her arms over her 
   head and spreading her legs 
   slightly.) 
 
O that was truly glorious.  How nice it is to feel no fear.  You know, I have heard stories told in the City of 
bands of wild men, bandits and outcasts, who live in this wild Forest.  It is said that they rape each in 
turn and sometimes in unison unwary maidens, even matrons with children, even old hags, all helpless 
women who wander into the Forest unawares.  But now I am not afraid of them at all. 
 

THE BOY 
 

Of course you’re not.  For this same magic that tames wild beasts surely would tame the most uncouth 
of men. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

Let them come.  Let them come.  Let them all come. 
 

THE BOY 
 

Hush.  Someone might hear you.  Besides, you are not to talk to me like that. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

Yes, yes, you’ve taken vows. 
 

THE BOY 
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I suggest you meditate once more, girl.  Your words are foolish. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

O yes.  It was such a lovely meditation. 
 
   (As THE GIRL speaks, DOUGLAS 
   TWO leaps to his feet, runs up 
   the Mountain into the Forest, 
   pushes DOUGLAS ONE, THE  
   BOY, out of his position and 
   takes over himself.  DOUGLAS 
   ONE, THE BOY, somewhat 
   bewildered, walks down the 
   Mountain and takes his place 
   in THE COUNSELOR’S  
   OFFICE.  THE GIRL doesn’t 
   notice a thing.  Neither will 
   THE COUNSELOR.) 
 
And the tigers were so nice and friendly when they came to us in our meditations.  They licked us all 
over with their great tiger tongues, and forming an enchanted circle about us, copulated in their fashion, 
inspired by the mystic union of Shiva and Shakti.  They were so nice and friendly, for such big beasts.  I 
didn’t feel the least bit ticklish.  And when they were gone they left behind an erotic and pungent 
perfume, the odor of tiger rut.  O I love to meditate.  But I think I prefer to meditate in this position, 
upon my back, my face turned to the velvet night sky, my arms over my head, my legs slightly spread.  
Master!  O Master!  I am having a vision!  Shiva and Shakti, twined in a very intricate embrace, one 
which I would have great difficulty in imitating, although as a novice I am willing and eager to try, are 
telling me that we must evoke their god-bodies with our own pure and holy bodies.  Master, the stars in 
heaven are reeling!  We must join in mystic union. 
 

DOUGLAS ONE, THE BOY 
 

   (DOUGLAS ONE has taken 
   the place of DOUGLAS TWO. 
   HE fiddles with an electronic 
   device, finding music that 
   ranges from sitar to rock to 
   salsa to Bach again, before 
   speaking.) 
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Well, Counselor, it was one shit weekend for me.  Hope you got yourself a nice little piece of nookie.  All 
I got was a Green Cottage group leader pep talk on the dangers of homosexuality and one lousy blow 
job.  Your old lady give you a blow job this weekend? 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

We’ll talk about your weekend, Douglas. 
 

DOUGLAS ONE 
 

Right off the cliff, right, Counselor?  You go out the gate and into your car and drive right off a cardboard 
cliff.  From Friday into oblivion.  No wife, no kiddies, no hobbies, no interests, no blow job.  Just this 
green room, these green walls and green tiles, the green lawn and green trees and green Douglas from 
Green Cottage, green sunlight, green rain.  I had a shit weekend.  I need a pass for this coming weekend 
or I’ll blow this fucking shit hole apart.  I’ll jerk off in the middle of that green cardboard lawn and rain 
enough green come to drown the whole mess.  I’m opting out of your story, mother.  I got a life waiting 
for me in the forest with a broad who’s just dying for it, man.  She’s ready to put out for me so bad.  I got 
her so horny with that don’t touch me jive.  Weekend pass, Counselor.  She’s got her legs slightly spread, 
she don’t wear no panties, you can just smell it, amigo, through the gauzy weave of her clothes, and 
she’s waiting for me and Friday night. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

I’ll think about it. 
 

DOUGLAS ONE 
 

Counselor, Counselor, Counselor.  You better put me in Security House because I’m going to bust out of 
here if I don’t get a weekend pass soon.  My cock is going to fly me clean out of here, and on my way to 
the wicked City I’m going to wander into the wild Forest, where I’ll find a certain cardboard cunt and her 
marshmallow kiddies, and she’s going to get one taste of real live living cock before that photograph in 
your wallet tears itself to pieces.  Hey Counselor, give me a break.  I had an unhappy childhood. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

Why do you mention your unhappy childhood?  You think it’s just Officer Krupke jive but you want to 
talk about it.  You really want to talk about it. 
 

DOUGLAS ONE 
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Yeah, but to my mother, Counselor, not to you.  I want her to feel real guilty and hug and kiss me while I 
get my hands down her dress and up her dress and snatch me some nice soft grabs while we both 
examine our tragic past.  Is that what you want me to do to your mother, Counselor? 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

No.  No, I don’t.  Tell me about your mother, Douglas. 
 

DOUGLAS ONE 
 

On the streets if some guy called me a motherfucker I’d break his head.  You calling me a motherfucker, 
Counselor?  No, I ain’t gonna talk about my mother.  Let’s talk dirty about your mother, Counselor.  Let’s 
talk dirty.  Let’s pretend you’re the daddy and I’m the mommy, and play dirty.  Wanna hear who’s 
screwing who down at Green Cottage?  Which one of us fags do you think is the prettiest?  We’re all 
fags, you know.  You do know.  You keep us fags, man, cause you like us like that.  Horny kids, born for 
trouble, locked up here with no women.  You got real fag heads, you guys, locking us up here with no 
gash around.  On the streets we were dipping plenty.  You guys can’t dig that, can you?  You want us up 
here eating cock in the shower rooms, right? 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

I’ll have an investigation of homosexual activity in the Home, Douglas.  It really does concern me. 
 

DOUGLAS ONE 
 

You really are homophobic, Counselor.  You don’t want us to have any sex. 
 

THE MASTER 
 

O reeling stars.  Shiva, does your heart beat?  World, are you yet locked in timelessness, caught between 
one cosmic heart beat and the next? 
 
   (DOUGLAS ONE springs across 
   the desk and throttles THE 
   COUNSELOR.  THE COUNSELOR 
   tries to break the death grip. 
   THEY BOTH topple over onto the 
   floor.  THE COUNSELOR breaks 
   free and hits an alarm button. 
   The alarm begins shrilling. 
   DOUGLAS ONE knocks THE 
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   COUNSELOR down, straddles 
   him, keeps trying to choke  
   him, moving his body up and 
   down in a simulation of sex. 
   The alarm stops ringing as  
   DOUGLAS TWO and THE  
   MASTER, EACH wearing a 
   Security Guard cap, rush in. 
   They wrestle DOUGLAS ONE 
   away, straitjacket him. THEY 
   help THE COUNSELOR to 
   his feet.) 
 

THE MASTER AS SECURITY GUARD 
 

You all right, Counselor?  You should have had a man at the door if you knew this kid was the violent 
type. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

   (Rasping, his hand at his 
   throat.) 
 
He never was any trouble before.  He was talking about Security House for himself just before he 
attacked me.  Trying to warn me that he was in trouble. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO AS SECURITY GUARD 
 

Yeah, well, you got a wife and kids.  You gotta think about them, you know.  Can’t take any unnecessary 
risks.  You keep a man at the door, next time, with a kid like this. 
 
   (THE “SECURITY GUARDS” 
   drag DOUGLAS ONE to 
   Security House.  The strait- 
   jacket is removed.  DOUGLAS 
   ONE is left alone in a padded 
   cell.  The padded cell could 
   be indicated by two cloth walls 
   dropping from above.  Or not.) 
 

DOUGLAS ONE 
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Oh man.  Padded.  What will they think of next. 
 
   (HE presses the walls 
   gingerly, then runs full  
   tilt into them, bouncing  
   from one wall to the other. 
   HE leaps for the ceiling, 
   rolls on the floor.) 
 
Oh, mama.  Do it again.  Counselor!  Counselor!  Green and soft she awaits me, she embraces me, she 
bends to me.  Fuck the weekend pass, man!  This room is woman enough for any growing healthy boy.  
Hey, Counselor, remember the Garcia Lorca poem I told you I loved so much?  “Green, how much I want 
you green. Green wind. Green branches.”  How he says, “She lingers on her balcony, green flesh, hair of 
green, dreaming of the bitter sea.” 
 
   (DOUGLAS TWO returns 
   to the Forest and THE 
   GIRL, and THE MASTER 
   to his hut.) 
 

THE GIRL 
 

O Master, do not hesitate.  Obey the commands of the divine Shiva and his consort Shakti. 
 

 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

   (Turning his back on THE 
   GIRL.) 
 
Your posture is indecent, your words are blasphemous.  The gods would not command me to break my 
vow.  Begone, witch.  Begone, handmaiden of Maya. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

   (Adopting a more modest 
   position.) 
 
O do not spurn me. 
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   (SHE weeps.) 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Didn’t I tell you I cannot bear to see a woman cry?  I do not spurn you.  I spurn the forces of Maya 
working through you. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

Do you not find me beautiful? 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Beauty and ugliness are illusion.  Pleasure and pain are illusion.  Good and evil are illusion.  So it has 
been taught me. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

But not for me, holy man.  I am not holy.  I find you beautiful.  I desire pleasure with you, and I know 
that pleasure to be good.  Pity me.  I am not holy as you are.  Keep me warm against the night.  Make 
love to me in this Forest of terrors.  If you are so holy as not to feel desire, not to feel pleasure and pain, 
beauty and ugliness, good and evil, then our union can be of no concern to you.  If all things are the 
same, then you can caress me or not caress me.  No harm would befall you.  But I, I am trapped by 
illusion.  The goddess binds me to her with all her seductive wiles.  Pity me. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

   (HE kneels on the ground, 
   beats the earth with his 
   fists, tears at his hair.) 
 
Leave me alone!  I am not a holy man!  I am young!  I still have much to learn! 
 

THE GIRL 
 

Learn from me.  Learn with me.  You cannot thrust aside desire, that most bitter of fruit, until first you 
have succumbed to its sweet taste. 
 
   (SHE creeps to him, begins 
   to soothe him with caresses. 
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   HE whimpers, then lays 
   His head on her breast. 
   SHE guides him into a 
   love-making posture, 
   seated face to face, the 
   cradle of the lotus. 
 
   THE COUNSELOR walks 
   past them.) 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Just screwing until the weekend, Counselor. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

No thank you, Douglas, I don’t smoke. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

It’s not impossible, Counselor.  Shiva and Shakti do it like this.  Face to face, the cradle of the lotus.  
Tigers do it like doggies do.  Have a cigarette?  Blow a smoke ring for me. 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 
But I can’t, Douglas.  She got lost in the green dark of the alligator wallet inside the inner pocket of my 
jacket with the missing button.  Cardboard rips, anyway. 
 
   (THE COUNSELOR exits.) 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

O witch, you have made me break my vow. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

All men break vows. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
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But it was my first, my only vow. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

All the better that you should break it while it was still young and pretty.  No one likes to break an old 
and ugly vow, a vow wrinkled and sterile, dusty and forgotten.  Vows are Maya, anyway.  All is Maya. 
 

 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Who are you? 
 

THE GIRL 
 

I am the daughter of Maya and your Master.  The young lad toiling up the Mountain as you ran down 
will in a few years break his first vow with me here in this wild and green-lit Forest.  And you will be 
elsewhere in time learning other things.  Perhaps one day you too will be a holy man with a daughter.  
No man is holy unless he has a daughter. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Never.  You shall never corrupt other young men as you have corrupted me. 
 
   (HE throttles her, still in 
   the posture of love. 
 
   THEY rise, struggle, roll 
   into THE COUNSELOR’s 
   office, where HE kills 
   her, so that her body is 
   sprawled across THE 
   COUNSELOR’s desk.) 
 

DOUGLAS ONE 
 

   (In a fetal position in 
   Security House.) 
 
Yes she will.   
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DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Yes she will.  She will be reborn.  We all will be reborn. 
 
   (DOUGLAS TWO sprawls 
   across THE GIRL’s body, 
   kisses her lips.  HE rises.) 
 

THE GIRL 
 

Violence.  Union.  Murder.  Tenderness.  I am yet a maiden.  I am still alive.  In another greenness of time 
I am at a Crossroads, offering food to a young man come down from a Mountain.  Now, holy man, and 
only now, can you begin your quest. 
 
   (DOUGLAS TWO joins 
   DOUGLAS ONE in 
   Security House.  HE sits 
   in a lotus position, in an 
   attitude of prayer.  DOUGLAS 
   ONE remains in the fetal 
   position.) 
 

THE MASTER 
 

The end of a quest is always a retreat.  If the hero lives he retreats from death.  If he dies he retreats 
from life.  Do you understand? 
 

DOUGLAS ONE 
 

O yes I understand.  I always understand. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

But I do not believe. 
 
   (DOUGLAS ONE hurls 
   DOUGLAS TWO to his  
   feet.  THEY stand facing 
   each other.  THEY BOTH 
   hiss “Escape” at each other. 
   THEY begin frantically 
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   running around the stage, 
   until DOUGLAS ONE  
   climbs the Mountain and 
   sits at his Master’s feet 
   once more.  DOUGLAS 
   TWO goes to the City, 
   to his friend BRIAN’s  
   apartment.   
 
   THE GIRL sits by the 
   Crossroads in an 
   attitude of prayer 
   before the spring that 
   gushes forth from the 
   rock.) 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Let me use your works, Brian. 
 

BRIAN 
 

You want to buy works?  I got a friend works in a hospital. 
 
   (HE hands his needle and 
   syringe to DOUGLAS TWO.) 
 
How’d you get out, man? 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Made it over the wall.  I got ripped up by some barbed wire.  Here, see?  And here. 
 

 
 
 

BRIAN 
 

Jesus.  You oughta have a doctor look at that.  That’s all infected.  Hey, stupid, clean that needle.  
C’mere, here’s some alcohol.  Clean the needle before you use it. 
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DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Fuck that shit.  You gonna carry alcohol with you everywhere you go?  I can see you in some hallway, 
man, cops on your ass, and you won’t shoot up ‘cause you don’t got no alcohol. 
 

BRIAN 
 

Hey, Douglas, you’re stupid.  You gonna get you know every nasty disease that way.  Right now, Mary, 
she’s in the hospital with hepatitis.   
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Which Mary? 
 

BRIAN 
 

Mary, you know Mary.  The hooker, Virgin Mary.  The wop.  The one with the body. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Hope she dies. 
 
   (HE finds a vein, makes his 
   hit, leaves the needle in his 
   arm.) 
 

 
 
 

BRIAN 
 

You gonna just leave that thing hanging in there?  Pull it out, man.  Hey.  Hey!  You okay? 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Yeah, yeah, I’m okay.  This make you nervous? 
 

BRIAN 
 

Yeah, Douglas.  Yeah.  It makes me nervous.  You are crazy, amigo, you know that?  Pull it out. 
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DOUGLAS TWO 
 

All rooms are green.  There is no end to the pain of it. 
 

BRIAN 
 

What? 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

I killed my Counselor before I cut out.  Broke his windpipe.  It doesn’t take a minute.  No sound, no 
blood.  Very very clean.  Then I made a little detour before I came back to the City.  I went right to his 
house and raped his old lady.  She was like dying for it.  Never was so happy in her whole life.  I ripped 
the shit out of her and she begged for more.  I let her give me a blow job. 
 
 

BRIAN 
 

What?  Yeah, yeah.  You really killed him?  Hey, take that thing out of your arm! 
 

 
DOUGLAS TWO 

 
Here, don’t get so nervous.  Here’s your fucking needle.  Yeah, I killed him.  He wouldn’t give me a 
weekend pass so I killed him.  They locked me up in this violent ward, they call it Security House, but I 
busted out.  Oh, his old lady was so beautiful.  That girl was so horny, she was dying for it.  She was 
waiting for me.  You listening? 
 

BRIAN 
 

Yeah, yeah, I hear you. 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

You’re nodding out.  Fucking no-good junkie. 
 
   (DOUGLAS TWO leaves. 
   HE wanders aimlessly.) 
 
Where is she?  She said she would wait for me.  Where is she?  Yeah, well, anyway, I made vows.  The 
jackals musta ate her.  She was so beautiful. 
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   (HE sits upon the sidewalk 
   in an attitude of prayer. 
 
   It begins to rain.  THE  
   COUNSELOR walks by, 
   smoking a cigarette.  HE 
   blows smoke rings in 
   DOUGLAS’s face.) 
 

THE COUNSELOR 
 

Don’t you hear my wife screaming for me to let her out?  I have her locked in a photograph in my wallet, 
here in my pocket.  You fucking bastard!  You wouldn’t even let me get laid! 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

Make a vow.  The goddess sends green rain. 
 

THE MASTER 
 

The end of a quest.  And you, my son, are leaving. 
 

DOUGLAS ONE 
 

Yes. 
 
   (In the City streets a tiger 
   stalks DOUGLAS TWO.) 
 

THE GIRL 
 

Boy, are you not afraid? 
 

DOUGLAS TWO 
 

A tiger stalks me.  I can see his eyes like two headlights just between that parked car and the far curb. 
 

THE GIRL 
 

Boy, are you not afraid? 
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DOUGLAS TWO 

 
Yes, goddess, I am afraid. 
 
   (The tiger attacks.  DOUGLAS 
   TWO screams.  DOUGLAS ONE 

tumbles from the Mountain, rolls 
dead at the feet of DOUGLAS 
TWO. 

 
DOUGLAS TWO kneels at 
the side of his own dead 
body.) 

 
Forgiveness!  But I’m just a child! 
 
 
 
 

THE END 
 
Merle Molofsky is a psychoanalyst in private practice. She serves on the IFPE Board of Directors, is chair 
of the IFPE Ethics and Psychoanalysis Committee, and editor of Other/Wise. A former Associate Editor 
of The Psychoanalytic Review, she now serves on the Editorial Board. She trained at NPAP, where she 
serves on the faculty and supervises. Also, she is former Dean of Training of NPAP. At Harlem Family 
Institute she serves on the Advisory Board and is a faculty member and supervisor. She also served 
on the Board of Directors of NAAP, and is former Director of Training of the Institute for Expressive 
Analysis. She has published in psychoanalytic journals, and contributed a chapter to Religion 
and Psychotherapy: Many Paths, One Journey. Her poetry has been published in numerous literary 
magazines. 
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STEINWAY: WRITING FROM A PHOTOGRAPH 

By Ruth Neubauer 

 
 

Thursday, July 15, 2010 
 

I took this photograph knowing it was an icon. My mother’s well-being. “My therapy” my mother used 

to say, as real pride slipped silkenly out of her lips. Pride in herself she never knew was there, never had 

words for, never could acknowledge no matter how many compliments or applause. She couldn’t hold 

on to them - the compliments; couldn’t let them take up internal space to create a place of calm, a 

resource for her deep loneliness. “I couldn’t have made it without this piano. No psychiatry for me”, she 

would say knowing her only daughter played music too but, more importantly, feasted on self-

awareness, truth, words, and psychological understanding.. 

 

Until just a few months before she stopped eating, fully manifesting having had enough of this life, my 

mother played this Steinway almost two hours each day, the light shining on middle C, the Grand 

standing proudly in her large living room.  

Every day through her 95th birthday. 

Keys stand still as do the notes on the composer’s page, until, of course, they are brought to life by 

eager hands or breath. And we know full well that the sounds are sounds of impermanence, 

incandescence touching our vibrating souls. 
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To hear, not only to see, my mother playing - playing with her at times, being her page-turner when I 

came to visit, -  meant movement and life, sound and silence in relationship  

as the keyboard itself in it’s black and whites and sharps and flats and spaces and places and cracks in-

between. 

- all was movement and life. 

-  

This piano became still. 

Waiting. 

Sorrowful. 

Not knowing whether it would ever be played again. 

And when it was all over last November,  

when I had to find a new home for it,  

the piano movers came to take it to its next home.  

My mother’s piano teacher’s home.  

Sonia, who came weekly for thirty years, who taught and performed at The Manhattan School of Music, 

who became a confidant as well as a loving critic, spurring Mom on to more and more complex music 

and often playing 4-handed music with her, Sonia bought Mom’s piano. 

And when the professional movers arrived with their tools and mallets, blankets and truck, and began to 

disassemble this intact Grand Steinway; 

 when the mallet hit the legs and then the pedals; 

when they turned this Being over on its side to put it on the dolly, 

I wept. 

It had become and always was a sacred object, never to be touched or taken apart.  

It was whole, even in its silence. 

 

Two weeks ago, Sonia gave her last concert on my mother’s piano. She is losing her hearing now.  

The Steinway is in a new place, intact, and silent again. 

 

Ruth Neubauer, LCSW practices psychotherapy in Denver, Colorado (rneubauertherapy.com) and is co-
founder of “Retirement” or WHAT NEXT for Women Over 50 in Transition (retirementorwhatnext.com). 
She grew up in New York playing this piano, knowing also her mother practiced two hours a day on this 
same piano until six months before she died in November, 2009. Visit her photo website 
at www.liminalspace.com. 
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THANK YOU 

By Vanessa Bezbrozh 

 

 

Vanessa Bezbrozh is a NYS licensed acupuncturist working at a community acupuncture clinic in 
Bensonhurst, Brooklyn. She is also a psychoanalytic candidate at the Institute for Expressive Analysis. 
By combining her knowledge of Chinese Medicine with the vast treasures of psychoanalysis as well as 
with creative means of expression, Vanessa intends to design a therapy that deeply engages the body, 
mind, and spirit.
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THE STRUCTURE OF MY HIPBONES 

By Melayna Schiff 

I am Sixteen 

1. 

I set my heart beat to the metronome’s automatic option, drained my left hand’s veins to finger 
paint my lips—provocatively, unlike my mother’s—ground my father’s orchids in the blender, and 
poured their nectar into abandoned perfume bottles to rub their sticky scent on my shoulder bone’s 
crease. In my mind, I pictured ripe fruit drooping into the cage of my barren hunger. I could have 
imagined the sprouting stems, those young boys,  who pretend to be men—their fathers’ lies disguising 
them as sterile tendrils, unsure angel blossoms sprouting into themselves—but I saved that for later use. 
It will be provided as justification for my outright objection to their suggestions of digestion.  

Sincerity was me—wrapped in metallic polyester. I was in heels too high for me to see the virtue 
of my position, too low to come out breathing.  

 

2. 

 The loopy white mirror my mother bought me—so that I would stop trying to catch my 
reflection at every angle from the windows of the boutiques and plastic surgeons’ offices in town—
stands with a haphazard posture in the front, right corner of my room. It learns against the thick yellow 
wall which she painted when I fled to summer camp the summer that I learned to flaunt my breasts slyly 
for a free chocolate chip ice cream sandwich at the shop Granny’s Sweets.  

The loopy white mirror shrieks something about my sharp jawline and beefcake breasts that 
makes me wonder why Jordan Samuels had deemed them ice cream sandwich worthy.  

The vulgar blush on my cheeks laughs in response to shame that creeps up my throat, and, as 
my bottom slightly lifts upwards in rare appreciation of the pig fat and butter that had been latched 
onto my cage, I speculate on the matter: was there any possibility that the ice cream sandwich hadn’t 
yet been digested because my stomach, knowing itself unworthy, had rejected the spitefilled, sweet 
cream goodness years ago when I had ignorantly lapped it up? 

 I wash hundreds of tiny suns of belly bile down the toilet’s pure water and spot only barely 
broken down chunks of the two carrots that I had savored moments ago. Seven months ago, I learned 
how to stimulate myself. 

Whole carrots, raw.  
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I had schemed up this ingenious method of self-satisfaction after mistakenly discovering how my 
dad achieves his own. The first time that I indulged myself in the lulling carrot love making, I realized 
that the messy mix of satiation and utter objectification that I was experiencing must have been what it 
had felt like when my mother had fed herself to me. The trick is leaving them out of the refrigerator for 
precisely enough time for them to rest at room temperature. The thin end of the carrot is to be eaten 
first, to tease the lips. I guess you can look at it as my attempt at reconciling myself with those countless 
moments of intimate molestation that had been forced upon me in my infancy. 1

I crawl to my bed. But this time I am a decent. My soft, starchy sheets are a white dress that 
tickles my skin as I hug my knees in my cradle. The artificial breeze that my fan generates hums that 
lullaby that my mother never learned how to sing.  

  

* * * * * * * 

He drove across the horizon. He sketched lines on the sky. He tucked time in between the pinks 
and darkness.  

 He was bred from fire, godblood. 

 I say that I am sorry after I splatter my drink on his chest.  

He runs, he hurries, to ramble on that, “oh don’t worry, it was nothing, really…I don’t mind. 
What’s your name?” 

 I eye him up. I stutter. I admit that I have lost myself between the walls and the candy and 
condoms spewed on the cement.  

But he won’t have it.  

He wants to know me. 

I tell him not to try so hard to say things he would think I’d like to hear.  

He blushes as I rush to retrieve my self-restraint.  

I have heard boys hide from girls who speak their stances freely, so I catch my breath just before 
it slips out of my mouth and clouds steam around his shirtless frame.  

“You talk like a goddess.” 

                                                             

1She fed herself to me before I had learned that I could withhold consent. Sugar. She rubbed sugar around the 
brown of her eager nipple with her thumb. My naked lips were helpless. I was voiceless.  My lips were the object of 
our closest moments of enmeshment. The way that she described what should have been considered my 
necessary nourishment made it sound like it had all been for her—a transcendental experience of lustful 
intoxication or something. 
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I’ve given up on faith. 

He slips a melody under my white dress that I have heard repeatedly since I found my lips.   

He tries to light his matches on chest.  

He burns to ash, to nothing. 

Then his eyes drip out and ooze and deeply puddle onto the cement forming the thick lines 
which leash me to him.  

I try to say the moment isn’t in the sky, but he claims that the stars have shot him up, onto a 
cloud somewhere—somewhere he says legs entwine and petals peel off of bodies more quickly than lips 
take to part, but he won’t seem to acknowledge my fear of the skin that I wore yesterday.  

His heart beat is ticking to the sound of his shirt buttons popping, and the clock harmonizes, 
clicking away my life.  

He’s chewing ice. He claims that it is because he is nervous, but I don’t see his tongue leering to 
lace itself around the thought of me trapped in a tutu ranting  on and on about all of the times that I was 
sad and cried.  

He is just pretending. He just wants to launch his ice pick tongue into parted, painted lips. 

 I spit a wad of apprehension onto his abdomen somewhere between rejection and my wedding 
vows.  

My words and his pelvis piece apart as he chomps the last piece of ice.   

I am the ice crushed by his sharp shark teeth.  

Then he leaps—out of the sky where our desires collided and clawed at each other for the kill. 
He picks back up his eyes and testifies that he will try to forget that night we picked flowers and each 
other. 

 

* * * * * * * 

 I wake up without a whimper. My bed is a cliff, and I dangle over the ledge.  

The loopy white mirror calls me, and I stumble over to make sure that this cadaver I am 
withering within is real. 

My reflection is forced. I smile shyly. 
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That dream reminded me that it is Friday night and all that I want to do is bathe in butter cream 
icing and frantically pick at the baby prickles of blackened devil hair that divide my navel and mock me.  

I decide that my eye slits are my wounds—punctured—they bleed. 

The night’s mascara trickles down my naked, shaking bones.  

 Drip, drop. 

I quiver at the thought of the shirtless hunk of godflesh who had just tried to wrap his chain 
around my neck and crack veins in my teeth. 

What if he had stung my dry, puckered lips? 

He might have traced my petals to the stem of my desire, impregnated me with his razor 
tongue, and left traces of his toxic nectar in my gut, forever to remain a part of me. 

Disgust churns in my stomach and bubbles of objection pop between my fangs.  

His fluids would have tried to quench some thirst that they would have claimed I cannot name. I 
am certain that there had to be some substance to the juice he bore—if he had warffed down a cheese 
burger or chocolate or something, putrid calories may have lingered in his saliva. 

I would have despised myself. 

I pictured what would have become of our lips’ embrace, and felt the weight of jumping from 
the grocery store to my overpaid therapist’s office who still doesn’t understand my inclination for caking 
my heart in batter and deep frying in sizzling grease. 

 Drip, drop. 

 My flesh is stretched across the fragile canvas; my makeup and every detail that I do and don’t 
remember about the series of the top one-hundreds that signify my life are ice cold paint splattered 
chaotically on my pale skin.  

I scream. 

 

Drip. 

Because the blood I drained from my mother is drying.  

Drop. 

My lips are cracking. 
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Drip. 

My perspiration clashes with the scent of my perfume. 

Drop. 

The stench of the dirty filth concealed by my father’s orchid’s loveliness attacks me. 

 Scream. 

 My eye slits are my wounds. 

 

Melayna Schiff is currently a sophomore at New College of Florida, the Honors College of the 
State University System of Florida, where she is focusing on philosophy and psychology and 
completing an interdisciplinary concentration in psychoanalysis. She is currently studying the use of 
poetry and poetic narrative as a mechanism for self-reflection within the psychoanalytic project 
whereby one is able to create and/or recreate experience via poetic imagery and metaphorical 
language mobilizing the clinical project in an unconventional way and providing the opportunity for 
healing. Melayna.schiff@gmail.com 
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ENTERING THE CONSULTING ROOM 

DEATH-DRIVE THROUGH THE LENS OF MELANIE KLEIN 

By Melanie Zarabi 

From the day I first met Frankie, I was drawn to him like a moth drawn to a flame.  He 
stood out at the VA by his unusual appearance, dressed in a paint-splashed over-shirt, jeans and 
sneakers and not in the usual military garb typically worn by Vietnam War veterans. I saw him as 
the liveliest and deadliest member of the group, and most consistently unpredictable. Although 
he was short and stocky, he filled the room with his loud voice and hearty laugh. He had a full 
head of thick silver hair down to his shoulders that bounced around with the rest of his 
exaggerated gestures which enhanced his tan rugged face, intense dark eyes, bushy silver 
eyebrows, and thick silver mustache.   
  

We made positive contact through our mutual interest in art and creativity. I was 
compelled to work with him initially because of his immense desire to drink in as much 
treatment as possible. He enthusiastically engaged himself in the voluntary psychosocial 
program that I direct, including my art and psychotherapy groups.   
 
 Referral History: 
 Frankie was referred to the program in March 2006, as part of the discharge plan that 
concluded an intensive stay in a VA day hospital program (July 2005 - March 2006), where he 
was diagnosed with Post-traumatic Stress Disorder.  He began attending my program in July 
2006 and started once weekly individual therapy with me in September 2006, which was 
increased to twice weekly individual therapy from January 2008 - April 2009.  
Prior to the Day Hospital program, Frankie had been hospitalized on a VA inpatient psychiatric 
unit (June 2005 - July 2005), where he was treated for a severe vegetative depression with 
suicidal ideation and diagnosed with “Major Depression”. He had attempted suicide five years 
earlier (April 2003) by trying to suffocate himself by placing a plastic bag over his head, but did 
not go through with it. He removed the bag when he could no longer breathe.  After he caught 
his breath he took himself to the nearest VA Emergency Room.  After being evaluated, he 
walked out of the ER and did not follow up with recommended psychiatric care. Until his suicide 
attempt, he had not sought out any medical or dental care since he left Vietnam. After he was 
hospitalized he realized the seriousness of his depression and embraced all the psychiatric, 
medical, and dental treatment that was available to him.  
 
Cast of Characters and Symbols: 
 
Frankie: Adult patient 
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Frankie the Bull: Imago/shadow aspect of patient as an adult bully character 
Annihilating Black Square of Thanatos: Patient’s death instinct  
Lucy: Lucille Ball character in “I Love Lucy” TV show 
Psychoanalytic Matador: Analyst as “I Love Lucy” TV character 
Italian Bull: Patient’s mother 
Bull Breast: Representation of Frankie's first part-object & object relation 
Frankie the Bull-et: Patient as an infant  
Ferdinand the Bull: Story book character as child & libidinal self 
Good Looking Horse: Patient’s ex-wife 
Rooster: Patient’s first representation for new girlfriend 
Cow: Patient’s second representation for new girlfriend  
Oscar-Patient’s adopted male kitten/replacement for son   
Lucy Kitten: Patient’s adopted kitten/replacement object for analyst 
Bull Ring: Analyst’s office 
Bad Breast Collage: Symbolic image of condensed and merged self & object representations 
 

 “Annihilating Black Square of Thanatos Mural” 
 
 Two years after his abrupt termination from his analysis (April 2009) Frankie re-
appeared in the program and executed a very large (168” x 50”) abstract mural for the patient 
lounge bulletin board.  As I contemplated the mural, it appeared to capture who he is 
symbolically.  At its center was a large black square, surrounded by brilliant colors. I perceived 
the black square as the “Annihilating Black Square of Thanatos” – a symbol of Frankie’s powerful 
death instinct in the depths of his being.  
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Several days later he reappeared in my art therapy group with his humble and compliant self, 
and created a little (5’’ x 5”) square collage, which I refer to as the “Bad Breast Collage”.  I view it 
as a symbol for his condensed and merged self and object representations. When I looked at his 
immense mural in juxtaposition with his tiny collage, it appeared to me that a process of 
“reversal” had occurred. In contrast to the large black square at the center of his mural, there 
was a modulated burnt orange, decaying breast-like form surrounded by a ring of brown (fecal) 
patches at the center of his collage.  The brilliant multi-colored ground of the mural had been 
replaced by the brilliant yellow ground with patches of red (aggression and anger). I view the 
luminous colored grounds of both images as symbolizing his idealized self representation. The 
large black square (condensed annihilating self and object representations) at the center of the 
mural appeared to reverse and is transformed into the decaying, fecalized, burnt-out Bad Breast 
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(condensed self and object representations) at the center of his tiny collage. The large black 
square at the center of the mural appeared to have fragmented, diminished, and almost 
disappeared; and was replaced by the breast-like form.  It seemed to re-appear and transform 
itself into the little dark blue corners of his tiny collage.  My contemplation and analysis of the 
symbolism found in the content and juxtaposition of these two artworks demonstrated to me, 
just how volatile and unstable Frankie's self and object representations are; and how quickly 
they shift into each other's opposite in such extreme ways. It appeared to me that they even 
condensed and collapsed into each other. As Eigen (1993) writes:  
   

Freud suggested that the operation of reversal is so basic that it seems to antedate the 
development of usual defenses. He gave, as an example, the tendency of an impulse directed 
toward another object to turn upon the self (and vice versa). It would appear that a double-
headed arrow joins self and other. However, not only may an impulse shift directions, it may 
also change in valence as well, as when an impulse turns into its opposite (love-hate). As 
defenses develop, they exploit the minds capacity to  reverse directions and change valence. 
Typical styles of reversing areas of experience develop and gradually become part of one's 
character. In  psychosis, the capacity to reverse spirals and hardens. Reversal tends to become 
a steady state, which turns any experience into what it is not. The Individual may so place 
himself on one side of duality that the excluded opposite assumes demonic proportions. The 
capacity to reverse may accelerate to the point at which the individual spins himself out of 
existence, or decelerate until what remains of existence falls in upon itself. At the same time, 
this capacity helps build our sense of self and other and contributes to our creative life. (p. 35)  
  
Before we processed Frankie's collage in the art therapy group and prior to my contemplation 
and analysis of the two images, I had imagined that his little collage might be a symbolic 
representation of his libidinal self. My reverie about his returning to the program and his 
creation of the mural; and his joining my art therapy group and creating the collage, was that 
they served as transitional experiences for him to reconnect with me.  This represents just how 
strong my countertransference need was to see and find his libidinal self. But he looked at his 
collage and exclaimed, “I can’t get enough sex and money”.  I thought of this as an expression of 
his free-floating greed which seemed to come from nowhere.   
 
After the art therapy group session, Frankie and I were standing in front of his large abstract 
mural and I asked him, “So, what is in that Black Square”?” He glanced at it and it and said, “Hell 
if I know!” Frankie resists acknowledging symbolic process, yet his language expressed the hell it 
represented, even if he could not acknowledge it.  Frankie had crafted a colorful personality 
from early childhood as camouflage to divert attention away from his “dark side” and to keep 
others engaged only with the surface presentation of himself.  The brilliant multi-colored ground 
which the large black square appears to float in, appeared to symbolize this aspect of his 
personality.  
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Frankie presents himself as bigger than he is, and I experienced him as enormous. Compared to 
him I see myself as rather fearful, and I admired and envied his apparent fearlessness. What 
initially appeared to me as a luminous and libidinal center of the little collage began to appear as 
a decaying process at the core – a kind of fecalization of both self and object.  
  
I relied heavily on my intuition and my many years of experience of working with traumatized 
war veterans until I developed greater confidence in my newly acquired psychoanalytic skills and 
technique.  We enjoyed laughing together as he charmed and seduced me with his entertaining 
stories and witty, off-beat humor.    
 
Initially Frankie accepted the frame without any resistance to it.  As the analysis progressed, he 
began to identify with me as an artist and started selling his artwork.  Eventually he began to 
gently push and pull on the frame with humble requests for changes in appointment times to 
accommodate the sale of his artwork. The requests seemed reasonable since he was one step 
away from homelessness and he desperately needed the money. I took pleasure in witnessing 
his newfound desire to romp around a larger bull ring with his newly developed libidinal life 
force, and I bent the frame to accommodate his needs when I could work it out with my own 
schedule.    
 
After he terminated his twice weekly analysis with me, he would drop by occasionally to ask me 
for a “few minutes of my time”.  I was happy to see him and hoped that he would ask me if he 
could resume his analysis, but he never did. Each time I felt disappointed.  He would stand at the 
threshold of my office with one foot in the door and the other one out.  He always talked with 
me while he was standing up, even though I invited him to sit down.  Mostly he talked about 
what was going on at the artists' cooperative, his art, or news about his trips and his daughter. 
After he was asked to join the board of the artists’ cooperative, he came by in his self-appointed 
role as ambassador and recruiter to encourage me and other veterans to join.  My fantasy was 
that he wanted me to join him on his terms and on his territory so that he could maintain his 
fantasy of omnipotent magical control over the object.  He asked me if I would write a letter, as 
he put it, “in your official VA capacity” to obtain grant money for the artists' cooperative, since 
several veterans had now joined it.  It was on one of these visits in January 2011, that I was 
identified as “Lucy”, the psychoanalytic matador, based on “Lucy”, the character in “I Love 
Lucy”. I can see myself as Lucy as I resemble her physically and characterologically. I was the 
blonde ditzy, hysterical, curious kitten.   
 
Although Lucy pretended she was not afraid, she dangled her little red psychoanalytic cape ever 
so gingerly - just enough to get the bull's attention and to allow “Ferdinand the Bull” to charge 
at it playfully so that he could safely project his deadly substances into it. The analysis became a 
safe intercourse in which he could discharge his aggression. I had seen with my own eyes how 
Frankie could switch from his endearing self to his raging self in an instant. I knew the kind of 
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destruction he was capable of, if I made one wrong move. One death charge from Frankie the 
Bull, and Lucy and her red cape would be splattered about the ring with the rest of its  tattered 
creative contents. At the depths  of his existence was Thanatos, his “Killer Self”, saturated with 
excess death drive, primordial  anxiety, envy, greed, aggression, boredom, loneliness, and 
emptiness.  
 
 I enjoyed going into the bullring.  Of course this was no ordinary bullring.  It looked like a 
creative war zone with art products scattered everywhere.  A cluttered desk, equipped with a 
large screen computer anchored us in reality.  A comfy chair on wheels allowed the bull to 
position himself at a comfortable distance from the matador. 
We were joined in primary process and for a large part of the treatment I managed to perceive 
“Frankie the Bull” as an endearing little bull-et, or as the famous storybook character, 
“Ferdinand the Bull”. I had difficulty seeing “Frankie the Bull” as the bully he truly was. I 
identified with his embittered victim introject, which he continuously projected into me. Both of 
us split off from the “Italian Bull”, Frankie's phallic breast mother introject. Neither of us wanted 
her savage and suffocating breast in the room. His idealization of me protected me from its 
mental corollary; his hatred and unconscious destructive impulses. Frankie's transference was 
deeply split, as I was also the stand-in representation for his all-powerful Italian Bull Breast. He 
always spoke about his mother with deep hatred and resentment and frequently told me that 
he refuses to visit her grave. My counter-transference was split. I enjoyed the gratification of 
Frankie's idealization of me and I split off the hated, greedy, withholding, denigrated, despised 
and aggressive pieces of both of us. As I gained more insight about the split off annihilating 
pieces of Frankie and myself, I went from idealizing to devaluing him, before a more realistic 
picture began to emerge towards the end of treatment.   
 
His well-polished mix of smoke and mirrors and over-the-top humorous antics disarmed me, 
erasing my memories of his unexpected deadly attacks.  When we were in the magic bullring 
together he was dear little Ferdinand with flowers entwined around his baby horns.  
 
 
HOW TREATMENT BEGAN: 
After several months of working with Frankie in group, I offered to work with him as my control 
case. I explained to him that I was a psychoanalytic candidate at a psychoanalytic institute and I 
asked him if he was interested in seeing me for twice-weekly individual therapy. I laid out the 
conditions of the therapy and explained that I needed to work with a patient who was able to 
commit to being in twice weekly therapy for at least one year; that I would be supervised by a 
training analyst from my psychoanalytic institute; that we would need to meet when I was in a 
non-pay status and no fee was involved. He asked appropriate questions about vacations and 
missed sessions.  He was given the choice of seeing me at the Institute’s office or my office at 
the VA and he chose the VA because it was “more familiar” to him. It was intuitively evident to 
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me that the only way of working with him was face to face as Frankie had demonstrated his 
distrust and paranoia on numerous occasions. He had mentioned before how he hated talking 
on the phone because he cannot see the person’s face. I did not explore why he needs to see 
the person’s face, I just accepted his basic need to keep me in sight. Frankie appeared to have 
no resistance to the new plan and was eager to begin treatment with me.   
  
Frankie began therapy by telling me about his most recent depression. It was so severe that he 
could no longer force himself out of his apartment for days at a time. He stopped showing up for 
work at the car service where he had worked as a driver for the past fifteen years; was seven 
months in arrears on his rent; and he could no longer forage for junk food that he and his son 
were subsisting on. When his disintegration anxiety evoked thoughts of suicide and he was 
about to become homeless, he called his daughter who lived 3000 miles away to help him get 
hospitalized. 
  
 Frankie was a 60 year-old, divorced, first-generation Italian American Vietnam veteran, and was 
estranged from all his family, other than his daughter, whom he absolutely adored and 
idealized.  She was his best friend and she could do no wrong. Although he and his son lived 
together in a one-bedroom apartment, they did not speak for months at a time and occasionally 
each threatened to call the cops when physical altercations occurred. Frankie's son could do no 
right and was devalued and demonized. Frankie was completely estranged from his three older 
siblings whom he had not spoken to for years. He did not have any relationships to speak of 
other than his recent acquaintances at the VA and the “Mob-owned” car service where he drove 
seven days a week, taking overtime and every holiday to fill the void of loneliness and emptiness 
which enveloped him.   
  
Frankie had not had a relationship with a woman, sexual or otherwise, for over sixteen years. He 
told me he left his drug and alcohol addicted girlfriend in order to achieve what is now his 
sixteen years of sobriety. He said that from the time he left Vietnam until he left his girlfriend, “I 
was always stoned on something – I did every kind of drug except for heroin until I quit cold 
turkey.”  He maintained a split between sex and intimacy. Throughout his twenty years of 
marriage he continued to have sex with prostitutes, but when his wife finally took a lover, he 
felt betrayed, and so he divorced her. Throughout his tour in Vietnam he only had sex when he 
went to Thailand.  My fantasy about this is that he would not sleep with the enemy. He had 
shared this piece of information early on in his analysis and in retrospect I wish I would have 
explored this with him.  I consider this one of those missed opportunities due to a lack of 
experience as a beginning analyst.  I held back because I feared that he might experience my 
inquiry about this as intrusive.   
For the first four months of treatment Frankie was always prompt and never missed a session. 
He was compliant with maintaining the frame inside the session time, and he was acting out as if 
he were the law outside the session time as he often described vignettes which depicted his  
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assaultive behavior towards anyone who offended him.   He mostly talked about his life outside 
the session time - about his frequent verbal and physical altercations with strangers or anyone 
who did not agree with him or his views. Frankie felt he was always right in serving justice in this 
way.  Initially he acted out his need for omnipotent control outside the analytic hours, but as the 
transference developed and I became less idealized, he shifted to acting in during the analytic 
hours..    He went from acting out to acting in mostly around the analytic frame. Towards the 
end of treatment he went about destroying the analytic frame altogether with missed 
appointments and not bothering to call me to reschedule or to let me know why he missed his 
appointments.He used therapy to reflect on his assaultive and aggressive  behavior and 
modified his aggressive impulses outside the analytic hours so that he eventually was able to 
work within society’s systems.  
  
Frankie identified with me as an artist and after several months of analysis he began to paint all 
day and into the wee hours of the night.  He discovered that his newfound creativity helped him 
sleep better so he did not have to “pop all that toxic sleep medication” that he finally flushed 
down the toilet. It also gave him a respite from those two haunting nightmares: “Being chased 
on a path”; and “looking down on a circle of Asians from above”.  He was not able to articulate 
what his art or dreams symbolized and was highly resistant to “exploring their meaning” with 
me.  
 
Ferdinand the Bull discovered that he enjoyed selling his paintings in a city park where artists 
and performers gathered daily to sell their wares. Later he developed enough artistic confidence 
to join a local artists' cooperative. The park and the artists’ cooperative became his newly 
created families and provided him with support apart from Lucy, the psychoanalytic matador, on 
whom he did not want to become too dependent. The money he made from selling his art kept 
food on the table and obviated homelessness while he awaited approval for his disability 
benefits from VA. He charmed his fans and customers with his amusing stories and comic antics 
that enhanced the marketing of his artwork (Frankie had abandoned his education over 30 years 
ago when he was just a few courses short of a Bachelors Degree in Marketing).  
Suddenly one day, his beloved park turned on him, and as he put it, “lost its tranquility.”  His 
park with its flowing milk turned toxic in an instant and became the persecuting “Italian Bull 
Breast.” This happened when a city cop threatened, as he put it, “To give a Vietnam War 
Veteran a ticket on Memorial Day Weekend, just because his art was displayed on a three-
legged illegal table.”  I wholeheartedly empathized with Frankie's victim introject.  After this 
humiliating experience, Frankie could not bring himself to return to the park until a year later. 
He blamed his delayed return on the carpenter he had hired to construct a new display table. 
Now his sessions were flooded by the persecuting carpenter, who was the new phallic Bull 
Breast, which was keeping all the milk for itself, by not completing his table. Several months 
later, Frankie stopped by his tailor for the third time pick up his blazer he had dropped off to 
have the sleeves shortened, and when the tailor told him it was not ready, Frankie went into a 
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rage and threatened to cut off the tailor's arms. Now the tailor had become the persecuting 
Italian Bull Breast. He displaced the rage he felt towards the Italian Bull Breast onto the cop, 
carpenter and tailor who were all stand-ins for it.  
  
As therapy progressed Frankie brought in more of his Vietnam War self and survivor’s guilt into 
the room. He talked about the death of his replacement with deep sadness and guilt. He spoke 
about how “every day was Father’s Day and that he cries himself to sleep wondering about how 
many children he left fatherless and unborn in Vietnam because of his killing.” He countered this 
with stories about his own greatness as a father to his own children.  Frankie prided himself on 
dispelling all their childhood myths so that they would be prepared for the real truth about life.  
Santa Claus was not real.  
 
BACKGROUND:   
  

Frankie knew he was in his early sixties but not sure exactly how old he was or the ages 
or birth-dates of his son and daughter, who were now adult children in their late-twenties-early 
thirties. He had to ask his daughter for this information. He described his daughter as his “best 
friend”, and for many years, she has served as an alternative ego for him.  
  

Frankie referred to his mother as the “Italian Bull”. He was not sure how old she was 
when she gave birth to him. He told me, “She had me very late in life, after she had a back alley 
abortion with the pregnancy before she became pregnant with me”. His mother could not speak 
English and he could not speak Italian. My reverie about why he never learned to speak Italian is 
that he could not take in his “mother tongue” as it became a symbol of his mother’s toxic milk. 
The Italian language itself was experienced as a bad breast in the same way that the Asian 
language was experienced as a bad breast.  Frankie was the youngest of four children. His oldest 
sister and brother were both adults when he was born and his sister “closest to him” was a 
teenager.  
  

Frankie recalled a few of his childhood memories: His mother taking him to Coney Island 
to purchase the bamboo canes she used to beat him with; and her bashing his head into the 
window casing so hard she gave him a concussion; hiding under the kitchen table when his 
brother and father threw punches and furniture at each other, as his mother stood by and 
screamed in Italian; and waving good-bye to his parents on the pier as they left for Italy, where 
his father suddenly died.  Frankie described his father as passive and not protecting him from 
the “Italian Bull”.  His childhood provided sadistic grooming and anticipation of fear when 
relating with others. 
 

Memories of Vietnam include: his savage checkpoint behavior – poking his fingers into 
their eyes, dragging them out and bashing their head repeatedly into the vehicle; witnessing an 
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interrogation and torture of a prisoner whose head was bashed with a gun so many times that 
his brains spilled out; watching his commander shoot a teenage girl whose chest had been half 
blown off by helicopter fire; and getting wounded.  
 

His father’s funeral was the most devastating trauma of his life. Frankie hated his 
mother for hosting such an extravagant funeral in Italy, which, as he put it, “drove the family 
into debt and robbed me of my childhood. It forced me to work summers and after school just 
to pay down the family debt”. He brought in his father’s funeral album to show me the 
evidence. He confided, “Ordinarily I would not show this to anyone outside the family, but I 
wanted you to see this because of the special relationship we have”.  Frankie pointed to the 
photo of his mother leaning over his father’s corpse on his deathbed to give him her final 
farewell kiss of death.  He cynically exclaimed, “After that one shot, she never appears in any of 
the other photos.  She never even attended the funeral or the burial. It was all for the camera”. 
Klein (1975 a) noted: 

The fear of being devoured by the father derives from the projection of 
the infant's impulses to devour his objects. In this way, first the other's  
breast (and the mother) becomes in the infant's mind a devouring object  
and these fears soon extend to the father's penis and to the father. At 
the same time, since devouring implies from the beginning the 
internalization of the devoured object, the ego is felt to contain 
devoured and devouring objects. Thus the super-ego is built up from the 
devouring breast (mother) to which is added the devouring penis 
(father). These cruel and dangerous internal figures become the 
representatives of the death  instinct...The fear of being annihilated 
includes the anxiety lest the internal good breast be destroyed, for the 
object is felt to be indispensable for the preservation of life. The threat 
to the self from the death instinct working within is bound up with the 
dangers apprehended from the internalized devouring mother and 
father, and amounts to fear of death. (p. 30) 

 
Now Frankie devoted his sessions to comparing the way bodies were disposed of in 

Vietnam with the way his father's body was “wastefully disposed of.”  He told me, “Over there, 
bodies were bagged or thrown into mass graves or just left to rot. There was no respect for 
death”.  His father’s corpse was paraded around in a glass carriage drawn by a team of black 
horses adorned with black feather head-plumes, followed by a procession of two hundred paid 
mourners.  Frankie asked me several times if I wanted to purchase his cemetery plots that he 
had purchased for himself and his ex-wife upon his return from Vietnam. His implied death 
wishes left me speechless. I felt assaulted by Frankie's ideation about my own death and it 
frightened me. Underneath his idealizing transference, I experienced myself condensed with his 
hated mother and his ex-wife, both of whom he very much wanted to kill. Now that I have more 
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experience and confidence in my analytic skills and the analytic process, I might have said, if I 
were to use that grave, how might I die? Or if I died before you would you visit my grave? 
Frankie's phantasies about his father's funeral is a re-transcription of his phantasies as an infant 
when he imagined that his phallic Italian Bull Breast had devoured and incorporated his father's 
penis inside itself. These phantasies were fueled by his excessive envy and oedipal jealousy 
towards both parents.  As Klein (1975 a) suggests,  

The development of the Oedipus complex is strongly influenced by the 
vicissitudes of the first exclusive relation with the mother, and when this 
relation is disturbed too soon, the rivalry with the father enters prematurely. 
Phantasies of the penis inside the mother, or inside her breast, turn the father 
into a hostile intruder. This phantasy is particularly strong when the infant has 
not had the full enjoyment and happiness that the early relation to the mother 
can afford him and has not taken in the first good object with some security. 
Such failure partly depends on the strength of envy…The influence of the 
combined parent figure on the infant’s ability to differentiate between the 
parents, and to establish good relations with each of them is affected by the 
strength of envy and the intensity of his oedipal jealousy. For the suspicion that 
the parents are always getting sexual gratification from one another reinforces 
the phantasy–derived from various sources-that they are always combined. If 
these anxieties are strongly operative, and therefore unduly prolonged, the 
consequence may be a lasting disturbance in relation to both parents. In very ill 
individuals, the inability to disentangle the relation to the father from the one to 
the mother, because of their being inextricably interlinked in the patient’s mind, 
plays an important role in severe states of confusion. (p. 197-198)  

 
 Frankie's projection of his cannibalistic attacks on his Italian Bull Breast and fears of its 
retaliation were exacerbated by his mother’s hostility and death wishes towards him. His hatred 
towards his mother, “The Italian Bull” extended to his relationship with his father and all other 
object relations as well.  
Klein (1975 a) writes: 

The flight from the mother to other people, who are admired and idealized in 
order to avoid hostile feelings towards that most important envied (and 
therefore hated) object, the breast, becomes a means of preserving the breast-
which means also preserving the mother…The way in which the turning from the 
first to the second object, the father, is carried out is of major importance. If 
envy and hatred are predominate, these emotions are to some degree 
transferred to the father or to siblings, and later to other people, and thereafter 
the flight mechanism fails. (p. 217)  
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Frankie experienced his father as abandoning whereas his mother was always raging, 
annihilating, devouring and suffocating. That male/female Italian Bull Breast that greedily kept 
all of Frankie's milk for itself was now symbolized by his father’s funeral and funeral album. This 
vicious projective and introjective cycle of his death instinct increased his hatred, greed, and 
envy, and left him feeling depleted and in a paranoid state.  The combination of his mother’s 
abusive behavior and lack of nurturing; the traumatic loss of his father at a young age; his 
financial deprivation and the Vietnam War prevented him from building up enough libido or life 
instinct to develop his ego and stifled his capacity for love and gratitude. He never was able to 
develop basic trust. From the day he was born until now, his external “facilitating environment” 
was lacking, violent and hostile.   
Winnicott (1989) writes: 
In the area of psychoneurosis it is castration anxiety that lies behind the defenses, in more 
psychotic phenomena that we are examining it is a breakdown of the establishment of the unit 
self that is indicated. The ego organizes defenses against breakdown of the ego organization, 
and it is the ego-organization that is threatened. But the ego cannot organize against 
environmental failure in so far as dependence is a living fact… 
The individual inherits a maturational process. This carries the individual along in so far as there 
exists a facilitating environment, and only in so far as this exists. The facilitating environment is 
itself a complex phenomenon and needs special study in its own right; the essential feature is 
that it has a kind of growth of its own, being adapted to the changing needs of the growing 
individual…The facilitating environment can be described as holding, developing into handling, 
to which is added object-presenting. In such a facilitating environment the individual undergoes 
development which can be classified as integrating, to which is added indwelling (or psycho-
somatic collusion) and then object-relating. (p. 88-89) 
 

Six months into treatment Frankie discovered a donation cadaver program at a local 
university. His cadaver contract and the disposal of his remains became a major focus. He 
enjoyed entertaining me with his morbid jokes, which served  as a defense against his 
unconscious painful and anxious feelings; and I enjoyed the jokes as they protected me from my 
own fear and anxiety about death. His self-hatred and denigration was revealed when he told 
me that his body was of more value to society dead than alive, and as he put it, “At least then it 
will be put to good use - for scientific research rather than for killing.” By donating his body to 
the cadaver program he is making reparation for his existential guilt for all his killing. Frankie 
talked about all the benefits of the cadaver program. “They pick up the body and dispose of all 
the unused parts for free! This way the family doesn't have to squabble over the debt”. He 
asked his daughter if she wanted to keep his skeleton as a conversation piece. Even in death he 
fantasized that he could remain with his daughter. His excitement about the cadaver program 
was at such a peak that I imagined that he was trying to sell me on buying into the cadaver 
program. In my reverie about this I wondered if he wanted us to be joined in death. I imagined 
that he might be fantasizing that we could be dissected together and that our unused body parts 
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could be thrown together in a garbage heap for eternity. He joked, “I told my daughter to make 
sure to dress up my stiff and put me on a plane and have the cadaver program meet the body at 
the airport. They only pick up the body for free if you die in the state.” Against his daughter’s 
wishes, he arranged to leave everything to her and nothing to his son. When his kids were little, 
he told them, “If I should die, just put me out on the curb with the rest of the garbage.”   
 

Frankie hated the government and the media and he was very bitter about being 
drafted. He often wondered out loud, “If the army knew I was a killer.”  He resented his mother 
for trying to stop his deployment to Vietnam, as it only delayed his deployment and resulted in 
his assignment to “funeral detail.” This was truly hell on earth as he had to assist with the 
funerals and burials of deceased soldiers killed in Vietnam. He wondered how his family would 
feel if he was in the box. When he got his orders for Vietnam, he refused to do any more funeral 
detail and suggested they put him in the brig instead.  
  

When Frankie returned from Vietnam, he moved back into his mother's house, where 
she continued to treat him as a child, and not as a man who had returned from war. She 
suffocated him with her screaming and insisted he be home by 10:30 PM.  He exclaimed, “I told 
her at that time in Vietnam I was killing someone or that they were trying to kill me.” After he 
almost strangled her twice, he moved out. He employed a massive reaction formation defense 
against being like his mother, yet he is just like how he described her - explosive and assaultive.   

 
Frankie's immense masochism and guilt is demonstrated by the fact that he currently 

lives in a neighborhood with a lot of Asians. Memories of Vietnam are triggered by seeing 
Asians, particularly if they look at him in a certain way or when he smells their cooking. To avoid 
becoming assaultive, he has to exit a bus or train when he hears Asians speaking. He exclaims, 
“It’s the cadence of their voice that bothers me.” The cadence of their voice not only triggers 
memories of Vietnam, it may also trigger unconscious traumatic phantasies of his infancy and 
childhood of his mother’s screaming at him in a language he could not understand.   
 
Awakening of Libido 
  

 About five months into his analysis, Frankie began to actively experience libidinal 
strivings, and therefore began to allow himself access to his sexuality.  He embarked on a new 
relationship with an “on-line” girlfriend. He told me that his new girlfriend sent him a “hot and 
steamy e-mail”. When I asked him about what was in it, I became the phallic Bull Breast. With a 
dead serious look in his eyes, and in a cutting tone, he asked, “What are you lacking”?  In that 
hazardous moment, Frankie the Bull no longer saw me as Lucy, the playful matador. For him, it 
appeared that I lost the maternal gleam in my eyes.  At that moment he phantasized that I had 
turned into a giant devouring, castrating, and vagina Bull Breast. He left me frightened and 
speechless, as I raced through my own thoughts and feelings of how I was lacking. Perhaps if I 
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had more confidence in my analytic skills and  technique, I could have explored with him how it 
made him feel to think of me as lacking. In retrospect I could have worked more with the 
relationship, but at that point in time, I did not have enough trust in my analytic expertise and I 
was too frightened. My instincts prevented me from engaging with him at this level of 
relatedness. What happened between us around the “hot and steamy e-mail” captures the 
essence of the transference and countertransference manifestations between us. Neither of us 
were developed enough to deal with unleashing “The Annihilating Black Square of Thanatos” 
into the bullring.  In that moment of my inquiry into the hot and steamy e-mail, Frankie 
projected his sexual impotence into me, which I introjected and reflected back to him, leaving us 
both “lacking”.  Now his “I Love Lucy Breast” had become the Italian Bull Breast that was lacking 
– an impotent scooped out phallus with no milk. Mother and all women are experienced as 
castrating and devouring. The Italian Bull has no breast, it only has a phallus. It has no milk and 
no nurturing capacity. His phallic breast is too confusing, demanding and unpredictable. It 
embodies persecuting annihilating aggression. I needed the master matador, my supervisor, to 
help me realize that he had projected his own sexual impotence into me. Both of us were now 
that impotent scooped out Breast face to face in the bullring. Again I asked him about what was 
in the hot and steamy e-mail, and so he told me: “I imagine myself taking a sip of scotch from 
my glass and as I lean over to kiss you, a drop of alcohol drops from my lips onto yours”.   I 
avoided the sexually laden erotic transference implications of his comment and asked him how 
this e-mail impacted on him. He laughed as he replied, “She got me all worked up – I was so 
horny I couldn’t sleep for the rest of the night”. I asked him if he thought this fantasy might 
impact adversely on his sobriety. He minimized its malignant impact and said, “Oh, that doesn't 
bother me”.   
 

In the ensuing sessions Frankie took delight in entertaining me with the romantic details 
of their courtship, such as when his girlfriend told him about purchasing a little red negligee for 
their first night together; and how he brought the candles and music for the hotel room. When 
they finally did have intercourse, he complained, “It took me hours to ejaculate.” Frankie's 
castration anxiety was the result of his unconscious phantasies as an infant, when he imagined 
he had destroyed his good breast by tearing it to bits with his excessive greed and envy.  Now he 
feared his breast would retaliate by castrating and devouring him. Sexual intercourse with his 
girlfriend evoked these infant phantasies, which now caused his difficulties in releasing his 
sexual products.  Frankie phantasized that he had contaminated her good breast by projecting 
his own oral, anal and urethral products into it.  
Klein (1975a) claimed:  

The capacity for full oral gratification, which is rooted in a satisfactory relation to 
the mother, is the basis for experiencing full genital orgas (Freud). In men, the 
envy of the mother's breast is also a very important factor. If it is strong and oral 
gratification thereby impaired, hatred and anxieties are transferred to the 
vagina. Whereas normally the genital development enables the boy to retain his 
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mother as a love-object, a deep disturbance in the oral relation opens the way 
for severe difficulties in the genital attitude towards women. The consequence 
of a disturbed relation first to the breast and then to the vagina are manifold, 
such as impairment of genital potency, compulsive need for genital gratification, 
promiscuity, and homosexuality. (p. 201a)  

 
 The relationship with his girlfriend is a representation of his phantasized relationship 
with me and my idealized “I Love Lucy Breast”.  All went well with his girlfriend until he began to 
notice that she no longer thought exactly as he did or could not do everything he wanted to do. 
Her increased demands for sex and intimacy suffocated him, and he had to flee from her. He 
could not tolerate being with her or me, when we ceased to just gratify his needs and hold his 
idealized projections. 
 
Barnyard Animals 
  

Once Frankie had referred to his ex-wife as “A good looking horse”, so I asked him, what 
kind of barnyard animal is your new girlfriend?  He laughed and said, “She’s a rooster”. When I 
asked him why she was a rooster, he replied, “Because her hair is dark with one orange strip 
down the middle.” As his analysis with me and his relationship with his girlfriend continued, 
Frankie introjected more nurturing, gratifying, female breasts creating more available libido and 
ego.  His “Rooster Breast” was gradually transformed from a phallic male image into a female 
representation as he began to refer to his girlfriend as a cow.  His transformation of the Italian 
Bull Breast into the Rooster Breast; and then into the “Cow Breast, represents a gradual 
transition in his object relations. The all powerful phallic Italian Bull Breast representation is 
diminished in size and is less destructive as it is transformed into the male Rooster Breast.  
The vicissitudes of Frankie’s bestiary of symbolization can be summarized thusly: as Frankie's 
relationship with his girlfriend and their courtship developed, and his sexual fantasies increased, 
he transformed his “Rooster Breast” into an idealized “Cow Breast”- a large nourishing female 
representation with an abundance of milk. After they had sexual intercourse it began to turn 
toxic and contaminated as he projected more of his own toxic substances into it. Frankie's 
girlfriend and I were all the barnyard animals and the I Love Lucy Breast but he did not know it. 
As these female breasts became more developed, female, and differentiated, he experienced 
them as more demanding, suffocating and devouring. They turned on him, like all the other 
barnyard animal breasts had done before. The transformations of his barnyard animals reflect 
the gradual modifications in Frankie's self and object representations as his analysis progressed. 
At first we see a gradual softening and modification of his object representations and relations; 
and how Thanatos is diminished as the result of his increased libido from introjecting idealized 
“needs gratifying” breasts.  When I asked him why his girlfriend turned from a rooster into a 
cow, he laughed and replied, “Because she's overweight.” When I asked him, “What kind of a 
barnyard animal am I?  He spontaneously replied, “You’re a cat.” I asked him why I was a cat and 
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he said, “Because cats are curious and intelligent.” He quickly told me, “I only like dark women.” 
This is opposite to me. I am fair with blue eyes and blonde hair. I asked him why he only likes 
dark women and he said, “Because they are sexually less inhibited; more direct, more sensual 
and easier to relate to.”   
 
Frankie projected his sexual inhibitions and his unconscious split in his sexuality into me. He is 
not able to tolerate seeing Lucy, his maternal breast, as a sexual breast. His self-state in the 
transference was so young that I did not experience him as a sexual object. We were both much 
younger part objects. At that point in Frankie's analysis, and my development as an analyst, we 
had to be. I did not address his transference to me as a sexually inhibited woman because I felt 
it  was too dangerous to be in the bullring with Frankie the Bull as a giant sexual, castrating 
vagina Breast.  
 

Thanatos 
  

Although the vignettes he shared about Vietnam were tragic and deadly, Frankie talked 
about them with bravado and humor. When we touched on his feelings of existential guilt and 
sadness, he quickly placed us dead center in a MASH episode. He was a gifted storyteller and it 
felt like we there “in country” sharing and reliving all his extraordinary existential moments 
together. He laughed as he told me, “I volunteered to Walk Point (the most forward and 
dangerous position) in my unit.” I asked why he volunteered for the most dangerous position, 
and he replied, “Because I was a little guy and I couldn’t carry all that heavy equipment and 
ammo in that 120 degree heat.” My fantasy about this is that consciously he volunteered to 
Walk Point because he did not trust his life with anyone else in that position (Frankie's need for 
omnipotent control was established very early in life) but unconsciously it was an expression of 
his Death Wish. He spoke about his guilt about the death of his replacement, which he had 
trained, with sadness in his voice. Two weeks before Frankie left Vietnam, his replacement 
stepped on a mine, lost both his legs and died several days later. When Frankie began to feel his 
unbearable guilt and depressive anxiety, he fled further into his “paranoid-schizoid” defenses of 
omnipotence, splitting and denial. 
Frankie confided in me, “Some veterans enjoyed the killing,” and I replied, “Yes, some vets do.” 
This allowed him to bring his killer self into the room.  Soon after this, he brought in one of his 
poems entitled, “First Kill”, which begins, “Who died that night, was it him or was it me?”  He 
then told me about a painting he had hanging on his wall that haunted him, entitled, “Blood on 
the Leaves”.   
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The painting was a primitively rendered image of an American and a Viet Cong soldier, both 
peering out from bloodied leaves.  He told me, “The American soldier and the enemy were just 
the same, only one had a helmet and the other had slanted eyes. Other than that they were just 
the same.”  For Frankie, there was very little differentiation between him and the enemy, or 
between him and me, or between him and anyone else for that matter.  We were all the 
persecuting Italian Bull Breast and we could annihilate each other at any moment.  He wanted 
me to keep the painting in my office, so I did.   
 
Dreams 
  

Frankie only brought in two recurring dreams throughout his analysis. Both dreams 
represent traumas in infancy and childhood. In one dream he is being chased on a path. He 
connects this dream with an incident in Vietnam, when he chased down the enemy after an 
ambush, shot him in the back, and then discovered that he was lost and separated from his unit. 
Getting lost and separated from his unit in Vietnam evoked his earlier phantasies of separation 
and annihilation anxiety from the trauma of his own birth. His Italian Bull Breast, the military, 
and the Vietnam War, were all violent and deadly environments which exacerbated his 
primordial anxiety. Being dependent on such a hostile and violent breast must have produced 
unfathomable amounts of primordial anxiety, but without it there was nothing. 
   

In his other dream, Frankie is “up above looking down on a circle of Asians.” This dream 
represents his original dissociative splitting defenses - out of body phantasies he employed as an 
infant to protect his self from his Italian Bull Breast. The Asians represent his Italian Bull Breast 
in bits and pieces that he looks down on from above who are going to turn around and attack 
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him from every direction. His projections and re-introjections of his raging attacks on it (the 
Asians/his Italian Bull Breast) weaken his ego, and flood him with disintegration anxiety. 
Frankie's inner and outer world is in bits and pieces. He is always being attacked from within by 
his own unconscious phantasies and from without by his predominately hostile, violent, 
rejecting and abandoning environment.  
  
Good Breast vs. Bull Breast 
  

To Frankie, I was a curious and intelligent two-dimensional TV character and a neutered 
cat/kitten. Perhaps his relationship with me may be the highest level of relatedness to a female 
breast or to anyone he has ever had.  As I learned more about Frankie's traumatic childhood, 
and his life of trauma and failures, I came to understand through supervision, that Frankie the 
soldier may have been his highest level of functioning; and that the military may have been the 
best Breast he had ever had until he found mine.   
  

Frankie the Bull-et must have wondered if his Thanatos Breast was a breast or a penis or 
if it was both. It must have been very confusing.  In order to survive on that empty phallic breast 
he had to resort to cannibalism, as he sucked and scooped it out, along with the rest of the 
“Italian Bull's” body. He must have believed himself to be a Thanatos baby and that he had 
created that Italian Bull Breast with his own omnipotent demonic powers. Who knows what 
Frankie’s pre-natal life was like?   

 
Klein (1975 b) believed:  

In the oral-sadistic stage which follows upon the oral-sucking one, the small 
child goes through a cannibalistic phase with which are associated a wealth of 
cannibalistic phantasies. These phantasies, although they are still centered on 
eating up the mother’s breast or her whole person, are not solely concerned 
with the gratification of a primitive desire for nourishment. They also serve to 
gratify the child’s destructive impulses. The sadistic phase which succeeds this - 
the anal sadistic phase – is characterized by a dominating interest in excretory 
processes – in feces and the anus; and this interest, too, is closely allied to 
extremely strong destructive tendencies…between the oral-sadistic and anal 
sadistic stages there exists another stage in which urethral-sadistic tendencies 
make themselves felt, and that the anal and urethral tendencies are a direct 
continuation of the oral sadistic ones as regards the specific aim and object of 
attack. In its oral-sadistic phantasies the child attacks its mother’s breast, and 
the means it employs are its teeth and jaws. In its urethral and anal phantasies it 
seeks to destroy the inside of the mother’s body, and uses its urine and faeces 
for this purpose. In this second group of phantasies the excrements are 
regarded as burning and corroding substances, wild animals, weapons of all 
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kinds, etc.; and the child enters a phase in which it directs every instrument of 
its sadism to the purpose of destroying its mother’s body and what is contained 
in it. (p. 253 b) 

  
 

After Frankie had projected enough of his death instinct into his “I Love Lucy Breast”, it 
too became toxic like all the other barnyard breasts before it, poisoned by his own excrement 
and death wishes. It became too demanding and suffocating. Thanatos always overpowered 
Eros. Frankie never knew when that breast would turn on him. Frankie never had a “good 
enough” breast before.  
 
A Good Object 
  

For months Frankie talked about wanting to get rid of his son. When he finally drove him 
out by tearing up the apartment, he adopted “Oscar”, a male kitten. He told me, “I had to adopt 
Oscar when I noticed him in the litter trying to lick his birth-defected sister back to health.”  
Frankie replaced his son with Oscar, a diminished male Eros representation that he could now 
project his idealized self into. Frankie also identified with the sick kitten that Oscar tried to lick 
back to life.  

 
Approximately nine months after he had fled treatment and “abandoned” me, he 

returned to the psychosocial program at the VA and  revealed that he was feeling bored and 
lonely.  He told me that he had adopted a female kitten a few months after he had adopted 
Oscar to keep Oscar company. I asked him what he named his female kitten and he told me that 
he named her Lucy . Frankie could tell me this, and bring in his more vulnerable self only after a 
significant amount of time had passed since he stopped his analysis.  ”I asked him about Lucy, 
and Frankie replied, “I found Lucy in a boat (a vehicle that travels the unconscious waters) 
among an abandoned litter.” He laughed as he told me, “I named her Lucy, after Lucille Ball. 
Lucy was the first female star to have her own TV show.  She was way before Oprah. I have fun 
with Lucy.  She is curious and intelligent. Lucy likes to play throw and catch with me.”  Frankie 
loves Lucy because she is playful and right where he wants all women to be - at his feet and 
ready to gratify him. Lucy, a neutered female kitten and younger mammalian self-object, 
replaced my “I Love Lucy Breast”.   
  

As my analytic capacity increased and he became more dependent on my good breast, 
and as I became more real, his envy of me increased.  As he approached the “depressive 
position”, his depressive anxiety and guilt overwhelmed him, precipitating his regression further 
into the paranoid-schizoid position. In the end, the barnyard animals had become much smaller 
and younger, representing Frankie's flight into regression.    
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 I asked Frankie jokingly, “So, who wears the pants in the family, you or the cats?” 
Frankie laughed and said, “They do – I'm always in my underwear and I'm always cleaning up 
after them.”  Frankie invites me in to watch him play with his male and female kitten breasts in 
his underwear, but he does not want me to notice that his sexual apparatus does not work. 
Frankie is arrested very early in his psychosexual development. He is a 60 year-old man with 
childlike passions, the impulses and instincts of a very young child, who is expected to live his 
life as an adult man. Lucy the Kitty Breast appears to be a younger self-object who appears to be 
more oral than genital. 

 
From the beginning I was a female object representation. Frankie is able to tolerate me 

being female but we do not know at what level of relatedness to female. Frankie's mother, the 
“Italian Bull” remained an aggressive male representation, rather than even a phallic female 
representation. Frankie's phantasies of his actual mother could not be transformed into a 
nurturing female representation. He enjoys playing with his Lucy Kitty/Pussy Breast and Oscar 
Penis Breast because they just gratify his needs, and this is all he can tolerate. The cat is a 
female representation but we do not know who this “pussy” is that he has taken home with 
him. Frankie had to leave me before I became toxic, devouring, suffocating and abandoning like 
all the other male/female breasts he has created and destroyed. 
   

As Frankie drank in my mirroring of his idealized self; and introjected my good, libidinal, 
needs-gratifying breast, “The phallic Italian Bull Breast” was gradually transformed from male to 
female representations. Gradually the animals became tamer, smaller, more female and 
nurturing, less intimidating and domesticated.   
 
Holding and Ego Development  

 
I instinctively employed what Winnicott (1989), refers to as, a good enough holding or 

facilitating environment with primary maternal preoccupation.  
   

I transformed my matador’s cape into a baby blanket, providing him with the warmth, 
nurturing and understanding he never had before.  I held him gently and creatively for as long as 
he could tolerate it. Frankie took delight in the admiring gleam in my eye, as I enjoyed being part 
of his newly discovered creative enjoyment of life. My holding and his identification with me as 
an artist were the primary healing forces. Our joint humor and creativity served to keep 
Thanatos at bay; and to wake up Eros enough to transform the Minotaur into a slightly more 
integrated, flexible, and reflective individual who could join the human community, at least on 
its creative fringes.  At least now “Ferdinand the Bull” could play with some of the other 
bohemians who also dance around the surface of human existence. He is more related and can 
now work marginally within the system when he has a personal grievance.  
Winnicott, (1989) notes: 
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For babies there is a basic ration of “good breast” without which the early stages 
of the individual’s emotional development do not get initiated. Various authors 
have attempted to formulate this. Balint in his concept of primary love, myself in 
my terms “good enough mothering” and “primary maternal preoccupation”.  
The “good breast” proves to be a jargon term for (a) “good-enough mothering” 
and (b) “satisfactory feeding” and (c) the joining together of (a) and (b) first in 
the environment and then in the mind of the baby. (p. 453). 

  
With just a taste of a “good enough” breast, Frankie developed enough libido to 

gradually modify his destructive impulses. As a result of his analysis with me, he re-connected 
with his family; traveled across the country to visit relatives and friends; expanded his 
psychosocial support system to include two artist's communities; successfully obtained his 70% 
Service Connected Disability Pension from VA; paid off his back child support and other debts; 
obtained his American and Italian passports; attended his daughter's wedding in Italy; opened a 
checking account and obviated homelessness. When Frankie left treatment he was able to work 
within society's legal and financial systems.  
 

 

End of Treatment:  
 

Toward the end of treatment, when I decided to focus more on everyday reality as well as 
symbolic and unconscious process, and I gently questioned how his renewed use of marijuana would 
affect his treatment, the word treatment must have shattered his delusional transference. My sudden 
differentiation by my difference of thought about his marijuana use, and the word “treatment” shocked 
him.  When I asked him if he wanted to continue treatment with me, it made him realize that his “I Love 
Lucy Breast” could suddenly be taken away. The momentary recognition of his own dependency needs 
and fears of abandonment; while simultaneously feeling suffocated by the relationship and the frame, 
led to his abrupt termination. 

 
In this initial phase of Frankie’s treatment, I believe he would have fled much earlier if I had used 

even a “modified” or expressive approach of the sort  suggested by Kernberg.  I don’t think he could 
have tolerated a more active focus on our relationship by interpreting his defenses and underlying 
negative transference.  In Kernberg’s (1985) review of the literature, he noted that Stone felt that 
patients with a borderline personality organization might need preparatory psychotherapy. (p. 76).  
 
Kernberg noted:  

That authors dealing with the problem of the treatment of borderline conditions may be 
placed on a continuum ranging from those who recommend psychoanalysis, to those 
who believe that psychotherapy rather than psychoanalysis, and especially a supportive 
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form of psychotherapy, is the treatment of choice”…in my opinion, in most patients 
presenting borderline personality organization a modified analytic procedure or special 
form of expressive psychoanalytic psychotherapy rather than classical psychoanalysis is 
indicated. This expressive approach should involve consistent interpretive work with 
those defensive operations reflecting the negative transference and contributing directly 
or indirectly to maintaining the patient’s ego weakness. (p. 75-77)  

 
At this point in Frankie's analysis, Frankie and I did not have the capacity for a modified or 

expressive approach. My analytic skills and technique were not developed enough, and Frankie had 
experienced too much trauma.  He had never before had a supportive relationship.  I believe a “holding” 
approach was a necessary “preparatory” phase of treatment before we could safely and successfully 
embark on a more expressive psychoanalytic psychotherapy approach.  First he needed an experience of 
a supportive relationship, in contrast to his predominately traumatic relationships, to simply build 
capacity for being in a relationship at all. Frankie was psychically too young for a more interpretive 
approach.    
 

Many factors contributed to my reticence about using more of my countertransference in 
session and working more directly with the transferential and actual therapeutic relationship.  I had 
witnessed Frankie's assaultive behavior and I imagined if he tried to strangle his mother twice, he might 
do the same thing to me. Other contraindications included his non-differentiated delusional idealized 
transference with its implied hatred and demonization of me. Interpreting Frankie's negative 
transference was just too dangerous at that point in his analysis and my development as a 
psychoanalytic candidate in training.  If Frankie's ego and my analytic skills were more developed, 
maybe I could have shared more what it was like to sit with him.  

 
In the end, Frankie walked into the bullring defeated.  He shrugged his shoulders as he told me, 

“I am talked out.” I asked him if we could sit in silence together, and he laughed and said, “Well this 
would be okay if were both stoned and sitting on top of a mountain overlooking a beautiful landscape 
together.”  
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As he parted (April 2009), Frankie gave me two little gifts of reparation - an appointment book 

and a collage that he had made  of a young woman in a garden. The inner painting of the younga woman 
is framed by aprotective string perimeter Vietnam War veterans have been known to create perimeters 
as a measure of safety.Perhaps this represents an unconscious wish to protect me from his own 
aggression and negative transference. 
  

In March 2011, Frankie physically assaulted his wife's former lover of over 30 years ago in the VA 
cafeteria. He called me for a session.  He cried. Perhaps this is a new beginning for Frankie and me.  He 
drops by to say hi, but he has not resumed his analysis. 

 
Frankie falls within the lower end of the borderline personality disorder spectrum with 

narcissistic features.  In addition, he has an Axis I diagnoses of Post-traumatic Stress Disorder and Major 
Depression.  Since Frankie's abrupt termination of treatment in April of 2009, we both have grown. I 
have two more years of psychoanalytic experience and supervision under my belt and Frankie has 
returned with his more vulnerable self.  I have developed more confidence in my psychoanalytic skills 
and technique and in the analytic process. The patient has developed more capacity and trust in his 
relationship with me. I feel both of us are ready for me to try a more expressive psychoanalytic 
approach.   
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